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Preface
This report describes the activities of the Center for Nuclear Study (CNS), Graduate School of
Science, the University of Tokyo, during the fiscal year 2002 (April 2002 – March 2003).
Since we moved to the Wako campus in RIKEN April 2000, a great effort has been put into the
construction of the low energy radio isotope beam separator CRIB. It now starts creating
interesting

new data in the field of astrophysics. The spin-parities of several excited states in
which are
relevant to rapid burning
processes in metal-deficient massive stars, have been successfully assigned

elastic scattering measurement. This result has become the first paper from
by the resonant 
the CRIB experiment. This clearly indicates that this resonant scattering method is a very powerful
tool to investigate properties of the excited states which are relevant to astrophysics. Subsequent
measurements with the same technique are being carried out. Some of them are included in this
Annual Report.
Last year the flat-topping RF acceleration system has been introduced into the AVF cyclotron and
tested. It is proved to be very efficient to decrease a momentum spread of an accelerated ion beam.
Owing to this improvement, transmission efficiency during the acceleration in the RING cyclotron
is significantly increased, which leads to higher beam intensity on target. Some experiments receive
benefit from this intensity increase. Our hyper ECR ion source has been used routinely for the acceleration of various heavy ion beams.
The Ge-detector array project initiated two years ago is gradually forming a shape. The array
consists of 18 position sensitive Ge-detectors.
The first experiment using 6 Ge-detectors has been


carried out successfully for the He( Be, B reaction. A high position resolution resulting from
the planar structure of the Ge detector has been experimentally confirmed. We hope to open a high
resolution in-beam -ray spectroscopy of exotic nuclei with the combination of this Ge detector array
and radioactive nuclear beams produced by the CRIB and RIPS.
The PHENIX detector at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven National Laboratory has caught possible hints of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). Among them, the CNS group contributed greatly to the discovery of the jet quenching and the suppression of the  yield in the
central collision. Several new type of detectors which have better discrimination properties against
leptons and photons emitted from QGP stage are being developed in the house of CNS.
In this year, a new research group which works in the nuclear spin physics at intermediate energies has been formed in the CNS. We have received three researchers from outside: a Lecturer Tomohiro Uesaka from Saitama University and two Research Associates, Takashi Wakui and
Takahiro Kawabata from RIKEN. They have initiated activities in the polarization measurements as
well as construction of polarized targets. Among them, a polarized solid proton target which is particularly useful in radio-isotope beam experiments with inverse kinematic condition is being developed.
Protons in a crystal of naphthalene doped with pentacene were successfully polarized up to  %
at a temperature of 100 K and in a magnetic field of 85 mT. This polarized proton target will be used
for the spin-orbit force measurement for the   He,  He) elastic scattering in the middle of 2003.
We have founded a theoretical physics group in the CNS. The main activities are in the field of the
few-body physics and the shell model study of unstable nuclei. The theory group organized the first
CNS International Summer School in August 2002. There were more than one hundred participants
from 9 countries in the world though mostly Asians. We hope this summer school becomes a tradition
of CNS and serves graduate students as well as postdocs not only in Japan but also in Asian countries
for gaining basic knowledge and perspectives of nuclear physics.
The Program Advisory Committee (PAC) of CNS had the meeting on 9 December 2002. Eight
proposals and one letter of intent submitted were evaluated.
CNS and RIKEN enjoyed fruitful collaboration under the Treaty of the Collaboration Agreement on
Heavy-Ion Physics between the CNS and RIKEN which was concluded on 1 April 1998. The treaty
in five year term expired this March, 2003. Since the collaboration was so successful, we wanted to

extend it another five years. For that purpose, we appointed four reviewers to evaluate the result of
collaboration prior to the expiration. We received a high evaluation and a strong recommendation of
extension of the Treaty. Based on these evaluation, the Graduate School of Science, the University of
Tokyo and RIKEN consented to extend the Treaty for another five years.

Hideyuki Sakai
Director of CNS
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1. Introduction
It is believed that  Na can be produced, in novae, supernovae or massive stars in substantial quantities via the reaction sequence  B Ne (p, ^ )" Na (p, ^ )  Mg (_ 0a` )  Na in
the hot Ne-Na-cycle. However, the observed   Na abundance was much smaller than the predicted value in the novae condition[1]. This discrepancy may be explained by the
insufficiencies of the theoretical models. However, there are
still considerable uncertainties with respect to the nuclear
physics aspects of the nucleosynthesis[2, 3, 4]. The predicted  Na equilibrium abundance might be substantially
reduced by a strong   Mg (p, ^ ) reaction with a subsequent
reaction  # Al (p, ^ ), effectively bypassing the production of
 Na. Whether the  Mg decays to  Na or undergoes the
two-step proton capture to  > Si is uncertain for a wide range
of burning conditions due to the little knowledge about the
excited states in # Al[5, 6, 7] and > Si[4].
Previously the low-lying states in # Al were investigated
up to 3.7 MeV by the reaction of  > Mg ( 5 Li, b He)  # Al[7].
In the present report, a  Mg radioactive ion (RI) beam was
used for the first time to investigate the excited states in
# Al via the elastic scattering of  Mg+p. The measurement
covered the excitation energy up to 4.2 MeV in  # Al.
According to a previous test experiment[8], a " Na RI
beam was also developed at the same time. Therefore, it
was used to investigate the excited states in  Mg via the
elastic scattering of " Na+p. The excited states in   Mg
had been investigated previously by many indirect reactions
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. So far a highest excitation energy investigated was 11.13 MeV. At TRIUMF, the excited states in
 Mg have been studied firstly by using a " Na RI beam
recently. In their experiment, the excited energies in   Mg
were studied up to 7.14 MeV, and they observed three excited states at, 6.332, 6.617 and 6.813 MeV. Fortunately,
by using the present setup, the excited states in  Mg could
be investigated up to 9.2 MeV. It is known that the "b Ne
( ' , p) c" Na reaction, with ' threshold energy of 8.14 MeV,
is one of the key reaction for the break-out from the hot
CNO cycle in x-ray bursters[14]. As for the excited states
in   Mg, about 1 MeV above the ' threshold energy could
be studied in the present experiment, and this will be helpful for understanding the "6b Ne ( ' , p) " Na reaction in some

astrophysics sites.
2. Experimental measurement
The experiment was carried out using the CNS radioactive ion beam separator (CRIB), described elsewhere[15].
A  B Neb 0 primary beam was accelerated up to an energy of
8.11 MeV/nucleon at the RIKEN AVF cyclotron (K = 70)
with an average intensity of about 200 pnA. The primary
beam bombarded a # He gas target[15] with a thickness of
0.25 mg/cm , where a  Mg secondary beam was produced
by the # He ( B Ne,   Mg)n reaction. Simultaneously, a " Na
radioactive ion beam was produced with an intensity about
4 times stronger than the   Mg beam.
The  Mg beam was separated by the CRIB with an energy degrader of 6-d m thick Mylar foil, which was installed
at the momentum dispersive focal plane (F1) to eliminate
the light particles. Furthermore, a F1 horizontal slit was
used to select the particles with a momentum deviation of
1 %. After the degrader, the energy of  Mg particle was
6.13 MeV/nucleon. At the same magnetic rigidity (Be ) setting, the energy of the c" Na particle was 5.66 MeV/nucleon.
At the achromatic focal plane (F2), a setup for the
elastic scattering measurement was installed inside a vacuum chamber. The setup consisted of two parallel-plate
avalanche counters (PPAC)[16], a target-holder plate and
three sets of f E-E silicon telescopes.
(1) PPAC
Each PPAC is capable of measuring timing and twodimensional hit position. The particle identification can be
made by using time-of-flight (TOF) between the two PPACs
in an event-by-event way. The beam profile on the target
can be also monitored by the position information of the
PPACs. The properties of   Mg and c" Na RI beams are
listed in Table 1.
(2) Target-holder
On the target-holder plate, three targets of g 30 mm were
prepared, a 90-d m thickness of polyethylene target (CH )h ,

a 69-d m equivalent thickness of C target, and a blank target, respectively. They can be changed by a remote control
system.
(3) f E-E silicon telescope
As for the f E-E silicon telescopes, the first set was in1

[10]S. Michimasa et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 14 (2002) 275.
[11]A. A. Chen et al., Phys. Rev. C 63 (2001) 065807.
[12]P. M. Endt et al., Nucl. Phys. A 521 (1990) 1.
[13]W. Bradfield-Smith et al., Phys. Rev. C 59 (1999) 3402.
[14]M. Wiescher et al., J. of Phys. G 25 (1999) 133.
[15]T. Teranishi et al., Phys. Lett. B 556 (2003) 27.
[16]H. Kumagai et al., Nucl. Instr. Methods A 470 (2001)
562.

Table 1. Properties of iji Mg and i k Na RI beams (on target). The
average intensity of the iml Ne primary beam was 200 pnA.


"

Mg
Na

Purity
(%)
3
12

Intensity
(kaps)
6.6
24.3

spot size(FWHM)
x(mm) y(mm)
20.0
19.6
20.0
20.0

stalled at 0 n (covering a scattering angle from o 5 n to 5 n )
which consisted of a 75-d m thickness of position sensitive
detector (PSD1) and two Si detectors with thickness of 1.5
mm each. The second set was installed at 16 n (covering a
scattering angle from 11 n to 21 n ) which consisted of a 75d m thickness of position sensitive detector (PSD2) and a
Si detector with thickness of 1.48 mm. The third set was
installed at o 23 n (covering a scattering angle from o 18 n
to o 28n ) which consisted of a 73-d m thickness of position
sensitive detector (PSD3) and a Si detector with a thickness
of 1.5 mm. As for PSD1, all the double-sided strips (16 p 16
strips) were used to determine the two-dimensional hit positions, while for PSD2 and PSD3, only horizontal x strips
were used.
The secondary beams were fully stopped in either the
(CH ) h or C targets, from which the elastically scattered

protons were recoiled out and detected by the f E-E telescopes. The identification of protons was made by the f EE information and the TOF measured by the PPACs and the
f E detectors. From the sum of the energies measured by
the f E and E detectors, the proton energy (Eq ) after the
target can be deduced. The energy and energy loss calibration was performed by using the secondary proton beams
separated by CRIB at several energies.
The recoiled protons from the (CH )h target were accu
mulated for about 40 hours. Furthermore, the measurement
was performed with the C-target to evaluate the background
contribution from the reactions of beam particles with the
C atoms in the (CH ) h target. This contribution was sub
tracted from the measurement with the (CH ) h target.


3. Summary
The excited states in # Al and  Mg were studied up to
4.2 MeV and 9.2 MeV directly by using the radioactive ion
beams, i.e., by the resonance elastic scattering of   Mg+p
and " Na+p, respectively. The recoil protons were measured by three sets of f E-E silicon telescopes at different
scattering angles. The data analysis is in progress now.
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1. Introduction
Recent astronomical observations have revealed a new
class of very metal-poor stars that have almost pure sprocess elements[1]. These are considered to be a kind of
the first generation stars, and require better understanding
of the s-process[2] including the neutron source that drives
the process. The neutron source for this process is not
well identified yet, and is one of the crucial issues in nuclear astrophysics. In low-mass stars at the asymptotic giant
branch (AGB), the "# C( ' ,n) "6. O reaction is considered to
be the main source of neutron production for the s-process
[3]. The s-process models[4, 5, 6, 7] critically depend on
the neutron flux from the "6# C(' ,n) reaction. They all use
quite large reaction rates at low energies, following some
predictions for the "# C( ' ,n) reaction by experiments[8] and
theories[9, 10, 11], due to a sub-threshold contribution. The
6.356-MeV state, which is 2 keV below the ' -threshold,
was suggested to make such a large contribution.
The astrophysical S-factor of the "# C(' ,n) reaction was
previously determined only down to 270 keV by directly
measuring the neutrons from the reaction [8], and there is
no data below 270 keV, where this reaction burns predominantly.
Since the total width of the sub-threshold state at 6.356
MeV is known to be 124 } 12 keV from the ". O(n,n) resonance study [12], the most critical parameter that determines the reaction rate of the stellar reaction "6# C(' ,n) due
to the resonance is the ' -width.
The sub-threshold contribution, on the other hand, can be
obtained using the ' -spectroscopic factor ~ of the state.
The s-process models mentioned above use about ~@ =
0.3 - 0.7, which implies that the state should have a welldeveloped ' -cluster structure. Therefore, it is of critical
importance to determine experimentally the property of the
state for the problem here.
To study the "6# C(' ,n) ". O stellar reaction by an indirect
method, we measured experimentally the direct ' -transfer
reaction, "# C( . Li,d)"5 O(6.356). The experimental result,
~  = 0.011 - 0.044, was derived for the state and reported
in the last-year CNS Annual report.
The ' -reduced width ^  was obtained from the ' spectroscopic factor ~- by
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s  Qs%d

 , ~

with R = r (A "# + A "# ), yielding ^J 
B

"



Figure 1. Astrophysical S-factors of the k9 C( ,n) k9 O stellar
reaction together with the experimental data taken from ref.
[8]. The thick solid curve is the result derived here, including
the sub-threshold resonance contribution. Curves A, B, and C
are the results with S = 0.7, 0.3 and 0.0, respectively. See
text for details.

1.4 fm was used. The ' -width for the state can be obtained
as




(2)

XXK&^   )

where P is the penetrability. And then, the cross section of the "6# C(' ,n) ". O reaction through the tail of the
sub-threshold resonance can be calculated using the Breit
Wigner single-level  formula[13];
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where  is %(sPX£2¥¤ ,Qs%(sP 2¦¤,%(sP 2¦¤, with PX£ being the
"

P
resonance spin, P the projectile spin and
the target spin,
9¡ 
"
and  is the Q-value of the reaction.
By taking the experimental value of
= 124 keV, the
S-factor of the "# C( ' ,n) "6. O reaction was calculated by eqs.
(1), (2) and (3). Figure 1 displays the energy dependence
of the S-factor, which is the sum of the non-resonant contribution and the tail contributions of the sub-threshold state
as well as the resonant states at higher energies. Here, the
non-resonant term was obtained from ref. [10]. The present
S-factor is much smaller than the one in refs. [9, 10], which
is shown approximately by Curve A, and that suggested in
(1) ref. [8] by Curve B. The higher energy part was obtained
by fitting the data of the direct measurement[8] that includes
= 7.4 keV, where  = the resonances above the ' threshold.
B

3

that there would be no such large enhancement of neutron
productions due to the sub-threshold state at 6.356 MeV at
low temperatures for the s-process. It would be of great interest to determine the effect of the new reaction rate in the
s-process analysis.

Table 1. Reaction rate parameters obtained for the k9 C( ,n) k9 O
stellar reaction. The parameters have been optimized at §F¨ =
0.01 – 4.0.

parameter

value
o 3.690392E+01
7.784191E-02
o 4.815691E+01
1.093879E+02
o 2.195909E+01
3.161556E+00
o 2.592545E+01
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The reaction rate of the "# C( ' ,n) "6. O reaction was calculated using the S-factor derived above, and has been parameterized by fitting the rate with using the following formula;
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Here, 7¬ is the Avogadro’s number. The coefficients ©v¹ are
listed in Table 1. Here, the reaction rate can be valid at =
´-A
0.01 – 4.0. The uncertainty is estimated to be 26 º at 0.01
»
»
»
4.0, which is discussed
® 0.3 and 20 º at 0.3
´JA
´JA
next in detail.
The contribution of the sub-threshold state to the present
reaction rate is much smaller than that suggested before,
roughly 1.6 º at low temperatures. The present reaction
rate, thus, is smaller than the NACRE recommendation[10]
roughly by a factor of 4 at ´ = 0.1, indicating that the
A
sub-threshold state contribution is very minor even at lowtemperatures. Since the possible maximum S  factor is
0.044, the maximum uncertainty due to the sub-threshold
contribution is about 17 º at T ® 0.3. The total uncerA
tainty at low temperatures includes mainly two components,
one from this sub-threshold contribution and the other from
the uncertainty of the direct measurement and the extrapolation procedure, which totally amount to about 20 º [8, 10]
below
= 0.3. Altogether, these will give the uncertain´A
ties provided in the last paragraph. Therefore, the reaction
rate in eq. (4) represents the experimental data at high energies measured[8] and the sub-threshold contribution of the
6.356 MeV state derived here as well. Note that the old
rate [14] is not applicable at any temperature region because it was obtained before the direct measurement[8] and
it did not include any of the sub-threshold contribution at
low temperatures. The s-process models that used the reaction rate of large sub-threshold enhancement need to be
checked carefully since the neutron flux changes considerably. They might need more "# C to have the same neutron
densities by thermal pulses, or need to have a longer time
period for the total neutron flux, for example.
In summary, the reaction rate of the possible main
neutron-source stellar reaction, "# C( ' ,n) "6. O, was investigated by the direct ' transfer reaction, and it has been found
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1. Introduction
The neutron-rich nucleus " Be has attracted much attention,
since it was suggested that the 7 =8 shell closure may be
broken in neutron-rich Be isotopes. As an evidence of the
break in " Be, we found an isomeric 0 0 state in " Be in

the projectile fragments of a "b O beam on a Be target at
100 ½ MeV. The excitation energy was determined as ¾ =
2.24 } 0.02 MeV by measuring coincident two ^ rays from
in-flight " Be nuclei, "6¿ Be SÀ"6 Be Á%(¢0 ,SÂ"6 BeÃ Ä ÅjÄ [1].
"
The decay branches of the E2 transition to the 2 0 state and
"
the E0 (pair) decay to the 0 Ã;0 Ä Å6Ä were extracted to be 17 } 2
and 83 } 2 %, respectively. However, the experiment could
deduce only the lower and the upper limits of the mean-life
Æ
to be 50 ns ® Æ ® 11 d s, which gives ambiguous information on the nuclear structure. In order to determine the
Figure 1. Delayed É spectrum up to 2 Ê s mesured by Ge.
lifetime more precisely, we performed an experiment measuring delayed ^ -rays from the isomeric state by stopping
scintillators[2] and 6 segmented Ge detectors[3] positioned
" Be produced by a projectile fragmentation reaction.
around the stopper. The measured time windows for the
NaI(Tl) and Ge were 50 – 600 ns and 0.2 – 9 d s, respec2. Experiment
tively.
The experiment was performed at the RIKEN Acceleator
Reserach Facility using a 100 ½ MeV "6b O primary beam on 3. Results and Discussion
a Be target. The "61Ç·¿YÈ Be nuclide at 52 ½ MeV was selected Figure 1 shows an energy spectrum of delayed ^ -rays upto
through the RIKEN Projectile Fragment Separator (RIPS). 2 d s from the stopped timing measured by the Ge detectors.
Two plastic scintillators at the second (F2) and the third (F3) Three peaks at 144 (0 0 S 2 0 ), 511, and 2107 keV (2 0 S
Ë

"
"
foci of the RIPS were used for event-by-event identification
0 Ä Å6Ä ) are clearly seen as well as a conversion electron peak
Ã;
of " Be fragments with the time-of-flight (TOF) between from 5 ¿ Ge (0 0 , ´
= 444.2ns) and the natural radiations
"
the two scintillators and the energy losses in the scintilla- from > B K and Bcb Tl. Because of the good energy resolution
tors. The beam which includes the isomeric 0 0 state was of the Ge detector, the energies of the two transitions were

incident on a 4 p 4 p 4 cm # polyethylene block stopper. The determined within 1 keV, if the systematics errors due to,
stopped " ¿ Be decays through ^ emission to the 2 0 state, for example, the gain drifts were taken into account. As a
Ë
"
which is followed by a cascade ^ decay to the ground state, result, the excitation energy of the 0 state was revised to

or decays directly to the ground state by emission of an be 2251 } 1 keV.
e W e0 pair. The conversion electron emission is negligible
Figure 2 shows time spectra for the peaks at 511 and 144
because of the small atomic number of Be. For the pair keV. As shown in the figure, the slopes for the two ^ -rays
decay, annihilation ^ -rays were radiated from the stopper. are almost identical, which verifies the assumption in ref.
Gamma rays were detected by hybrid arrays of 75 NaI(Tl) [1] that the two transitions are originated from the same 0 0
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Figure 2. Time spectra for the 511- (closed circle) and 144-keV
(open circle) É -rays. Horizontal bars denote bin sizes for averages of the count rates. Solid curves denote the results of the
fitting with a common exponential decay parameter.

isomeric state. The lifetime of the state was determined
by fitting each spectrum with ½4<²s³-%6o¸Ì Q Æ ,2¦Í , where the
ËvÎ Ï¢Ð Æ
common parameter Æ was used. The halflife


´ "
of 229 } 8 ns was thus obtained, which is consistent with
the preliminary result of 218 } 13 ns by an analysis of 511keV ^ -rays detected by NaI(Tl)[4].
By using the branching ratios reported in ref. [1], the
partial halflives for E2 and E0 decays were deduced to be
Ë
Ë
Ë
% 0 SÑ 0 , = 1.35 } 0.16 d s and
% 0 S
0 Ä Å6Ä ,
Ã;
´ " 
´ " 

"

= 276 } 12 ns, respectively. The partial halflife of the
E2 decay is transformed to the reduced transition probabilË
ity ÒÓ%(ÔÕvÖ 0 S× 0 , of 6.7 } 0.8 e  fm> = 0.83 } 0.10

"
Ò ÅÙØ %(ÔÕX, , where Ò ÅÙØ %(ÔÕX, denotes the Weisskopf singleparticle unit for an E2 transition. The small ÒÓ%(ÔÕD, value
may indicate the nuclear structure in the 0 0 is different from

that of the 2 0 state which is considered to be a member of
"
the ground-state band based on the large cross section in the
0Ã0 Ä ÅjÄ SÚ 0 inelastic scattering[5].
"
Ë
Ë
The E0 matrix element Û 0  Ã0 Ä ÅjÄÞÝ are deduced from
Ü
Ü
the E0 partial halflife to be 0.88 } 0.04 fm  , which is about
1/4 of the so-called single particle matrix element. Since
this matrix element is a measure of the difference in charge
distributions between the two 0 0 states, its small number
may suggest the nuclear structures of the two states are different in the configuration of neutrons.
4. Summary
We measured the decays of the stopped 0 0 state in " Be

produced by the fragmentation reaction of "b O. The excitation energy and lifetime of the 0 0 state in " Be were de
termined to be  ¾ = 2251 } 1 keV and
= 229 } 8
´ " 
ns, respectively. Combined with the branching ratios of the
two types decays E2 and E0, the partial halflives were deË
duced, which are transformed to Òß%9ÔÕsÖ 0 SàD0 , = 6.7
Ë
Ë

"
} 0.8 e  fm > and Û 0 
0 Ä Å6ÄÞÝ = 0.88 } 0.04 fm  , respecÃ;
Ü
Ü
tively. Those numbers provide detailed information of the
nuclear structures in " Be and are to be compared to theoretical predictions such as a cluster-model approach[6].
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1. Introduction
Proton elastic resonance scattering with low-energy radioactive ion beams is useful for studying resonance states
in unstable nuclei. We have performed an experiment of
the "" C+p elastic resonance scattering using a radioactive
ion beam of " " C. A major goal of this study is to determine
spin-parity ( Pá ) for some levels in "6 N. It is also important to examine the resonance parameters of known levels,
which may play an important role in the stellar reaction process of "" C(p,^ ) "6 N in metal-deficient massive stars [1, 2].
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2. Experiment
The radioactive ion beam of "" C was produced by the CNS
low-energy Radioactive Ion Beam separator (CRIB) [3, 4].
The beam had an energy of 3.4 MeV/nucleon and an intenÎãâ
Ë
sity of ¤
pä¤ > particles/sec. The elastic scattering was
observed by the thick target method [5, 6] using a (CH ) h

target of 8.0 mg/cm  . The recoil protons were detected by a
set of få - silicon detectors, which covers scattering angles of 0–5 n in the laboratory frame. Figure 1 shows the
result of the proton spectrum for " " C+p.
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Figure 1. Experimental results of proton spectra for kjk C+p elastic
resonance scattering. The solid line is a result of calculation
with a resonance formula.

which is the unique bound state in

"

N.
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3. Discussion
The spectrum covers an excitation energy region of &æ 
ËKÎ Ð
–3.7 MeV in " N. There are several known levels in
this region. The spectrum was fitted with a resonance formula [7] as indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1. The energies and widths of the levels determined by the present
experiment are consistent with the known values. A peak
Îãë
MeV corresponds to
seen in the spectrum at =çèêéÚ
the 3.13-MeV level, whose P á value was not clearly determined before. From the shape and width of the peak, the
level was attributed to a d-wave resonance, which indicates
the negative parity for the level. The height of the peak depends on P and is consistent with P ì . Therefore, we
Î
made an assignment of P á   W for the level at =æ í ¤ 
MeV in " N. From the P á assignment, it can be concluded
that the 3.13-MeV level does not contribute to the (p,^ ) reaction rate so much, even at high temperatures, since the
level decays by M2 or E3 transitions to the "6 N (g.s., ¤ 0 ),
7
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1. Introduction
A secondary beam of "65 N was developed using the lowenergy radioisotope beam separator (CRIB)[1], in order to
search for high-spin isomers in 7 =51 isotones.
High-spin isomers are systematically studied in 7 =83
isotones[2]. These isomers are of stretch coupled configurations resulting from the breaking of a neutron magic
82 and a proton semi-magic 64 core. And these isomers
are considered to be shape isomers caused by the sudden
shape change from near spherical to an oblate shape. In order to search for high-spin isomers with the same kind in
the other mass region, namely 7 =51 isotones, which have
one neutron outside a magic 50 core and proton numbers
close to semi-magic 40, were selected. Configurations of
these expected isomers in 7 =51 isotones are considered
to be [ ` (d ª g h
)L g  ]
W for odd nuclei and
 5 L ""
Ac
#A
ª
[ ` (d g h
) (p W" g  )] 0 for odd-odd nuclei.
B
 5c ""  
" 
Ac
Since the nuclei with ðñ® 40 of 7 =51 isotones are close
to the stability line, it is difficult to produce nuclei exciting
high-spin states using reactions by combinations of stable
beams and targets. Therefore, it is very effective to use a
neutron-rich radioactive nuclear beam. As the yield of nuclei produced by a secondary fusion reaction is estimated
to be small, the CNS Ge array[3], whose detection efficiency is high, is suitable for use. This array was developed by CNS and consists of planar type Ge detectors of
two cylindrical crystals divided into nine segments. By using the delayed coincidence method, high-spin isomers can
be searched for in the nuclei A B Y, b A Sr and bb Rb produced
through the ' 5n, ' p5n and 2' 3n channels of the b  Se+ "65 N
reaction, respectively.

Charge of "b O was stripped by using a carbon foil set at
down stream of AVF cyclotron. The beam intensity was
0.20 pd A at the primary target position.
A parallel plate avalanche counter (PPAC) was set at a
dispersive focal plane (F1) for beam monitoring. In order to identify reaction products, two PPACs and one Si
detector were installed at an achromatic focal plane (F2).
Two PPACs at F2 were located at 561 mm and 1283 mm
downstream of Q3. A Si detector of 1.5 mm thickness
and a catcher foil of 0.1 mm Ta were placed 1490 mm and
1921 mm downstream of Q3, respectively. A HPGe detector was placed at 80 mm apart from the catcher position to
measure ^ -rays emitted after a _ -decay of "5 N.
The acceptance solid angle was set to 5.6 msr, which was
a maximum setting by a slit at F0. The energy of "65 N recoiling out of a primary target was 94.4} 1.1 MeV. A magnetic
rigidity ( Òe ) of D1 was set to be 0.824 Tm to select a "65 N 5 0
beam. Momentum acceptance was restricted to 2.2 % by a
rectangular slit at F1. The "b O primary beam was stopped
by the slit at F1. An energy degrader of a 10 d m mylar foil
was placed at F1 to improve the purity of the "5 N beam.
The Òe value of a second dipole magnet D2 was 0.798 Tm.
Particle identification was made by using energies of
reaction products and time-of-flights (TOF) between two
PPACs at F2. The particle energies were measured by the
Si detector mentioned above. The intensity of "65 N at F2
was 1.0 p 10> particles/s. The purity of the "65 N beam detected by F2-PPAC was 10 % without the degrader. The
purity was improved to 29 % by using the degrader. However, the beam spot size was deteriorated by the degrader.
The intensity of "65 N obtained at the catcher, which was located in the secondary target position, was estimated to be
2. Experimental procedure and results
1.4 p 10 # particles/s by measuring the ^ -rays emitted after
"65 N _ decay. A decrease of the "65 N intensity between
a
Development of a secondary "5 N beam was carried out
F2
and the catcher was caused by a collimator of g 13 mm
twice using the CRIB beam line which consists of two
which
was set to make the beam spot size at a secondary
dipole (D1, D2), three quadrupole (Q1, Q2, Q3) and small
target
position
to be smaller than a target size of g 20 mm.
correction magnets (M1, M2)[1].
Therefore, the secondary target will be brought to a closer
2.1. Experiment in June 2002
position from F2 when the isomer search experiment will
The "5 N beam was produced by the transfer reaction of
be carried out.
A Be( "6b O, "5 N) "jB B. A A Be target of 1.4 mg/cm was bombarded by an "b Ob 0 primary beam of 109.4 MeV. A O . 0
2.2. Experiment in January 2003
beam was accelerated by the AVF cyclotron in RIKEN.
To improve the experimental conditions, the following
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Figure 2. Gamma-ray spectra detected by HPGe detector. This
detector was shielded (a) by lead and (b) by paraffin bricks, respectively. Peaks marked with filled circles and squares originated from neutron captured É -rays of Ge and SUS, respectively. Those with open circles stemmed Ge(n,n’) reaction.
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ondary beam bombarded the Ta catcher. The HP Ge detector was shielded by lead and paraffin bricks. When the
TOF between F2PPACs [ns]
lead bricks were used, back ground of low-energy ^ -rays
was reduced. Moreover, ^ -rays originated from the activity
produced by neutron captured reactions of Fe and Co in
Figure 1. Plot of energies of reaction products vs time-of-flights
SUS
of beam duct were also shielded well. When the paraf(TOF) between two PPACs at F2 for particle identification.
fin bricks were used, components originating from Ge(n,n’)
changes were made based on the results of the last experi- reactions were decreased. As results, if Ge detectors will
ment. In order to increase "65 N beam intensity, the primary be shielded well by the lead, cadmium and paraffin shield,
target thickness and the primary beam intensity were in- Ge detectors will have negligible amount of damages by
creased up to 2.7 mg/cm  and 0.85 pd A, respectively. A fast neutron and background ^ -rays will be considerably redegrader was not used to obtain higher secondary beam en- duced.
ergy between 95 MeV and 105 MeV. And also the primary
3. Summary
ª
beam energy was increased up to 125.6 MeV which is the
As a "5 N secondary beam of 3.5 p 10 particles/s were
possible maximum value. Consequently, the energy of "65 N
recoiling out of a primary target was 105.7} 1.8 MeV. A obtained, it would be possible to carry out experiments to
Òe value of D1 and D2 was set to be 0.872 Tm to select a search for high-spin isomers in 7 =51 isotones. The cocktail beam of "5 N and "5 O can be used. This would be new
"5 N 5 0 beam.
The particle identification was made by using energies attempt to the ^ spectroscopy experiment using fusion reacof reaction products and time-of-flights (TOF) between two tion. By using the composite shield of lead, cadmium and
PPACs at F2. The result is shown in figure 1. Many parti- paraffin, the neutron damages of Ge detectors will reduce
cle emission channels were open in the A Be+ "b O reaction. sufficiently. And also the back ground ^ -rays will be supMainly, "6b O 5 0 , "65 N 5 0 , "j> C . 0 and "5 O5 0 particles were pressed to enable the ^ -ray measurement of the secondary
observed, as shown in figure 1. Energy, intensity and frac- fusion reactions.
tion of main components in secondary beam ª are listed in References
table 1. The intensity of "5 N at F2 was 3.5 p 10 particles/s.
[1] Y. Yanagisawa et al., RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep.
The purity of the "5 N beam detected by F2-PPAC was 24 %.
34(2001) 183.
Figure 2 shows the ^ -ray spectra taken while the sec[2] Y. Gono et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 13 (2002) 5 and references therein.
Table 1. A list of beam energy, intensity and fraction of main [3] S. Shimoura et al., CNS-REP 45 (2002) 5.
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1. Introduction
The spin-isospin excitation in nuclei is one of the fundamental modes of nuclear oscillation and has been an important issue in nuclear physics in the past decade. For instance, the Gamow-Teller resonance (GTR) has been extensively studied experimentally and theoretically in order to
solve the quenching problem. In contrast, the spin-dipole
resonance (SDR), which is the spin-coupled analog state of
giant dipole resonance, is not understood well. SDR states
Ë
can have three spin-parity states P á = «Wa)1¤¢W and W as its
components. The ( 8Kó )  He) reaction is one of the most effective tools to study SDR states. Here,  He denotes an unbound system of two protons coupled to a " S state. The
B
Ë
tensor analyzing power ½&ôcô at n for the (8ó )  He) reaction offers an ability to assign spin-parity for SDR modelindependently, and its usefulness was demonstrated by the
" C( 8 ,  He) " B reaction as reported in Ref. [1]. The search
Ë
for a W state is fascinating, because it is considered to reflect the freedom of pion in nuclei.
The ". O, the lightest double-magic nucleui next to > He is
an interesting subject. Since the "6. O is double shell-closed,
the excitation involves dominantly fõ  ¤ transition, and
is fairly strong even at 0 n .
The SDR on ". O is important in astrophysics as well as
in nuclear physics. The ". O nuclei, which are abundant in
the Super-Kamiokande tank, are considered to be a possible detector material for `Dö and `÷ emitted by supernova
explosions [2]. In order to establish the foundation of such
a detection of neutrino, a detailed study of the SDR on "6. O
is desired. Since the neutrino populates such SDR states
by neutral current, the approach of nuclear physics can be
through the (8) 8sø ¹ hDùûú ) reaction, where 8«ø ¹ hùc·ú denotes
one pair of a proton and a neutron coupled to a "1~ states.

oxygen target with a thickness of a few tens of mg/cm 
was employed [3]. Protons were momentum-analyzed by
the spectrograph, and detected using one pair of multiwire
drift chambers and a trigger scintillator hodoscope at the
first focal plane (F1) of the SMART [4]. Two protons with
small relative energy less than 1 MeV were identified as
 He. The average beam current was 0.3 nA during the measurement. Trigger events were 700 cps, but true events were
only about 85 cps. This is because the differential cross section of deuteron breakup is larger than that of ( 8K)  He) and
such breakup protons made accidental event triggers.

 

Figure 1. Typical k9 O(ü , i He) k9 N spectrum at 0 ý . Several SDR
peaks are clearly seen. The peak around þÿ
MeV
corresponds to the k H(ü , i He)n reaction, which is due to condensed water on the target surface.

B

2. Experiment
The experiment was performed using a 270-MeVpolarized deuteron beam at RIKEN Accelerator Research
Facility. The ". O( 8K)  He) ". N reaction was measured at
0 n by using the SMART spectrograph at E4 experimental hall. The ". O(8) 8«ø ¹ hùc·ú ) "6. O Á reaction was also measured simultaneously. However, in this report, we concentrate on (8)  He) reaction further. The newly developed solid

3. Results
Figure 1 shows a typical spectrum of the "6. O(8 ,  He) "6. N
reaction at 0 n . Only one-tenth of acquired data are analyzed. In this figure, accidental events are already subtracted. Several SDR states were clearly observed. Around
 æ =0 MeV, four different low lying states in "6. N are involved. From those states, it is shown that the energy

10

Ë

resolution was better than 870 keV. The W peak of interest is expected to be around =æ  ¤ MeV, which is
on the broad bump caused by neutron decay raised from
Îãë
Ë
MeV. The peak around  æ  oñ¤ MeV corre=æ 

sponds to the " H( 8 , He)n reaction, which is due to the contamination of water condensed on the surface of the solid
oxygen target. A continued condensation occurred throughout the measurement caused a reduction of target thickness.
For more detail, please refer to Ref. [3]. Further data analysis to extract the tensor analyzing power is in progress.
References
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Raghavan et al. [1] pointed out that the "" B isotope can
be used as a possible neutrino detector to investigate the
solar-neutrino problem. High-energy neutrinos from the b B
decay during the proton-proton fusion chain in the sun predominantly excite low-lying states in "" B and " " C by M1
and Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions via the neutral current
(NC) and charged current (CC) as seen in Fig. 1. Such neutrinos can be detected by measuring emitted electrons from
the CC reaction and ^ rays from the de-excitations of the
low-lying states. Since there is a mirror symmetrical relation between the " " B and "" C and both the NC and CC
reactions can be measured in the same experimental setup,
the systematic uncertainty on the relative strength of the
electron-neutrino flux and the entire neutrino flux from the
sun is expected to be small. The precise measurement of the
relative strength is indispensable to tackle the solar neutrino
problem.
Since the "" B nucleus has different numbers of protons
and neutrons, the low-lying states in " " B are excited by both
the isovector and isoscalar transitions. Therefore, both the
isoscalar and isovector responses must be measured to estimate the "" B( ` , ` ? ) cross section. We recently measured
cross sections for the "" B( # He, Ì ) and "" B(! , !F? ) reactions to
study the weak interaction response of "" B. The cross sections of hadronic reactions provide a good measure for the
weak interaction response since the relevant operators in the
hadronic reactions are identical with those in _ -decay and
neutrino capture processes. The experiment was performed
at Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University
using 450-MeV # He and 392-MeV proton beams. In addition to the cross section, analyzing power, induced polarization and depolarization parameter were also measured for
the "" B(! , !F? ) reaction. Typical spectra of the " " B(# He, Ì )
and " " B(! , !F? ) reactions are shown in Fig. 2.
The measured "" B(# He, Ì ) cross section was compared
with the distorted wave born approximation (DWBA).
The Cohen-Kurath wave functions (CKWFs) [2] and the
Franey-Love (FL) interaction [3] were used in the DWBA
calculation. Since there is a good linear proportional relation between the GT transition strength ÒÓ% ´ , and the
( # He, Ì ) cross section at a small momentum transfer [4], we
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Figure 1. Level scheme for the low-lying states in kjk B and kjk C.

extrapolated the cross section to the zero-momentum transfer using the DWBA result and normalized by the _ -decay
strength from " " C. The obtained Òß%
, values are com´
pared with those from the earlier " " B(! , + ) measurement
[5] in Table 1. Our result is consistent with the (! , + ) reë
sult within the measurement uncertainty, although the Q¢ W
Î
Î ¢Ë
"
and  Q¢ W states at æ 
MeV were not re  and

solved separately in the % !-)s+-, measurement. Theoretical
predictions from the CKWFs are also listed in Table 1. The
CKWFs reasonably explain the experimental result except
the quenching by a factor of 0.5-0.7.
The DWBA calculation using the CKWFs and FL interaction also explains the measured "" B(! , !F? ) cross section,
analyzing power, and induced polarization by introducing
the scaling factors for each fÓP , but not for the depolarization parameter. To solve the problem, we performed the
least-@ search for the mixing ratio of the isoscalar strength
to the isovector strength in the fÓP  ¤ and 2 transitions.
The mixing parameters for fÓP  ¤ and 2 transitions were
treated independently in the search, while the mixing parameters for other transitions are fixed as same as those
from CKWFs. The reduced  s are 2.17, 1.00, and 1.28
Î
ë
Î ë
 ¤ MeV, Q¢ W at  æ 
for ¤QD W at 
MeV,

"
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isoscalar transition becomes possible. This experiment will
be performed in summer, 2003. The result will be reported
elsewhere soon.

 ´ ,  è

ÒÓ%

0.514
0.791
0.647
0.845
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 Obtained from the present (# He, Ì ) analysis.
Z Obtained from the (! , +

) analysis [5].
Obtained from _ -decay strength.

Table 1. Gamow-Teller transition strength from the experiment
and shell model calculation. The experimental values are normalized by the -decay strength from kjk C.
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 MeV, respectively. Since the reand  Q¢ W at =æ 

duced @ for the ¤QD W state was large, an uncertainty of
"
} 0.01 mb/sr was artificially added to the cross section for
the ¤Q¢ W state. After that, the reduced  became 1.31.
"
Assuming a linear proportional relation between the (! , !J? )
cross section and transition matrix element, the matrix elements for the  and Æ operators ÒÓ%  , and ÒÓ% Æ , were
obtained from this search as shown in Fig. 3 with the shell
model predictions. The Òß%  , and ÒÓ% Æ , provide the nuclear structural information required in calculations of the
neutrino-nucleus cross section. It is a remarkable result that
the isoscalar matrix elements ÒÓ%  , for the ¤Q¢ W and  QD W
"

states are quenched by a factor of 0.03-0.06 in comparison
to the shell model predictions.
It should be noted that our result for the isoscalar strength
from the (! , ! ? ) experiment has a large systematic uncertainty because the proton scattering amplitude in the M1
transition is dominated by the isovector component due to
value in the effective interaction. Thus,
the large
÷ Q
Ü
Ü
we plan to study the isoscalar M1 excitations in "" B by
measuring deuteron inelastic scattering at forward angles.
Because the deuteron inelastic scattering has a selectivity
for the isoscalar transition, the precise measurement of the
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1. Introduction
Disappearance of regular magic numbers in neutron-rich
nuclei has been one of the most interesting phenomena to be
studied in order to clarify the basic mechanism responsible
for the nuclear structure of unstable nuclei far from stability.
Focusing on the N=8 magicity, we have studied "6# B, where
the spins even for low-lying states have not been assigned
[1].
So far, "# B was studied by the reactions; " " B(t,p) "# B [1]
and A Be( "j> B, "# B)X [2], both of which populated neutron
states, and "j> Be _ delayed neutron decay measurement [3],
which populated neutron-hole proton-particle state. Excitation energies of the low-lying state of "# B, listed in Table 1,
were determined by the first reaction.
In the present study, we aimed at assigning spin and
parity ( P á ) of these states in "6# B by measuring the angular distribution of the one-nucleon transfer reaction,
> He( "6 Be, "# B^ ), which is expected to populate proton single particle states.
2. Experiment
The experiment has been performed at RIKEN Accelerator
Research Facility. A "6 Be beam was produced by the projectile fragmentation of a 100-MeV/nucleon "6b O primary
beam incident on a 1.85-g/cm  thick Be target and separated by the RIKEN Projectile-fragment Separator (RIPS)
[4].
The " Be was identified event-by-event using TOF- få
method. The TOF was a flight time between two plastic
scintillators at the first achromatic focus (F2) and the final
focus (F3). få was measured with a 1 mm-thick plastic
scintillator at F2. An average intensity, a purity and a mean
energy of the " Be beam were 200 kcps, 88% of total beam
particles, and 50 MeV/nucleon at F2, respectively.
Excited "6# B was populated by the transfer reaction of
the "6 Be beam, which bombarded a liquid helium target [5]
(secondary target) of 120-mg/cm  thickness sealed with 6d m havar foils of 24-mm diameter. Outgoing particles were

measured by hodoscope which consists of 13- få and 16- 
plastic scintillators and identified by TOF- få - method.
The TOF was a flight time between the target and a få
plastic scintillator. The scattering angles of outgoing particle was determined by two PPAC’s [6] located at F3 and
hodoscope located at 3.4-m downstream of the secondary
target.
Excited states in "# B were identified by de-excitation
gamma-rays, which were detected by an array of
segmented-Ge detectors [7] and the DALI (II) system [8].
The array of segmented-Ge consists of 6 segmented-Ge detectors located cylindrically at 140 degrees to the beam direction. The DALI (II) system consists of 75 NaI (Tl) detectors at forward angles. The detection efficiency of Ge
detectors was 0.17% for the 1.332-MeV gamma-ray from
. B Co source and that of DALI (II) was 9.8% for the 661.6keV gamma-ray from "#5 Cs source. The energy resolutions
of Ge detectors and DALI (II) system after Doppler correction were 16 keV (  ) and 55 keV ( ) respectively for the
ËKÎ
2.1-MeV gamma-ray from moving (_¥é
 ) "6 Be excited
via inelastic scattering at the secondary target.
The schematic view of experimental setup is shown in
Ref. 9.
3. Result
Figure 1 shows Doppler-shift corrected energy spectra of
gamma-ray from the > He( " Be, "6# B^ ) reaction, measured
with segmented-Ge detectors. We observed three peaks
around 3.7 MeV, 4.1 MeV, and 4.8 MeV. The spectrum is
fitted fairly well with the spectrum simulated by GEANT4
code [10] assuming four peaks (3.68 MeV, 3.71 MeV,
4.13 MeV and 4.83 MeV) and taking into account the energy and position resolutions of each detector.
Table 1 lists the relative intensities of excited states measured in four reactions. In each reaction, the values of intensity are normalized with the maximum intensity in the reaction. In the > He( " Be, "# B) reaction, 3.71-MeV and 4.83MeV excited states were strongly populated while in the
other reactions the two states were less than the others. This
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Ex
(MeV)
3.48
3.53
3.68
3.71
4.13
4.83
>

Present
He ( " Be, "6# B)
*
*
0.26
1
0.45
0.99

Ref.[1]
a
0.06
0.19
0.38
0.25
1
0.03

Ref.[2]
b
0.6
1

Ref.[3]
c
1

0.04

Table 1.
Relative intensities of excited states measured via
four reactions; present work: He ( k(i Be, k9 B), a: kjk B (t,p) k9 B
¨
[1], b: Be ( k B, k9 B)X [2], c: k Be delayed neutron decay
measurement[3]. Blank means the state was not observed. *
not analyzed yet.

!

!

! 

may indicate that 3.71-MeV and 4.83-MeV states are single
particle states because the ( ' ,t) reaction favors to populate
the proton of single particle nature.
The angular distribution of "# B in each excited state is
obtained by analyzing gamma-ray spectrum gated by each
scattering angle of "# B. The middle and bottom of Fig. 1
show the gamma-ray energy spectra for the angular ranges
of 0.0–1.5 and 1.5–3.0 degrees, respectively. In forward angle the 4.83-MeV excited state is more strongly populated
than 3.71-MeV exited state. Assuming these states are of
single particle nature, different distributions at forward angle suggest that each transfered proton ocupies an orbit with
different spin-parity.
Analysis of experimental data and comparison with theoretical calculations are in progress.
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Figure 1. Doppler corrected energy spectra of the gamma-rays
measured in coincidence with k9 B in segmented-Ge array
(top). The gamma-ray spectrum for the angular range of k9 B,
0.0-1.5 degrees (middle) and 1.5-3.0 degrees (bottom).
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1. Introduction
Neutron-rich fluorine isotopes are interesting in their feature which can not be explained by conventional nuclear
shell models. An example has been shown by a recent discovery of an abrupt change of particle-stability between the
the neutron-rich oxygen isotopes and the neutron-rich fluorine ones. The fluorine isotopes are extended up to #" F
Ë
with 7  ¢ beyond the magic number of 7   [1],
Ï
while the heaviest oxygen isotope is > O with 7  ¤ . The
feature may indicate that a valece proton on the 8 ª
shell

strongly attracts valence neutrons in fluorine isotopes. Theoretically it was suggested that the spin-isospin dependence
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction made a larger contribution to the attraction than one deduced from _ -stable nuclei [2]. This effect may affect the proton orbital and level
structure in the fluorine isotopes as a function of the neutron
number.
We measured angular distributions for one-proton transfer > He( O,# F Á ) reaction, which selectively excites
single-particle states and gives information on their spinparities. Some excited states in # F were reported by the
 Ne( "b O, "65 F) reaction [3], and by the fragmentation of
#. S [4]. However spin and parities of their states are unknown.
2. Experiment and Result
The experiment was performed at RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility. An  O beam was produced by fragmentation of a 63-MeV/nucleon >B Ar beam impinging on a
beryllium target of 180-mg/cm  thickness. Fragments were
analyzed by the RIPS separator [5] using a 321 mg/cm  thick wedge degrader at the first dispersive focal plane (F1),
where the momentum acceptance was set to be 4%.
The  O beam was identified event-by-event using TOFfå method. The TOF was a flight time between two plastic
scintillators at the first achromatic focus (F2) and located at
5.2-m downstream of F2. The få was measured with a
325-d m silicon detector installed at F2. An average intensity of the  O beam was 2k cps, and its purity was 37%.
The  O beam bombarded a liquid helium target [6]
of 100-mg/cm  thickness sealed with 6-d m havar foils
of 30-mm diameter. Mean energy of the   O beam was
35 MeV/nucleon at the center of the helium target. The
scattering angles of outgoing particles were determined by

three PPAC’s [7]. Two of them were installed at upstream
of the secondary target, and the other was installed at downstream of the secondary target.
In order to distinguish the proton pick-up reaction, outgoing particles were identified by using their få ,  , and
TOF information measured by a detector telescope consisting of a silicon array and a NaI(Tl) array. The silicon array,
which consists of nine silicon detectors, provided få signals. Meanwhile, the NaI(Tl) array [8], which consists of
36 NaI crystals with photomultiplier tubes, supplied with 
and TOF stop signals. The silicon array and the NaI(Tl) array were located at 0.66-m and 0.82-m downstream of the
secondary target respectively. This telescope had a charge
resolution of 0.18(  ), and a mass resolution of 0.35( ) for
fluorine isotopes.
Excited states in  # F were identified by de-excitation
gamma-rays, which were detected by the DALI(II) system [9]. The DALI(II) consists of 150 NaI(Tl) detectors surrounding the secondary target. The detection efficiency of
this system was 13.6% for the 1.332-MeV gamma-ray from
a . B Co source, and the energy resolution with Dopplercorrection was 83 keV( ) for the 3.2-MeV ^ -rays from  O
ËvÎ â
moving at the velocity of _ é
 .
In the present experiment, we have confirmed the deÎÐ
ËKÎ Ð
excitation ^ -rays at 
MeV and
MeV reported in
ref. [4], and have found four candidates for new deexcitation ^ -rays in  # F.
The analysis of the experimental data is now in progress.
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1. Introduction
Intermediate energy radioactive isotope (RI) beams enable
us to investigate the excited unstable nuclei by using inverse
kinematics and by measuring decaying particles. Coulomb
dissociation and (p,p ? ) reactions for unstable nuclei have
been successfully investigated for the E1 and E2 excitation
in these decades. As another probe for excitation, alpha inelastic scattering is useful for exciting natural parity states
including isoscalar monopole states [1], which relate to density oscillations of nuclei. In order to measure the ( ' ,' ? )
reactions systematically, we developed a liquid helium target [2]. Here, we report a measurement of alpha inelastic
scattering on the unstable nuclei "6> O. The present experiment aimed at measuring the cross sections to the known
excited states and obtaining higher excitation energy spectra by using the invariant-mass method for various particle
decay channels.
2. Experimental Procedure
The experiment was performed at the RIKEN projectile
fragment separator (RIPS). A beam of 60 ½ MeV "6> O was
produced by the fragmentation of a 135 ½ MeV ". O beam
in a A Be target with a 1.3-g/cm  thickness. The "6> O particles were identified event-by-event by the time-of-flight
(TOF) measured by two 0.5-mm thick plastic scintillators
placed 5.3 m apart. An "j> O beam bombarded a 120-mg/cm 
thick liquid-helium secondary target. The incoming angle
and position on the target were measured using two sets
of Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (PPAC’s) installed upstream of the target.
Outgoing particles were identified using a f E-E1-E2
plastic hodoscope [3] located at 4-m downstream from the
target. The hodoscope consisted of three layers ( f E, E1
and E2 walls) of 5, 60 and 60-mm thickness, respectively.
The f E wall was divided horizontally into 13 plastic scintillators. The E1 and E2 walls were divided vertically into
16 and 13 plastic scintillators, respectively. The momenta
of outgoing particles were determined by measuring TOF
between the target and the hodoscope. And, the scattering
angles were detected by hit positions in the hodoscope.
To obtain de-excitation ^ -rays from the outgoing partiÏ
Ï
p
cles, an array of sixty-eight NaI(Tl) scintillators of p
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Figure 1. Level structure of k O and threshold energies of several
decay channels.

'&)(

¤
# rectangular shape coupled to 5-cm g photomultiplier
tubes were set around the secondary target. The segmentation of the array allowed us to correct for any Doppler shifts
from moving reaction products.

3. Analysis and Results
The excitation energy were constructed from the momentum vectors of decay products with invariant-mass method.
We have measured decay channels of "j> O Á S "6# N + p, " C
+ p + p, "jB C + ' , " C Á + p + p, "6B C Á + ' and "" C + # He.
"
"
Level structure of "6> O and threshold energies of these decay channels are shown in Fig. 1. In case of " C Á and
"6B C Á particles, they emit de-excitation ^ -rays of 4.4389 and
3.354 MeV, respectively. These ^ -rays were measured with
NaI(Tl) scintillators.
Preliminary excitation energy spectra of the "j> O Á (0.0 –

17

,+

Figure 3. Angular distribution of the differential cross section
for 5.17 MeV ( ) state. The solid curve represent the results
of the DWBA calculation, and denotes a theoretical angular
distribution taking into account the experimental errors in the
scattering angles. Statistical errors are smaller than the data
points.

[6] R. J. Peterson et al., Nucl. Phys. A425 (1984) 469.
[7] H. Baba et al., RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep. 36 (2003) 75.

!

Figure 2. Excitation energy spectra of the k O (0.0 – 22.0 MeV)
that constructed by every decay channel via the invariant-mass
method. In case of (b) and (c), the solid histogram are without É channel, and the dashed histogram are with É channel
k
k
corresponding to k(i C + p + p and k9l C +  , respectively.

*k

*k

22.0 MeV) are shown in Fig. 2. The peak at 5.1 MeV
corresponds to the known 5.17 MeV ( ¤ W ) state. The differential cross sections in this peak are shown in Fig. 3.
The solid curve represents a Distorted-wave Born Approximation (DWBA) calculation carried out with the code
ECIS97 [4] using a global optical potential [5] and isoscalar
collective form factor strength. The absolute magnitudes
were calculated using the same strength (27% of the sum
rule limit) as that deduced from the ( '*)' ? ) reaction on
the mirror nucleus "6> C at 9 ½ MeV [6]. The good agreement between the experimental data and the DWBA calculation suggests that the ( '*)'@? ) reactions on unstable nuclei
will provide their spectroscopic information. The peak at
Ë
6.5 MeV corresponds to the known 3 states ( 0 ,  W and  0 )
overlapping each other because of the present experimental
resolution [7]. Analysis of the angular distribution with the
DWBA calculations for these 3 states is in progress.
As shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c), there are several structures
in higher excitation energy such as a peak at 9.9 MeV which
consists of the known 9.92 ( 0 ) and 10.89 MeV. The nature
of these structure are to be investigated in future.
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1. Introduction
Explosive hydrogen burning of light nuclei occurs in a hot
and dense steller environment such as novae and X-ray
bursts. As a starting point of the rapid proton-capture (rp) process, nuclear reactions on the breakout process from
the hot-CNO cycle are much interesting in the field of nuclear astrophysics[1]. One of the breakout reactions is the
because hydrogen burning of "j> O
"6> O( ' , ) "65 F reaction,
ª
is inhibited since " F is proton unbound. The rate of the
"6> O( ' , ) "65 F reaction is important for understanding the astrophysical events since significant amount of "6> O may be
accumulated due to the relatively long half-life of the beta
decay (Ì
=71 N ).
"
A direct measurement of the excitation function for the
"6> O( ' , ) "65 F reaction is difficult because, in addition to a
low-energy radioactive "6> O beam, it also requires using
a > He gas target. This difficulty has been overcome by
the combination of a newly-developed low-energy in-flight
RI beam separator and a helium gas target cooled to 30
K. The measurement was performed with the thick target
method[2, 3].

-
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup used for the
measurement of the k O( , ) k F excitation functions.
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The secondary "j> O particles were separated in the CRIB.
An energy degrader of 10-d m thick Mylar foil was installed
at the momentum dispersive focal plane (F1) to remove
background light ions from the secondary beam. A holizontal slit was set to select the "6> O particles at a mean energy of 6.40 ½ MeV after the degrader with the momentum
2. Experiment
acceptance of 1%.
At the achromatic focal plane (F2), a series of detectors
The experiment was performed using the CNS radioactive
ion beam separator (CRIB)[4], which was recently installed and a secondary target were installed in a vacuum chamber.
by CNS, in the RIKEN accelerator research facility. Fig- The setup consisted of two parallel-plate avalanche counure 1 shows the experimental setup of the measurement. A ters (PPAC’s)[5], a helium gas target with a thickness of
primary beam of "6> N was accelerated up to an energy of 3.57mg/cm  , and a silicon-detector stuck with thicknesses
8.4 ½ MeV in the RIKEN AVF cyclotron with = 70. The of 0.02, 0.07, 1.5 and 1.5 mm. The secondary beam was
maximum intensity of the beam was 300 pnA. The primary monitored with two PPAC’s during the data taking. Particle
beam bombarded a CH gas target with a thickness of 1.3 identification was performed for each event on the basis of
>
mg/cm  . The target gas was confined in a small chamber time of flight (TOF) between the two PPAC’s. The purity of
with entrance and exit windows. The gas pressure was one the "j> O beam was 85% at F2.
A cold helium gas target was bombarded with the "6> O
atmosphere and Havar foils of thickness of 2.2 d m were
used for the windows. A secondary beam of "j> O was pro- beam. The He gas was confined in a 50-mm thick cell with
duced by the " H( "6> N, "j> O)n reaction.
two windows of 2.2-d m thick Havar foils. It was kept at a

.
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in "65 F, the excitation function was found to differ from
even that obtained by the time-inverse reaction[7, 8]. This
branch may be significant astrophysically and increase the
"6> O( ' , ) "65 F reaction rate [9]. Data analysis to obtain the
excitation function for this reaction is now in progress.

-

4. Summary
The astrophysical "j> O(' , ) "5 F reaction, which is important
in various steller environments such as X-ray bursts, has
been measured directly for the first time, by using a radioactive "6> O beam. The present experiment has shown that a
combination of a low-energy RI beam and a cold helium gas
target can be used for the study of (' , ) reactions. The measured cross section was found to differ from a prediction
based on an indirect measurement, and a direct measurement with time-inverse reaction since the observed channel
was limited to the branch to the "65 F ground state alone. A
decay from the "b Ne levels at =æ = 7.05 and 7.12 MeV to
the first-excited state in "65 F has been newly found. This result would increase the "6> O( ' , ) "5 F reaction rate and might
affect the senario of ignition phase of X-ray burst.
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3. Experimental Results
The "6> O( ' , ) "65 F cross section was measured with an "j> O
beam at the incident energy of 43 MeV on the helium gas
target by using a thick target method. In this experiment,
the excitation function was obtained in the energy range of
Ô cÄ YÄ ( "j> O+ ' ) = 0.8-3.8 MeV.
In the preliminary proton spectrum observed in this experiment, we found a new peak at  ( "6b Ne) = 6.55-6.62
MeV in the "j> O(' , ) "5
Ä reaction. This is the first observation for the transition. One could understand it to be
the "6> O(' , ) "5 F Á reaction leading to the 1/2 0 first-excited
state in "5 F, which goes through a resonance at  æ =7.05
and 7.12 MeV in "b Ne. Figure 2 shows the level scheme of
"b Ne. The dashed arrow shows a transition to the excited
state in "5 F. Since the thick target method was applied, this
peak could be a proton decay to a higher excited state in "5 F
from a resonance at a higher energy in "b Ne, although it is
not so plausible in the present energy range of experiment.
The result of this experiment demonstrated the usefulness
of the low-energy radioactive "6> O beam and the cold helium gas target for a direct measurement of the "j> O( ' , ) "5 F
reaction. Due to the contribution from the excited state
Figure 2. Level scheme of k Ne from Ref. [6, 8]. The dashed
arrow shows a transition to the excited state of k F.
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1. Introduction
Gamow-Teller (GT) resonances have been extensively studied since its discovery in 1975 [1]. The GT transition
involves the operator Æ and is characterized as spin-flip
( f ~  ¤ ), isospin-flip ( f ´  ¤ ) and no transfer of orË
bital angular momentum ( fåõ 
). There exists a modeloÓ~
independent sum rule, ~
  %(7 oßð=, , where ~
and ~
are the GT strength of _aW and _ 0 types, respectively [2]. Surprisingly, however, only a half of the GT sum
rule value was identified from the %Þ!-) +-, measurement on
targets throughout the periodic table [3]. This problem, socalled the quenching of the GT strength, has been one of the
most interesting phenomena in nuclear physics because it is
related to non-nucleonic ( f -isobar) degrees of freedom in
nuclei; the quenching factor sets a strong constraint on the
L
? I in the + e +G«? model [4].
Landau-Migdal parameter GvHJ
Recently, Wakasa et al. have measured the angular distribution of the double differential cross sections for the
A BCE;%Þ!)+-, reaction at 295 MeV [5]. By performing multipole decomposition (MD) analysis, the GT strength of
vÎ Ë
ÎÏ
~
}{¤
has been obtained in the continuum up
 
to 50 MeV excitation in A B
[5]. Determination of the f isobar contribution to the GT sum rule, however, requires
precise %9+)9!F, cross section data at the same energy. For
this purpose we have constructed an %Ù+)(!F, facility at Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP) and measured
the double differential cross sections for the A BCE;%Ù+)(!F,AB
reaction at 293 MeV.
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2. Experiment
The measurement was performed at RCNP %9+)9!, facility [6] in the WS beam course. A nearly mono-energetic
neutron beam was produced by the 5 % !-) +-, reaction at 295
Ë
MeV. About ¤ .;Q < neutrons bombarded the target area
of downstream by 95 cm from the 5
target with a thickness of 320 mg/cm  . Three ABCFE targets with thicknesses
of 200–400 vQ  and a polyethylene ( $: ) target with

a thickness of 46 vQ
 were mounted in a multi-target
system.
We have obtained the differential cross sections up to 70
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Figure 1. Double differential cross sections for the l
¨
(left panel) and l
(right panel) reactions. The histograms show the results of the MD analyses.

)XY)[ ]U\`G_

Ë

MeV excitation energy over an angular range of n – ¤¢n
<
1¤n , . The
with a typical statistical accuracy of Xº Qs%
A BCE;%Ù+)(!F, spectra at three angles are indicated in the right
panel in Fig. 1 by solid dots. The overall energy resolution
determined by the target thicknesses and the energy spread
of the beam is 1.5 MeV. The angular resolution is 10 mr
which is dominated by the the effect of multiple scattering
in the ABCFE targets.
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3. Analysis
The MD analysis has been performed on the excitation energy spectra to extract the GT strengths.
For each excitation energy bin from 0 MeV to
70 MeV, the experimentally obtained angular distribution
 ¾ Ø
%
) æ , was fitted by means of the least-squares
method with the linear combination of calculated distribu%
)  æ , defined by
tions 
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where the variables © I
are the fitting coefficients with
positive values.
The angular distributions for the following final P á states
Ë
Ë
have been calculated: ¤ 0 %fåõ 
, , W*);¤DWa)sWÕ%(fåõ  ¤ , ,
¢, , and WÕ%(fåõ 
 0 %(fåõ 
 , . The distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) calculations are performed by
using the computer code DW81 [7]. The optical model parameters (OMP) are taken from Refs. 8, 9. The effective NN interaction is taken from the Ì -matrix parameterization of the free NN interaction by Franey and Love at 325
MeV [10].
Figure 1 shows the result of the MD analysis. The
Ë
Ë
fåõ 
<
component has a broad ( éÚ¤
in FWHM)
Ë
bump at æ

<
mainly due to the isovector spin monopole (IVSM) resonance [11, 12], which is
Ë
excited through the D Æ
operator. The fåõ

0
component of the cross section,  I
% «)  , , is related
B
to the GT strengths through the proportionality relation,
 I


is the GT
% «)  , 
% «)  ,6ÒÓ% =, , where
B

unit cross section [5] and % «) , is the kinematical correction factor [13]. The Òß% =, values are integrated up
¾
to an excitation energy  æ
0 , which is determined so
ë¢Ë
¾
W
that it corresponds to  æ
MeV in the %Þ!-) +-,

work [5]. Considering the difference in the Coulomb energy between the daughter nuclei, AB
and A B , we use
¾
 æ
<
. The total GT strength thus obtained is
0   ¤
ësÎ
ËvÎ Ð
ËKÎ Ð
~
}
}
. The first error is the uncertainty
è

of the MD analysis arising from the data statistics (0.8) and
various input parameters for DWIA calculation (0.2) such
as NN interaction, radial wave functions, and OMP. The second error is due to the GT unit cross section.
We subtract the contribution of IVSM from the %Ù+)(!F,
spectra to obtain the GT strength in the continuum. Recently, Hamamoto and Sagawa predicted the strengths and
average excitation energies of IVSM for both the %Þ!)+-, and
%9+)9!, channels [12]. They also pointed out that the calculated IVSM strength naturally contains the GT component, which has to be subtracted [12]. In this work we estimated the IVSM contribution by the DWIA calculations
assuming that the IVSM strength associated with ¢ Æ is
0
fully exhausted in the state at 19.3 MeV [12]. The transition density is obtained by the procedure of Wakasa et
al. [5]. The GT component is explicitly eliminated by modifying the radial wave functions of the final state. The esË
ëvÎ Ð
Î
timated IVSM cross section at n is
mb/sr, or
} ¤
Î
ËKÎ
GT units, depending mainly on the choice of

}
OMP. By subtracting this value incoherently from the re0 strength
sult of the MD analysis, we obtained a total
ÎË
ËKÎ Ð
ËvÎ
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}
%
,
}
%
±

,
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%
, up to
of ~
 
31 MeV excitation.
In order to derive a reliable quenching factor, the
A BCE;%Þ!)+-, data [5] have been reanalyzed on an equal footË
ing. The obtained fõ 
component, presented in the left
panel in Fig. 1, has a large contribution up to the highly
W strength is
excited region [5]. The obtained total
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the GT sum rule value of  %(7Âo ð ,   . An uncertainty in the GT unit cross section of 16% has not been
included. It should be noted that since the errors correlate
with each other, the combined errors become smaller. This
large quenching factor confirms the present understanding
of GT quenching that the effect of f excitation is significantly smaller than the effect of the 2p2h contribution [5].
Suzuki and Sakai have indicated that the LM parameters
can be estimated from  by using the RPA model in ph
ËKÎ XÐ
ËKÎ ËXÏ
}
and f h spaces [4]. If we take  
, combining the uncertainty of MD analysis and that of IVSM
ËKÎ
ËvÎ Ë
contribution in quadrature, we derive GKHJ
? I 

}
¤
ËvÎ Ï
for GsI
with Chew-Low model coupling constant.
? I 
ËvÎ Ë â
Here, the finite size effects of 2
predicted by Arima et
al. [14] are taken into account. This GvHJ
? I value is significantly smaller than that assuming universality of the LM
ËvÎ Ï
ËvÎ
parameters (GsH
).
? H  GsHJ
? I  G«I
? I 
é
4. Summary
Ë
We measured the double differential cross sections at n –
¤¢n for the A BCE;%Ù+)(!F, reaction at 293 MeV in an excitation energy region of 0–70 MeV to study the _ 0 GT
strengths in the continuum. The MD technique was apË
plied to the measured cross sections to extract the fåõ 
cross section in the continuum. After subtracting the IVSM
contribution we obtained a total GT strength of ~

ÎË
ËvÎ Ð
ËvÎ
ËKÎ ë 
}
%
,*}
%
,a}
%
, up to 31 MeV

excitation. A consistent analysis of the %Þ!)+-, [5] and %Ù+)(!F,
data from ABCFE nucleus yielded a reliable quenching factor
ËKÎ XÐ
ËvÎ Ë¢Ï
of  
apart from the uncertainty of the GT unit
}
cross section of 16%. The error includes the uncertainty of
the estimated IVSM contribution as well as that due to data
statistics and MD analysis. From this quenching factor, the
ËvÎ
ËvÎ Ë
? I was determined as GsHJ
? I 

}
¤
LM parameter GsHJ
ËKÎ Ï
? I 
for G«I
.
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1. Introduction
We are planning to perform an experiment to test Bell’s inequality in a two proton system.
Local realism is an idea that objects should have definite properties whether they are measured or not, and that
measurements of these properties are not affected by events
taking place sufficiently far away. It is well known that
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) used these classical
assumptions and presented a paradox by which they concluded that the quantum mechanical description of nature is
incomplete [1]. One attempt to explain quantum mechanical correlations among distant measurements by the classical assumptions is to introduce some ‘hidden-variables’
outside the scope of quantum mechanics, which determine
the results of the individual measurements. Bell showed,
however, that no hidden-variables model can give complete
agreement with quantum mechanical correlations of a two
particle system [2]. Since Bell’s proof was given in the form
of an inequality which can be tested experimentally, many
experiments have been performed which gave consistent results with standard quantum mechanics [3].
2. Expriment ny Lamehi-Rachti and Mittig
It should be noted that, even though Bell’s inequality was originally derived from a consideration on
Bohm’sGedankenexperiment, which employed two spin "
particles in a singlet state [4], most of the experiments
to test Bell’s inequality performed so far have used spincorrelations of a two photon system.
The only one exception is the experiment by LamehiRachti and Mittig (LRM) [5]. LRM measured polarization
correlations of proton pairs (see Fig 1). The entangled proton pair, namely a spin-singlet state

L1

φ
13.5 MeV
p beam

R1

H target

L2

C target

R2

Figure 1. Schematic experimental setup of the LRM’s experiment [5] for the measurement of the spin-correlation in proton-proton scattering.

LRM defined a spin-correlation function as
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where the vectors © ó and ó denote the direction of the reference axes of the two polarimeters, while Bell’s inequality
gives following limits:
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Note that these Bell’s limits are smaller than the quantum mechanical predictions. LRM obtained the results that
á
,  ¾ Ø á
, and  ¾ Ø á
exceeded Bell’s
 ¾ Ø
.
>
limits by
two standard
deviations and #were consistent with
¤
quantum mechanical predictions.
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This pioneering experiment involves some deficiencies.
M 
Ü
Ü
Ü
Firstly, the incident energy of 13.5 MeV, which corresponds
was produced by elastic proton-proton scattering at 13.5 to the relative energy of 6.25 MeV between the two protons,
°
MeV.
is so high that the triplet final states #;
contribute
B " 
Ü
The spin polarizations of both scattered and recoiled pro- in the scattering, although LRM estimated its contribution
tons were measured by polarimeters. The polarimeter con- to be only 2%. Secondly, LRM measured the polarizations
sisted of scatterers and catcher detectors. The degree of po- of the two protons with two separate polarimeters. This arlarization was deduced from a left-right asymmetry of scat- rangement is very difficult to cancel any asymmetry protering. The protons were scattered by a carbon foil, and duced by geometrical misalignment. Thirdly, since the powere detected with four solid-state detectors at positions la- larimeters with small geometrical acceptance were fixed at
in Fig. 1. One polarimeter particular angles with respect to the proton beam axis, the
beled õ or  , and õ or 
"
"


was kept in the reaction plane, while the other was rotated system was able to cover only a small part of available phase
by an angle g around the path of entering protons.
space.
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3. Our Experiment
The purpose of the current project is to solve some of these
problems and try to provide a stringent test of Bell’s inequality in a two proton system.

Hodoscope

MWDC #2

3.1. Use of the %98) :<, Reaction
When we try to produce a two proton system in a "~
B
state of high purity by proton-proton elastic scattering, we
must reduce the incident proton energy. However, this reduction of the incident proton energy makes polarization
measurement very difficult. Thus the condition keeping
the "1~ state purity high is incompatible with an efficient
B
measurement of proton spin polarization. One solution
of this dilemma is to boost the total scattering system towards higher energy. With this operation, the two protons
could have sufficiently high kinetic energies in the laboratory frame, while their relative energy can be kept small.
This method can be realized by employing the
A %(8K)1:=<, B reaction. The  :< particle is nothing but two
protons which are coupled into the "~ state by the strong
B
final state interactions. Since the  :< is a quasi-stable parË
ticle, it decays into two protons after é ¤ WF B seconds.
Use of the %(8K) :<, reaction has the following advantages: (1) In the case of LRM’s experiment, the relative
energy of the two protons was fixed by the incident proton energy, while the measurement of the %98)c :< , reaction
with our experimental setup enables us to select the relative energy less than e.g. 1 MeV by choosing appropriate
kinematic conditions. Thus we can prepare the entangled
proton pair ( "~ -state) with high purity. (2) Since the kiB
netic energy of the protons in the laboratory frame is high,
the proton polarizations can be measured efficiently. (3)
Since a pair of protons after the momentum analysis by the
magnetic spectrometer enters into the polarimeter, the polarizations of the two protons can be measured simultaneously by the same polarimeter. This arrangement can eliminate largely the systematic uncertainties due to the geometric asymmetry of the detectors.
3.2. Experimental Setup
The present experiment will be carried out at RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility. A deuteron beam with an energy of 270 MeV from the Ring cyclotron bombards a liquid hydrogen target. The  :< particle emitted from the target is momentum analyzed by the magnetic spectrometer
SMART [6] and detected at the focal plane by the proton
polarimeter EPOL, which allows us to measure the spincorrelation function of the proton pair.
A schematic view of EPOL is shown in Fig. 2. EPOL
consists of three multi-wire drift chambers (MWDCs), two
sets of hodoscopes (arrays of plastic scintillators), and an
analyzer target (carbon block). The hodoscopes are used
for particle identification and generation of event triggers
for data taking. The incident protons are scattered from the
analyzer target.
Three MWDCs measure the tracks of two protons before
and after the scattering. The MWDCs must be able to separate trajectories of closely incident two protons. Especially
the performance of the MWDC No.1, which is located be-

MWDC #1
MWDC #3

p
p

Analyzer target
(Carbon block)

Figure 2. Schematic view of the proton spin-correlation polarimeter EPOL.

fore the analyzer target, is essential for this experiment.
A simulation study [7] has predicted that the two protons
reach the focal plane horizontally distant but vertically very
close. Hence the use of horizontally wired (Y) plane has
been ruled out for the MWDC No.1 and we employed the
structure of 12 planes of drift cells with a XUV-X’U’V’X’U’V’-XUV configuration. Here U and V planes are inë
ë
clined by 2
n and o
n , respectively, with respect to the
X planes. The X’, U’, and V’ planes are offset by 1/2 cell
with respect to the X, U, and V planes, respectively, to solve
left-right ambiguities. This configuration has high level of
redundancy, which is sufficient to determine simultaneously
the tracks of incident two protons. The plane configurations
of MWDC No.2 and No.3 are U-V and X-Y-X’-Y’-X’-Y’X-Y, respectively.
The spin-correlation function  ¾ Ø %(g, can be derived according to Eq. 2. Here the angle g is defined as the angle
between the reference axes © ó and ó associated with the pair
of protons. In principle one can choose these reference axes
freely during the off-line analysis.




4. Remarks and Future Prospects
Taking advantage of the use of %98);:<, reaction, we want
to discriminate between the Bell’s inequality and quantum
mechanics by five standard deviations. The experiment will
be performed in 2003.
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1. Introduction
The goal of the PHENIX experiment at RHIC is to find
evidence of the QCD phase transition from normal nuclear matter to deconfined quark matter, called quark-gluon
plasma (QGP), and to study the properties of the hot QCD
matter. Many signatures of QGP formation have been proposed, but any one of them cannot be taken as a secure evidence because of large ambiguity associated with the quantitative prediction. Therefore, the PHENIX experiment was
designed to address as many signatures relevant to QGP
formation as possible, by measuring photons, electrons and
muons as well as hadrons.
In this report, progress of the PHENIX experiment and
the activities of the CNS group in the last year are briefly
summarized.

arms (East and West), two muon arms (North and South)
and inner detectors for event characterization.
In the summer of 2002, the north muon arm, the last unfinished major subsystem of the PHENIX experiment, was
completed. Still remaining is the recovery of the data-taking
bandwidth, which is still about half of the original specification. Its recovery will become important with increase of
luminosity in the coming years.
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Figure 2. Display of hits in the PHENIX central arms from a d +
Au event. Straight lines are the reconstructed tracks.
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MVD
MuTr
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Figure 1. Layout of the central arms of the PHENIX experiment;
(top) beam view, and (bottom) side view.

2. PHENIX experimental setup
The PHENIX experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1; (top)
beam view and (bottom) side view. It consists of two central

3. Year-3 RUN at RHIC
In the year 2002, the third RHIC physics run, Year-3 RUN,
was performed, where d + Au and p + p collisions at
Ë¢Ë
M N OYO  
GeV were employed. The experimental run
with d +Au collisions began in the beginning of January
2003, and ended on March 23. It is noted here that this is
the first realization of asymmetric nuclear collisions in the
colliding machines. After d + Au run, commissioning of
polarized p + p collisions was successfully performed, and
about a month of p + p run was made until the end of May.
Figure 2 shows the hits in the detectors of the central arms
from an event in d + Au collisions. The straight lines drawn
in the figure is the reconstructed tracks.
25

4. Activities of the CNS group
There were several distinct activities in the CNS group in
the year 2002. Only brief introduction is given here, and
detailed descriptions will be provided in the separate articles in this report.

4.5. Data analysis and results
Seven journal papers were published from the PHENIX collaboration in 2002, as listed in the publication list of this
article.
Jet quenching effect drew strong attention as an evidence
of realization of high-density state. The CNS group has
played a key role to obtain L B results from the analysis
4.1. RICH operation
In the Year-3 RUN, the CNS group was responsible for the of Ë EMCAL data. Analysis was finalized for M N OO 
operation of the RICH (Ring Imaging CHerenkov) subsys- ¤  GeV Au + Au collision data, and its description is given
tem, which is a main device for electron identification. The in Ref. [6].
Single photon is considered to be a sensitive probe on
RICH subsystem worked without serious problems through
the early hot stage of the collisions, and efforts have been
the Year-3 RUN.
continued to deduce single photon yield from the EMCAL
4.2. Development of electron trigger
data. Currently photon excess over the systematic uncerIn p + p and d + Au collisions, interaction rate is much tainty was not yet observed, and efforts are on to reduce the
higher compared to Au + Au collisions, while the multiplic- systematic errors [7].
ity per event is much less. Since event rate which PHENIX
Suppression of PQR yield should be a clear indication
DAQ can accept is very limited, hardware-level trigger is of QGP formation. The CNS group is contributing to the
needed for efficient accumulation of specific events. Effort analysis of PQR production in Au + Au collisions from the
was made to develop an electron and photon trigger sys- Year-2 RUN [8].
tem, called ERT trigger, which utilizes information from
Analysis of new data for d + Au collisions from the YearRICH and EMCAL. The CNS group took responsibility to 3 run has started to study PQR production in the normal
develop the trigger electronics of the RICH part. The ERT nuclear matter. The result should serve as a reference to
trigger system was successfully commissioned in the d + the heavy ion collisions, and preparative work for impact
Au run, and performance of RICH trigger will be described parameter selection in d + Au collisions will be described
in Ref. [1].
in Ref. [9].
4.3. R & D efforts for PHENIX upgrade
R & D efforts have been made to develop detectors which
enhance capability of electron measurements at PHENIX.
Focus is on the detectors which sits inside the current tracking system, and identifies and rejects effectively electronpairs from L B Dalitz decay and external conversion of photons over large solid angle [2].
One of the detector candidates is the micro-TPC (Time
Projection Chamber) which uses CF4 gas with small diffusion and high drift velocity. Design study has started last
year, which is described in Ref. [3].
Another possibility is HBD (Hadron Blind Detector),
which is the gaseous Cherenkov counter with a UV-photon
detector. A key R & D issue of HBD is how to make insensitive (or even better totally blind) to charged particles, while
keeping good efficiency for UV photons. GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier) is considered to be promising for the UVphoton detector. GEM itself has a wide variety of possible
applications, and basic performance study has started [4].
4.4. R & D of ALICE TRD
The CNS group has being involved in the R & D effort for
the development of TRD (transition radiation detector) in
the ALICE experiment at CERN-LHC, which is planned
to start operation in 2007. The TRD, when installed, will
provide unique capability of electron identification to the
ALICE experiment.
The CNS group participated in the test of TRD prototypes using secondary beams from CERN-PS last fall. Contribution was made in the study of TRD performance, by developing and testing new methods for identifying electrons
and pions [5].

5. Summary and Outlook
In the year 2002, the PHENIX experiment had an extremely
fruitful Year-3 RUN with d + Au and p + p collisions at
ËXË
M N OYO
GeV. The RICH detector, which the CNS


group is in charge for operation, worked well throughout
the run. The major activities of the CNS groups are presented, which includes development of electron trigger, R
& D efforts for PHENIX upgrade and for ALICE TRD, and
data analysis efforts.
The Year-4 RUN is planned to start in the fall of 2003,
and high luminosity Au + Au run is expected.
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1. Introduction
At BNL-RHIC, the first runs of *2
collisions at
M N
=130 GeV were performed in 2000. The analysis of L B using the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal)
of the PHENIX detector[1] resulted in strong suppression
of high transverse momentum (! ) hadrons in the central
collisions[2, 3]. It suggests the jet quenching due to parton
energy loss in the quark gluon plasma (QGP). In this report,
centrality dependence of the suppression is discussed.
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2. Jet Quenching
In !12«! collisions hard-scattered partons fragment into jets of
hadrons; these fragments are the primary source of hadrons
at high ! , typically above 2 GeV/ . In ¢2
collisions
hard scattering occur at the earliest stage of the collision
before the system thermalizes. Hard scattered partons lose
their energy in medium through gluon bremsstrahlung, and
high !
jets are quenched. It has been suggested that the
energy loss is larger in QGP than in hadronic matter[4]. A
direct observable of the effect would be a depletion in the
yield of high ! hadrons.
To quantify such effects, the ! spectra in Au+Au collisions should be compared with that without a medium effect. A nucleon-nucleon ( 7T2å7 ) collision is considered to
provide the reference. Since hard scattering cross section is
small, one can regard the nucleon as an incoherent superposition of partons. The 2
collision is modeled as a sum
of independent 7T2å7 collisions (“binary-scaling”).
For a given ½Y2¸½ collision specified by an impact parameter, Û(7
Ý can be determined as the average number of
7 2&7 collisions per event. The nuclear modification factor
is defined as,
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Hadron-induced showers are suppressed by arrival time cut
and shower shape cut. For the ^ candidates, invariant mass
and ! of all combinations in the same event are calculated.
The combinatorial background distribution is estimated
by mixing showers from different events with similar centrality. The mixed mass distribution is subtracted from the
non mixed
distribution after the normalization done in
the
region outside the L B peak. The L B yield in each
!
bin is determined by integrating the subtracted
distribution in a window determined by a Gaussian fit to the
L
B peak. The mass peak position obtained by the fit is used
to self-calibrate the energy scale of EMCal.
From the Monte Carlo studies, the correction factors for
the !
yields were determined by taking into account energy resolution, cluster overlaps, analysis cuts, dead detector areas, and acceptance. Using the GEANT, contributions
of L B ’s originated from the non collision point was estimated to be 6–8 %.
The dominant sources of systematic error are the uncertainty of energy calibration, the photon identification efficiency, and the peak extraction procedure. Total errors on
L
B yield is up to 35 %.
Event classification is provided by two beam-beam counters and two zero-degree calorimeters. The total geometrical s2
cross section were divided into five centrality
classes, 0–10 % (“most central” fraction of the cross section), 10–20 %, 20–40 %, 40–60 %, and 60–80 % (“most
peripheral”). A Glauber model calculation gives Û97
Ý =
905 } 96 for the central and Û(7
Ý =20 } 6 for the peripheral.
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(1) 4. Results
The !
distributions of L B ’s for the five event classes are
¬ ¬
where + 0 is the particle production yield per ½ 2ñ½ colli- shown in Figure 1. The data are compared with the binaryO O
O O
scaled yield from 72a7 collisions (curves). Since no 72a7
sion,  0 is the 7T2 7 inelastic cross section, and  0
is the particle production cross section in 7T2å7 collision. data at M N =130 GeV is available, interpolation was made
points at ISR[6], S! !  S[7], and Tevatron[8].
In the absence of nuclear modifications to hard scattering, from the data
°
At !
 GeV/ where hadrons from the hard process
the ratio  ¬J¬ OO would be unity. Previous measurements

in ! 2½ and ½2½ collisions indicate that  ¬J¬ OYO ° ¤ for are dominant, the binary-scaling prediction agrees with the

data from peripheral collisions, while for central collisions
above 2 GeV/ (Cronin effect)[5].
!
the data lie below the interpolation.
3. Measurement
The modification factor  ¬J¬ OO were calculated and

°
 GeV/ . Figure 2 shows the
averaged in the range !
The neutral pions are identified by detecting the L BTS
^F^
decay using the lead scintillator sampling EMCal  ¬J¬ OYO as a function of initial energy density
of the
 ¬J¬
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Figure 2. Measured
v.s. initial energy density measured by PHENIX (solid circles). Error bars by solid lines
show statistical errors, and shaded bars are systematic errors.
Brackets show systematic error of
(vertical) and esl
timation (horizontal). Curves show results of toy-model calculation. Rectangles show results of pQCD calculation by
X.-N. Wang.
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Figure 1. The l invariant yields per event at
as a function
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for the centrality classes from the most central to the
most peripheral event. The error bars indicate the statistical
errors and the shades are the systematic errors. Also the
references scaled up by
are shown as solid curves. The
dotted lines indicate the uncertainties come from estimation of
and
cross section measurement.
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of calculation with Z   , 3 GeV/fm # , and without cut off
are shown. The magnitude of 8XQD8 is a free parameter but
the best calculation which explain the trend of centrality dependence is Z { GeV/fm # (dotted line). The calculation
without cut off (short dashed line and dot-dashed line) can
not explain the data qualitatively.
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5. Summary
Transverse momentum spectra for L B ’s and centrality demedium. The is estimated by Bjorken’s formula[9],
pendence of nuclear modification factor in û2
collisions
B
Ë
¤
8 
at M N
¤ 
GeV measured from PHENIX at RHIC

(2)

Æ )
B
were presented. The ! spectra of L B ’s above 2 GeV/ from
8
~
B
where 8X QD8 is the transverse energy distribution mea- central collisions are systematically below the scaled 7 2Y7
sured by PHENIX[10], ~ is the transverse area of the expectation. The data implicates the large energy loss of
medium, and Æ is the formation time of QGP. ~ is esti- partons in dense matter.
B
mated as an overlapped area of two colliding nuclei. Æ
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B
is expected to be around 1 fm/ that is a typical strong in- [1] W. Zajc et al., Nucl. Phys. A698 (2002) 39c.
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L
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to the energy density of the expanding system. For comparison, the cut off energy density Z is introduced and the
8 QD8
is set to zero if ®
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1. Introduction
The major goal of PHENIX experiment at RHIC is to search
for a possible phase transition of ordinary matter to Quark
Gluon Plasma (QGP) and to understand its property. In
1986, Matsui and Satz proposed that J/R can be one of the
probes of QGP formation, because the yield of J/R is suppressed by the dissociation due to Debye screening effect in
QGP [1].
In case of proton or light ion induced reactions, only the
normal suppression was seen, which can be accounted as
the absorption effect by nuclear medium. However, the results from NA50 in Pb-Pb collisions at M N OYO =17.3 GeV
indicate that there is an anomalous suppression in central
collisions [2]. At RHIC, where higher initial energy density
and higher temperature are expected, the further investigation of the J/R suppression is possible.
On the other hand, recent models predict that J/R yield
is enhanced because of the  coalescence at hadronization
PQR [4], and/or
stage [3], the detailed balance of 2 
the statistical J/R production [5] at RHIC energy.
This article describe the first measurement of J/R production in p+p and Au+Au collision at RHIC energy, focused
on the extraction of J/R peak by reconstructing the invariant
mass of e 0 e W pair. The extraction of the invariant yield of
J/R and verification of the theoretical predictions by current
PHENIX data are discussed in reference [6].

¨¨

Ô

ÔÖÕ

used in a part of the run period: Level-2 (LVL2) J/R trigger
for Au+Au and EMCal-RICH trigger (ERT) for p+p.
3. Electron Pair Measurement in PHENIX
The electron measurement was performed by the detectors
in two central arms, each of which covered the acceptance
ËvÎ ë
of
and f g = 90 degrees. The Drift Chambers
®

Ü Ü
(DC) and the Pad Chambers (PC) were used for the charged
track reconstruction. The Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH) and the Electro-Magnetic Calorimeters (EMCal) are the major electron identification (eID) devices in
PHENIX.
The eID cuts were applied to the reconstructed charged
tracks. They comply two distinct groups. One was related
to RICH: the matching between track and the ring, the number of hit Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMT), and the ring shape.
The other was related to EMCal: the ratio of energy and momentum ( é 1 in case of electron), the flight time, and the hit
position matching. The efficiency of eID cuts was evaluated
using single J/R Monte Carlo simulation as well as geometrical acceptance and reconstruction efficiency. The values
were confirmed by conversion electrons which gives pure
electron sample. The multiplicity dependence was evaluated by the embedding of single J/R simulated events into
real data.

¬

4. J/R Signal Extraction
Figure 1 shows the invariant mass distribution of (a) unlike2. PHENIX Year-2001 Data
sign pair and like-sign pair in p+p data sample and (b) their
Both Au+Au and p+p run were performed in the RHIC
subtraction with the Gaussian fitting curve. The centroid
Year-2 Run with the beam energy of M N OYO = 200 GeV.
mass of J/R peak is 3.04 } 0.01 GeV/; and the width is
During that period, PHENIX recorded approximately
0.08 } 0.02 GeV/1 . The centroid is off by 1.6 % from PDG
24 d b W" and 150 nb W" of integrated luminosity for Au+Au
value. The origin of the discrepancy is under investigation.
and p+p, respectively. After the data reduction including the
Ë
ë
»
»
Table. 1 summarize the counts of unlike-sign pair, like-sign
z-vertex selection (
cm for Au+Au and
cm


pair, and net signal.
Ü FÜ
Ü Ü Ë
for p+p) and the rejection of bad runs, total 4.9 p¸¤ 5 event
Ë
samples ( é 7.8 d b WJ" ) for Au+Au and 1.8 p¸¤ A event samunlike-sign like-sign net signal
ples ( é 82 nb W" ) for p+p were left for the J/R analysis.
p+p
51
4
47
The Beam-Beam Counters (BBC) and Zero Degree
Calorimeters (ZDC) were used as a minimum bias (MB)
trigger of Au+Au collisions. The MB trigger efficiency with Table 1. The number of unlike-sign pair, like-sign pair, and net
respect to total inelastic cross section of Au+Au was evalusignal in p+p data sample.
ated as 92.2 % [7]. The Au+Au events are grouped according to the measured fraction of total inelastic cross section
The invariant mass distribution of e 0 e W pair, each of
of Au+Au collision or centrality: 0–20 %, 20–40 %, 40– which passed the eID cuts optimized in each centrality
90 % from the most central collision. In case of p+p, BBC class of Au+Au data sample, are shown in Fig. 2. The
was used as MB trigger device. The trigger efficiency was invariant mass distribution derived from all data (0-90 %)
51 % [8].
is also shown. The shaded histograms are the combinatoThe “physics triggers” as well as the MB trigger, were rial background evaluated using the like-sign pair (e 0 e 0 and

×
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likely net signal õ %ÙÌ ø, is calculated under the constraint of
° Ë
. The equations are given by,
Ìø  Ì o Ìj and Ìø

Ù

(a)
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Counts

30

unlike : MB + ERT
back : like-sign

(b) unlike - back
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Figure 1. The invariant mass distribution obtained from p+p data
sample. The plot shows, (a) unlike-sign pair and like-sign pair
(shaded) and (b) their subtraction. The fit is performed by
Gaussian.
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5. Summary
PHENIX obtained Au+Au event sample and p+p data sample in the Year-2 Run period. 7.8 d b WJ" for Au+Au and
82 nb WJ" for p+p were analyzed. In both event samples, the
invariant mass of e 0 e W pair were reconstructed and the peak
structure were observed in J/R mass region. In p+p data
sample, J/R peak have 3.04 } 0.01 GeV/ ; of centroid and
0.08 } 0.02 GeV/1 of width with 47 net signal. In Au+Au
data sample, J/R peak with 3.10 } 0.03 GeV/  of centroid
and 0.05 } 0.03 GeV/  of width was derived. Because of
the limited significance of data, the statistical counting of
net J/R signal and the determination of 90 % C.L. were performed in three centrality classes of Au+Au data sample.

¨

10

40

O

Table 2. The measured number of J/ count and expected number
derived using Maximum Likelihood method in each centrality
class. The errors are one standard deviation statistical errors.

¨

24

Ì 

marize the result of J/R counting and 90 % C.L. calculation
in Au+Au data sample.

e W e W in an event) normalized by the relation of 7

0 W

7
7
, taking 7
as number of unlike-sign pair,
WW
00
0 W
7
and 7
as number of like-sign pair. Although the
W-W
00
acceptance of unlike-sign pair and like-sign pair is different,
the difference in J/R mass region is in the order of 1 %. An
alternative method using mixed event technique reproduce
the consistent shape and normalization with like-sign background. The difference between two method was taken as a
systematic error of combinatorial background estimation.
The Gaussian fit to J/R peak in Fig. 2(d) was performed.
The results are 3.10} 0.03 GeV/; for centroid and 0.05
} 0.03 GeV/ 1 for width. The net signal was 11.5.
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õ %ÙÌø,
õ=%ÙÌ
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B
B
ã is given by Ì ø which have
The most likely net signal
Ë
8 õ=%9Ì ø , QD8¢Ì ø 
. The 90 % Confidence Level (C.L.) is deËKÎ Ð
fined as Ìø which gives â
. Table. 2 sumõ=%ÙÌø,8¢Ìø 
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1. Introduction
0.8
4.8
1.7
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5.9
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11.2
Measurement of J/R yield was performed in PHENIX ex(
)
24
9.8
9.7
43.5
periment at RHIC. In the RHIC Year-2 Run, PHENIX col  (
)
3.9
2.3
1.8
2.5

45
7
296
31
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258 25
lected the events of both Au+Au collisions and p+p colli
34
3
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4
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sions. The e 0 e W invariant mass was reconstructed and the
(
)
0.12
3.0
1.4
1.4 0.68

 

)
1.1
8.3
8.2
  (
number of J/R was counted for the three centrality classes



(
)
0.27
1.0
0.18
0.56 0.27

for the Au+Au data sample and the p+p data sample as
90 % C.L. (
)
1.98
2.25
1.16
Ë
described in reference [1]. The total 4.9 p¸¤ 5 event samË
ples ( é 7.8 d b WJ" ) for Au+Au and 1.8 p¸¤ A event samples
Table 1. The summary of variables used in Eq. (1) and the results
( é 82 nb W" ) for p+p were analyzed.
of the calculation. The errors are statistical error.
In this article, the mean transverse momentum ( ÛÞ! Ý ) and
the total J/R cross section is extracted for the p+p data sample. They are compared with the previous experimental re- in p+p run. They are called 2 p 2 and 4 p 4 trigger according
sults and the model predictions. The Au+Au data sample is to the size of trigger tile.
used to discuss about centrality dependence of J/R yield.

§

Ë

Variable

2. Invariant Yield Extraction
Using the Au+Au event sample, branching ratio (Ò

ëvÎ Ð
 º from PDG) times invariant yield ( 8X7Q8 ), are calculated in each centrality using the relation:
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7 o
¤
8X7
lê
Ò
)
(1)

8Æ
7åúgë
f®ÆZ¸ ZjZ¸úìì

where 7 o
stands for the number [1], 7 úgë is the total
ê
number of events. ¸ ZjZ shows the pair acceptance in which

the run-to-run fluctuation is taken into account. 1¸ úìì is the

p+p
7.4 (stat)
82 nb k
0.026 0.0029 / 0.01 0.0012
0.75 0.023
(2 6 2) 0.87 0.044 / 0.90
0.045
(4 6 4) 0.30 0.11 / 0.74 0.27
47
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Table 2. The summary of variables used in Eq. (2). Both
and 35473 depend on the J/ p .
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3. Results and Discussion for p+p Data
Figure 1 shows the p distribution of J/R at mid-rapidity
obtained from the p+p data. The exponential fit (dashed
line), phenomenological fit with free parameter
and
"
, using the functional form of ¤Qs% L ! -,Ò8  Q8;!


F
W
.
which reproduces previous results
¤Õ2 %Þ!
Q
,6
"

well (solid curve), Non-Relativistic QCD model (NRQCD)
prediction (dotted curve) [3], and Color Singlet Model
(CSM) prediction (semi-dotted curve) [4] are shown together with the PHENIX data (open circles). The ÛÞ! Ý
value is obtained to be 1.85 } 0.46(stat) } 0.2(sys) by considering the different fitting method.
Combining the measurements of J/R S×d 0 d W at for
7
ward rapidity with the measurement at mid-rapidity de8 
¤

(2) scribed in this article, the total J/R cross section becomes
Ò ú ú
)

¹
8 s8;!
%
õ*8XÌ,f vf !
ø  c
ZjZ ú
"
3.87 } 0.60 (stat) } 0.59 (sys) } 0.40 (abs) d b [5]. The last
where åõ*8XÌ is the integrated luminosity of 82 nb W" , ¹ ø error represents the normalization error coming from the
is the MB trigger efficiency for an event containing the J/R . uncertainty in the J/R rapidity distribution. Figure 2 shows
This value was evaluated as 75 % from the PYTHIA simula- the comparison between PHENIX p+p data and previous
tion [2] and the real data. c c is the LVL1 trigger efficiency measurements of (a) Û ! Ý and (b) total cross section. The
"
for detecting J/R . Two kinds of LVL1 trigger setup, which curves shown in Fig. 2 (b) are the Color Evaporation Model
are based on the EMCal energy discrimination, were used (CEM) prediction [6] with the two different Parton Distrisimulated correction factor of the reconstruction efficiency
and the eID cut efficiency including the centrality dependence. Since the statistics of data does not allow the extraction of p distribution, ZjZ ú
value was averaged over
p assuming that the p distribution have the same ÛÞ! Ý as
p+p data. The variables used in¡ Eq. (1) are summarized in
Table. 1 as well as the results of Glauber calculations: the
number of binary collision (7 Z   ) and the number of participants ( 7 q £ ) for each centrality. The results of 8 7 QD8
calculation are also listed.
The J/R cross section in the p+p data is obtained from the
equation:
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4. Results and Discussion for Au+Au Data
Figure 3 shows the Ò8X7Q8 distribution divide by the
number of binary collisions, as a function of number of participants. A value obtained from the MB sample (open circle) is shown as well as those from three exclusive centrality classes (solid squares). The p+p result is also shown as
7ñq £
 case. The arrow indicates the 90 % C.L. and

the error bar includes the statistical error. The solid curve
represents the expected suppression by the normal nuclear
absorption of  ø = 4.4 mb [7]. The dashed curve is the
NA50 suppression pattern after binary scaling [8]. The systematic errors are not included. The data points in Fig. 4 are
same as those in Fig. 3, but the curves are the coalescence
model prediction for different charm rapidity widths [9].
As shown in Fig. 3, the results of the centrality dependence of J/R yield have large errors. The data points
are consistent with the binary scaling, normal suppression,
and the suppression by QGP within the errors. However,
PHENIX data disfavor the large enhancement predicted by
the coalescence model as shown in Fig. 4.
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The previous measurement of J/R p distribution is naturally extrapolated to the RHIC energy. Especially, the
NRQCD prediction of J/R p distribution is consistent with
PHENIX data within current error bars, while the CSM underpredicts the J/R yield, as is already observed for the CDF
data [4]. The PHENIX result of total J/R cross section in
p+p at RHIC energy is well reproduced by the the CEM
prediction, as is expected from the previous measurements.
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Figure 2. The comparison between PHENIX results in p+p data
of J/ with the fit
and previous measurements. (a) The
curve of the form: :9<;>=@? A and (b) the J/ cross section
with CEM model prediction curve with different PDF.
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5. Summary
The J/R yield was measured using decay mode to an
electron-pair in p+p and Au+Au collisions at M N OYO =
200 GeV. The total J/R cross section in p+p collision is 3.87
} 0.60 (stat) } 0.59 (sys) } 0.40 (abs) d b and ÛÞ!
Ý is 1.85
per binary colli} 0.46(stat) } 0.2(sys) GeV/ . Ò8 7 QD8
sion was obtained in three centrality classes of the Au+Au
data sample. Because of the large error bars, the data are
consistent with predictions by the binary scaling, the normal absorption, and the anomalous suppression measured
by NA50. However, the prediction of J/R yield enhancement from the value by binary scaling seems to be ruled out
by PHENIX data in most central collisions.
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1. Future Physics Programs and Detector Plans
In the past few years, several kinds of measurements have
been achieved at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
in the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) to observe
the phase transition of the nuclear matter. The PHENIX
detector plays a very important role to realize such measurements. Although the PHENIX detector is capable of
addressing very comprehensive measurements, including
charged and neutral hadron productions, PQR suppression,
and so forth [1, 2], there still remain a number of prime
physics questions beyond the scope of the present PHENIX
detector.
The main purpose of the future programs in heavy ion
physics is a systematic study of properties of the hot and
dense matter. In this context, the present upgrade plans are
for extending the capability of measurements of high transverse momentum particles, single leptons and pairs, and
open charms and bottoms.
To extend the capability of the particle identification in
the high transverse momentum region, an Aerogel counter
will be installed in 2003. The details is described in the
another manuscript in this report. [3].
The measurement of lepton pairs is a key measurement
in the study of chiral symmetry restoration. The difficulty
of this measurement comes from the large combinatorial
background which is mainly caused by L B Dalitz decay and
external conversion of photons. Thus, these background
should be suppressed by measuring both the electrons and
the positrons from background decays. In fact, if only one
track from the background decays were measured, it can not
be distinguished from the real signal track. Dalitz rejector
with a large rejection power covering a large solid angle is
needed to measure such background tracks.
To address the physics goals we have started to develop
an integral upgrade concept, which includes new hardware
components for a broad range of capabilities. The basic idea
is to add a vertex spectrometer with 2L tracking capability
with high precision.
The vertex spectrometer is composed of three essential
elements; a flexible magnetic field, vertex tracking and electron identification. The flexible magnetic field is realized
by adding the inner coil, which was installed in 2002. It realizes nearly zero-field region around the vertex for Dalitz
rejection and a high field for the improved momentum resolution.
The vertex determination with high precision is realized
with silicon detectors with large acceptance. The detector

system which consists of silicon strip detectors and one inner layer of pixel detector is being proposed.
For Dalitz rejection, the vertex spectrometer needs 2L
ËXË
electron identification for p ® 
MeV/ . One idea is
a hadron blind detector(HBD), which is a threshold-type
Čerenkov counter using CF gas as a Čerenkov photon radi>
ator. For the readout, GEM+CsI will be used. Another idea
is dE/dx measurements using TPC. In the low momentum
region, dE/dx measurements provide a clear electron identification. The details of the detector itself will be described
in the another manuscript in this report [4].

§

¨

2. Simulation Study
To check a feasibility of these upgrade plans, a detailed
simulation study is needed. Especially, the amount of the
background should be calculated carefully to evaluate the
requirement of the rejection power. In addition, for the measurements of low mass lepton pairs, a large rejection power
is required. Thus, survival rates of vector mesons with the
Dalitz rejection have to be calculated.
The study was performed for central Au-Au collisions.
In this simulation, the contributions of decays of mesons,
open charm and gamma conversion are considered. The
primary particles, which are charged L , neutral L , charged
Kaon, proton, anti-proton, , ML , e ,  , and g , were generated
with following assumptions. The transverse momentum of
a generated particle was less than 10GeV/c with a empirical
distribution. The rapidity region was from -1.0 to 1.0. The
multiplicities were determined by dN Z £ ùú /dy(y=0). For
the central collision, dN Z £ ùú /dy(y=0) = 650 is assumed.
The ratio of number of each particles per one event and
dN Z £ ùú /dy(y=0) is listed in Table 2. Dalitz decays of L B ,

¬ ¬

q

q

q

Table 1. The ratio of number of each particles per one event and
dN*N+(&OP , /dy(y=0)
LRQ

K

¬
e

¬ , and ¬

g

Q

0.401
0.062
0.043
0.056
0.0107

L

B

proton

¬

ML



0.445
0.039
0.0038
0.054

ML and decays of vector mesons were simulated.
In addition to the meson decays mentioned above, electrons from open charm decays and gamma conversion were
took account into the simulation. The PYTHIA simulation [5] was used to evaluate the number of electrons
from charm decays. It was assumed that the production of
charm mesons is proportional to the number of binary col-
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lisions. Electrons from gamma conversions were simulated
by the PHENIX GEANT base detector simulator (PISA).
One layer of silicon detector was assumed and it had a
thickness of 1% of radiation length.
Also, efficiencies of particle identification was assumed
for this calculation below. Electrons which had the momentum above 50 MeV/c were identified perfectly. The number
of L was suppressed by 1/200, except for L which went
outside of the PHENIX acceptance and had the momentum
above 200 MeV/c, because the Dalitz rejector can be used
to reject L ’s below 200 MeV/c. A perfect tracking was also
assumed for all tracks.
The invariant mass spectrum of electron-positron pairs
was calculated using the event generator, which was described in the last section. The result is shown in Figure 1.
In this figure, invariant mass was calculated with all combination all opposite sign electrons in one event. Here, electrons meant real electrons and miss-identified L ’s. In Fig. 1,

Next, invariant mass was calculated between this electron
track and all the opposite sign electrons to determine if this
electron track was rejected or not. Finally, if one of these
invariant masses had less than a cut value, this track was rejected. The result is shown in Fig. 2. The 90% efficiency of

Figure 2. Survival rate for central collision events (dN *N+(&OP , /dy
= 650) as a function of the efficiency of the Dalitz rejection.

the Dalitz rejection corresponded to the mass cut parameter
of 0.05 Gev/c  . It means if the cut value was 0.05 Gev/c  ,
the 90% of electrons which come from Dalitz decays will
be eliminated with survival probability of vector mesons of
80%.

Figure 1. The invariant mass spectrum of electron-positron pairs
is shown. The solid line represents the summation of all correlated signals. Plus symbols represent the all combinatorial
background, which include gamma conversions, charm decays, and meson decays. Star symbols represent the combinatorial background which comes from charm decays. Cros
symbols represent the correlated charm signals.

the solid line represents the summation of all correlated signals. It means this line will appear after the subtraction of
the combinatorial background. After applying the Dalitz rejection, this spectrum still contains the combinatorial background from charm decays. It is represented by the star
symbols. Although the background rate is still high (S/N
é 1/7 at the masss of g ), it is suppressed by two order of
magnitude using the Dalitz rejector.
Survival rates of vector mesons with the Dalitz rejection
were calculated with this simulation data. The applied algorithm of the Dalitz rejection is described below. First,
one electron track in the PHENIX acceptance was selected.

3. Summary
The upgrade aims of the PHENIX experiment address
prime physics questions beyond the scope of the present
PHENIX detector. Especially for the study of the chiral symmetry and the measurements of low-mass electronpositron pairs, Hadron Blind Detector and Time Projection
Chamber are proposed. To check a feasibility of these upgrade plans, a detailed simulation study was done. The invariant mass spectrum of electron-positron pairs was calculated using a realistic event generator. After applying
the Dalitz rejection, the background is suppressed by two
orders of magnitude. The survival probabilities of vector
mesons were calculated for several kinds of mass cut parameters. Even if the efficiency of the Dalitz rejection is
kept at 90%, survival probabilities of vector mesons are
80% for central collisions (dN Z £ ùú /dy = 650).

q
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1. Introduction
Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM), which has been initially invented by F.Sauli at CERN, is a metalized polymer foil with
holes [1]. The metal layers play a role of electrodes and a
few hundred volts are applied between them. When a drift
electron passes through the holes on a GEM, strong electric
field inside the holes induces the cascade of electrons. This
is the mechanism of the signal amplification by means of a
GEM.
Although the GEM has such a simple structure and a
powerful potential as particle detectors, very few attempts
have been made for producing GEMs except at CERN. We
succeeded in producing GEM foils using the plasma etching
technology in Japan.
2. Production of GEM
2.1. Production with the plasma etching method
The essential point in the production is the choice of technology for piercing metalized polymer foils. Hereafter, the
GEMs produced at CERN and at CNS are referred to as
‘CERN-GEM’ and ‘CNS-GEM’, respectively.
ëDË
The standard CERN-GEM consists of
d m Kapton1
ë
coated with d m copper, and the pitch and diameter of the
Ë
âDË
holes are ¤
d m and
d m, respectively [2]. After making
holes on copper layers by conventional photolithography,
the foil is immersed in a specific solvent, which dissolves
Kapton. The CERN-GEM has holes with a double-conical
shape (the upper photograph in Fig. 1).
The plasma etching could be a better method for piercing the Kapton layer, because holes with a cylindrical shape
might result in better electron transmission and less probability of charging-up [3]. GEM foils were produced using the plasma etching method at Fuchigami Micro Co.,
Ltd.2 Geometry of the CNS-GEM is the same as that of the
CERN-GEM. After photolithographic procedure, the foil is
settled on one of the electrodes in a chamber filled with oxide and fluoride gases. The plasma is grown between electrodes, and radicals produced in the plasma chemically destroy the Kapton molecules. The CNS-GEM has the holes
with a cylindrical shape (the lower photograph in Fig. 1).
2.2. Inspection of the foils
At CERN, insulation between copper electrodes is checked
ëDËXË
before application. They are required to hold
V in clean
Ë¢Ë
room conditions with the resistance of greater than ¤
GS
[4].
However, the resistance between copper electrodes of
ËXË
CNS-GEMs was only é ¤
M S just after the fabrication.
Ë¢Ë
When
V was applied, lots of sparks were visible on its
k Tradename of Du Pont Co., Wilmington, DE, USA
i Fuchigami Micro Co., Ltd.: 3-1 Nanei Kagoshima 891-0122, Japan.

Figure 1. The hole of CERN- and CNS-GEMs.

surface. Probably there still remained dusts or residual copper pieces in the holes, and they were the seeds of sparks. It
took about ten minutes until the sparks became infrequent.
Next, higher voltage was applied gradually in nitrogen; the
ë Ë
CNS-GEMs could hold up to  V without discharge.
3. GEM test setup
Figure 2 shows the schematic view of the GEM test setup.
Measurements were carried out with two or three GEM layers. The distance between neighboring GEMs is  mm. The
high voltage, ‘ T
 ’, is equally divided using the chain of
¤ M S resistors and the sub-divided voltages are provided to
individual GEM electrodes. A drift plane, which is a copper
coated Kapton foil, is mounted  mm above the uppermost
¤ ’ is applied. Typically,
GEM, and the high voltage, ‘ T
ÏXË¢Ë
T
¤ is
 during our measurements.
V higher than T
The electrons created inside the drift region between the
drift plane and the uppermost GEM are transferred to the
GEM layers. The cascade of the electrons induced in the
GEM holes is collected by the copper readout pad. The
above components are mounted in a chamber made of aluminum.
The charge signals are fed to a charge-sensitive preë
amplifier, consisting of a   MHz amplifier (AD8058 by
Analog Devices Inc.) with the feedback of ¤ pF capacitor,
and are recorded using a CAMAC ADC module.









4. Measurements and Results
ªª
ëvÎ Ð
keV) with intensity
In our measurements, Fe (X-ray,
âDË
of 
kBq was used. The gases examined were Ar(90%)35

Gain

the current uncertainty of the measurement.
(a) ArCH4

Gain

VGEM (V)

Figure 2. A schematic view of the GEM test setup.

(a) ArCH4
HV1=-2160V
HV2=-1560V

VGEM (V)

Figure 4. The measured gain as a function of YZ\[\] obtained
with (a)Ar(90%)-CH (10%) and (b)Ar(70%)-CO (30%).

!

(b) ArCO2

Number of Events

Number of Events

CH (10%) and Ar(70%)-CO (30%). The flow rate of the
>
ë¢Ë 
gas was adjusted to about cc/min at the atmospheric pressure. Figure 3 shows typical ADC spectra obtained for two
layers of CNS-GEMs. One can see a sharp peak correësÎ Ð
sponding to
keV and a well-known escape peak, which
is characteristic of Ar gas.

(b) ArCO2

HV1=-2380V
HV2=-1780V

i

4.2. Discharge problem
Measurements were also carried out with CF . The signals
>
were observed with three layers ofU^CERN-GEMs.
The gain
V^W
ëDË¢ËXË
ë Ë
was obtained to be about
at

 V. However,
the configuration including two
CNS-GEMs, the sounds of
U^V^W
ë Ë
sparks started to appear at
 V, and safe opera
tions seemed to be impossible.
This difference would be ascribed to the overetching of
Kapton foil in the case of CNS-GEMs, as is shown in the
lower photograph in Fig. 1. In the next fabrication, we plan
to improve the plasma etching procedure in order to remove
the overhang.



ADC Counts

ADC Counts

Figure 3. Typical ADC spectra obtained.

4.1. Results of the gain measurements
ësÎ Ð
The ADC spectra around the
keV peak are fitted to
Gaussian. From the mean value ( ~ ú h ), the gain3 ( ) is
¿
calculated as
%~
ú hQDÍñ, v%6¤Q ;ú+-ú, , where ú is the

¿
electron charge. The +ú is the number of electron-ion pairs
ëvÎ Ð
ë
created by the absorption of
keV X-ray: ¢ and s¤  for
Ar(90%)-CH (10%) and Ar(70%)-CO (30%), respectively
>

ÏKÎ Ï
[5]. The coefficient, Í , was obtained to be
 fC WJ" from
the calibration of the pre-amplifier and ADC.
Figure 4 shows the measured$UR
gain
as a function of the
VXW
voltage applied to each GEM,
. The closed circles
show the results for two layers of CNS-GEMs. The closed
squares are from three layers: two CNS-GEMs on one
CERN-GEM. Data for CERN-GEMs are shown with open
symbols for comparison. The performance of the CNSGEM is comparable to that of CERN-GEM. In addition,
the absolute values for Ar(70%)-CO (30%) are comparable

to the ones seen in ref [2] if the difference of experimental
conditions is taken into account.
Compared with the double-GEM configuration, higher
URVXW
gain can be achieved with lower
in the case of the
triple-GEM configuration. The closed points in Fig. 4 are
fitted to an exponential function. The gain of one GEM
URVXW
layer URisVXW expected to be obtained by %
, " and
W
%
,"# ; both of them show a good agreement within
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5. Summary
The Gas Electron Multiplier, GEM, was produced using the
plasma etching method. It has holes with a cylindrical shape
ë Ë
and can hold up to  V in nitrogen. The measured gain
was investigated as functions of the applied voltage, gas and
the number of GEM layers. The results obtained from CNSGEMs are comparable to those from CERN-GEMs.
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 Taking into account charge losses during the electron transfer process in
gas, it may be more appropriate to call “effective” gain [2].
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1. Introduction
The ALICE experiment [1] is one of the experiments at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The main goal
of the ALICE experiment is to study the properties of hot
and dense matter in high energy heavy ion collisions at
M N OYO =5.5 TeV.
The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) [2] will be used
at the ALICE experiment to provide electron identification
and particle tracking.
When identifying electrons, it is necessary to avoid pions
from being misidentified to be electrons. It is the design
goal for the ALICE TRD that pion misidentification probability is less than 1%, pion rejection factor of around 100.
To fix the final design of the TRD, the prototype TRDs
were developed based on earlier measurements [2, 3] and
were tested in October 2002 at CERN.
In this paper, the analysis results about the capability of
electron identification of the prototype TRD is summarized.

CERN PS. Electrons and pions were identified with using
two air-filled Cherenkov counters and a Pb-glass calorimeter. The pion contamination in electron events was about
0.1%. The measurements were carried out for PP fibers
sandwiched by INV6, INV8 and AIK6 sheets, for PP fibers
without these sheets and for no radiators.
3. Analysis
The measurement results for PP fibers with INV6, INV8
and AIK6 sheets are almost identical, as discussed later.
The normalized distributions of integrated energy deposit
with INV8 sheets in each chamber are shown in Fig. 1. Four
detectors show identical responses for electrons and pions.
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Figure 1. Normalized charge spectra of pions and electrons at =4
GeV/_ for all chambers.

Typical signals and the mean pulse heights as a function
of drift time is shown in Fig. 2. A large spike from X-ray
absorption, which is the signature of TR, can be seen around
the end of drift time only in electron events.
pulse height vs drift time

mean pulse height vs drift time
200

pulse height[AU]

¨

¨

10

pulse height[AU]

2. Prototype TRD and test experiment
Transition radiation (TR) [4] is emitted when a charged particle moves across the interface of two media with different
dielectric constants. Typically, soft X-rays are emitted at an
angle of 1/^ , where ^ is the Lorentz factor of the charged
particle. More than one TR photon can be emitted when the
Lorentz factor is more than é 1000, which corresponds to
electron momentum of about 0.5 GeV/ and pion momentum of about 140 GeV/ .
The ALICE TRD consists of six identical layers each of
which has full azimuthal coverage. The radiator should not
be suffered from overpressure due to the gravity. Including
the necessity of this reinforcement, the structure of radiator was determined based on the results of earlier measurements [2, 3]. The radiator consists of multi-layered media
of irregular polypropylene (PP) fibers of diameter 17 d m
sandwiched between two polimethacrylimide (PMI) foam
sheets with 6 mm (INV6, AIK6) or 8 mm (INV8) thickness. A carbon fiber of 100 d m thickness is coated on the
external sides of these sheets. INV and AIK stand for two
different manufacturers of this coating. Behind the radiator,
the drift chamber is mounted. This drift chamber has a drift
region of 30 mm and an amplification region of 7 mm and
is operated with Xe, $¸/ (15%) gas mixture for an effective

detection of TR photons.
At the test experiment at CERN, four prototype TRDs
ë
 ) were used. This exwith a small active area (  p  
periment was carried out with electron-pion mixed beams at
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Figure 2. Pulse height as a function of drift time for pions and
electrons. Left panel shows a typical signal of each particle.
Right panel shows mean pulse height of each particle.

3.1. Likelihood ratio analysis
To evaluate the pion rejection factor, Likelihood analysis [5] was used.
The likelihood ratio is defined for each track as the ratio of the electron fraction to the pion fraction. Since mean
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ergy of electrons and pions in each chamber are transfered
in this network. The comparison of the pion misidentification probability based on the Neural Network and the Likelihood method is shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6 shows that better
pion rejection can be achieved by a Neural Network.
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Figure 5. The structure of Neural network applied in this analysis.
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Figure 4. Pion rejection factor as a function of momentum extrapolated to six TRD layers.

3.2. Neural Network analysis
Since the signal patterns are greatly different in case of
electrons and pions as shown in Fig. 2, Neural Network [6]
can be suitable for pattern recognition in this case.
In this analysis, feed-forward multi-layered Neural Network has been used and its structure is shown in Fig. 5.
The neurons of the input layer correspond to TRD modules.
The output layer consists of two neurons, one is excited for
electrons and the other is excited for pions.
This network is trained by using back-propagation algorithm [6]. The connection weights between layers are updated while training. After training, the total deposited en-
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P=2GeV/c, 6 TRD layers
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Neural Network

Likelihood ratio

Figure 3. Likelihood distribution for two layers in left panel and
four layers in right panel.
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The pion misidentification probability at six TRD layers
was extracted from the dependence of number of TRD layers. Pion rejection factor, which is defined as the ratio of
electron detection efficiency to pion misidentification probability, as a function of momentum is shown in Fig. 4. It is
shown that pion rejection factor of around 100 is achieved
for all the radiators. They satisfy the requirement of the
ALICE TRD.

Comparison btw two methods
pion misidentification probability[%]

pulse height has strong position dependence in case of electrons, the drift region was split into six sections. Deposition energy distributions of each section were extracted,
and were normalized and used as probability distributions.
From those distributions, electron fraction and pion fraction
can be determined for each track. Figure 3 shows the likelihood distributions for two and four TRD layers. In the figure, shaded area of each panel corresponds to electron detection efficiency of 90%. The pion misidentification probability is defined as the ratio of pion yields in that region to
the total pion yields. From Fig. 3, the pion misidentification
probabilities are obtained to be 13.6% and 2.6% for two and
four TRD layers, respectively.
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Figure 6. Pion misidentification probability as a function of electron efficiency based on the Likelihood method (square) and
the Neural Network (circle). Left panel and Right panel are
for momentum of 1.5 GeV/_ and 2 GeV/_ , respectively.

4. Summary and Outlook
The capability of electron identification of the prototype
TRD has been studied. The result based on a Likelihood
method shows the prototype TRDs meet the requirement of
the ALICE TRD. Study by the Neural Network is underway. Other properties of the prototype TRD will be studied
together with simulations of the detector.
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Development of Time Projection Chamber for PHENIX-Upgrade
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Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
1. Introduction
The PHENIX detector system [1, 2] was made for study
of hot and dense nuclear matter. Particular emphasis is on
the discovery of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP), which is a
new phase that quarks and gluons are de-confined.
In the QGP phase, chiral symmetry is expected to be restored [3]. If chiral symmetry restoration is occured, mass
of light vector mesons (e , ,g ) are expected to be shifted.

2. Motivations for PHENIX TPC
The invariant mass distribution of vector mesons is able
to be measured by detecting electron-pairs from their decay mode, g SêU 0 UXW . To identify electrons, there is a Ring
Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) detector at the PHENIX setup.
But it is difficult to detect electron pairs which are coming from ^ conversions and L B Dalitz decays. This leads
to a huge combinatorial background. Therefore the present
setup dose not allow an efficient measurement of low-mass
»
electron pairs in the mass region ú ú
1 GeV/  . Actually, the first results of PHENIX experiment show that the
g meson detected with a signal to background ratio as small
as 1/20 [4].
Thus, it is required to install a new vertex spectrometer
»
which has a large acceptance in the pseudo-rapidity
Ü Ü
0.50. In order to achieve the electron identification for ! 3®
1 GeV Q with a sufficient Dalitz rejection power over the
full azimuthal angles, installation of the “TPC/HBD” has
been proposed [4]. TPC/HBD consists of two types of detectors; one is the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [5] and
another is the Hadron Blind Detector (HBD). The role of
TPC and HBD are inner tracker and Dalitz rejector. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the TPC/HBD detector. In
this paper, we discuss the TPC part of the TPC/HBD detector. The 8 Q8 measurements using the TPC provide
an electron identification with ! í® 200 MeV Q . The improved invariant mass resolution due to the high precision
tracking capability of the TPC will be useful for efficient
Dalitz rejection.
Capability of good spatial separation between adjacent
tracks are required for this TPC. To satisfy these requirements it is necessary to use the gas which has a large drift
velocity and a small diffusion coefficient. CF is a candi>
date for the TPC gas. In CF , the drift velocity of electron
>
is about 10 cm/d sec, when the electric field of more than
1 kV/cm is applied. The longitudinal diffusion is less than
200 d m for 1 cm electron drift at the same condition [6].
The PHENIX TPC needs a considerable amount of simulation studies and R&D. It requires a development of a
prototype TPC and CF gas tests.
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Figure 1. TPCHBD detector

3. Development of Prototype TPC
A prototype TPC was constructed to investigate the characteristics of CF and the TPC performance. One of the
>
requirements to the prototype is that it is possible to apply
electric field more than 900 V/cm for electron drift field,
in order to test CF gas. At the proportional region, anode
>
and cathode is detachable for testing with several types of
readout chambers. Four different size of cathode pads were
prepared, 2.5 mm, 6 mm, 9.5 mm, and 13 mm square, to
measure position resolution with different readout pads.
The readout system was developed as follows. Preamplifier was made to convert the charge signal from TPC
pads to voltage signal. The pre-amplifier has high gain,
1 V/pC, and is adopted for fast signal conversion. The
100 MHz sampling rate is needed for the readout electronics. It is because the electron drift velocity is about
10 cm/d s, and the longitudinal diffusion is about 100 d m
for 1 cm drift, when the gas is pure CF and field is about
>
Q!  ¤ (V/cm/Torr).
4. CF gas test with prototype TPC
>
The most important subjects to be studied with the prototype TPC are properties of CF gas. P10, Ar (90%)>
CH (10%), was also used for reference purpose.
Measureªª
>
ments were made with a N -laser and a Fe radioactive

source. Followings are tested items.
gain
ª ª
By illuminating 5.9 keV X-rays from a Fe radioactive
source, the absolute value of gain was measured. Figure 2
shows the result of gain measurement. This TPC has over
10> gain, when the voltage of anode wire is +3.3 kV.
electron drift velocity
The drift velocity of CF4 and P10 was measured by us-
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Figure 4. longitudinal diffusion of P10

Figure 2. Gain of CF and P10

!

Figure 5. Attenuation length of CF and P10

!

Figure 3. Drift velocity of CF and P10

ing the N laser. The wave length and the pulse energy

of the laser beam is 337.1 nm and 2.5 mJ, respectively.
Ë
This beam generates éx¤  electrons at a beam focal point
when the gas is CF . The N -laser beam was incidented at
>

two differential positions, parallel to the drift line. Then,
the drift velocity was obtained using the following relation,
ô
ô
`a ¹
W  , where
£
and
are distances from the

"

W 
readout pads to the position where the laser beam was injected, Ì and Ì are arrival times of drift electrons. The
"

drift velocity of CF and P10 was measured. As shown in
>
Fig 3, the drift velocity of CF gas is more than 10 cm/d sec,
>
when the electric field is 900 V/cm.
longitudinal diffusion
The longitudinal diffusion of P10 was measured. To deal
with single electron for this measurement, the probability
of having an event per laser shot was set to less than 10 %
by attenuating the laser beam. Because of the diffusion effect, the arrival time of single electrons fluctuates. From the
fluctuation of the arrival time, longitudinal diffusion was
measured. Figure 4 shows the result in case of P10. The
figure shows the consistency of this way for measurement.
attenuation length
Attenuation length was obtained for CF4 and P10 by measuring the collected charge at two different laser points. Figure 5 shows the result of attenuation measurement. The attenuation length is longer, when the H O content is smaller.

ì

ùù

×

×

has high performance which is suitable for the particle multiplicity at PHENIX.
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5. Summary
A prototype TPC for the PHENIX upgrade was developed.
From the gas tests, it is verified that the TPC with CF gas
>
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Performance of the RICH LVL-1 Trigger in the PHENIX Experiment
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with an ADC value of programmed threshold which is remotely configured, and decides to create trigger bits. To set
the threshold ADC value to a value corresponding to three
photo-electrons, the ADC value was scanned on all individual trigger tiles. From the ADC values of the pedestals, the
threshold ADC value was decided.
The threshold scan was carried out by changing the
threshold of ADC value from 900 to 1,000 with steps of
5 digits. Figure 1 shows a typical turn-on curve of this
WS0_Tile_number_9
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curve for a threshold scan
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Figure 1. The typical turn-on curve for a threshold scan.

pedestal scan for a trigger tile. The number of accepted
events is plotted as a function of threshold. This distribution is fitted by Integrated Gaussian function. The turn-on
point where the number of integrated events is a half of total
events, is decided as a pedestal point. In the case of Fig. 1,
the point is at 959 channel.
Pedestal

Pedestal
Nent = 256
Mean = 956.3
RMS = 9.858

60
50

Counts

1. Introduction
Experimental studies with high energy heavy ion collisions are expected to provide valuable information on the
Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). Especially, lepton pair (dilepton) measurements would play important roles to investigate the QGP physics. The PENIX experiment at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), U.S.A., has a capability of lepton
pair measurements. The Ring-Imaging Čerenkov counter
(RICH) and the Electro-Magnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) are
the main components for the electron identification in the
PHENIX experiment.
The RHIC provides very high luminosity in protonproton (p-p) and deuteron-nucleus (d-A) collisions. Since
the PHENIX Data AcQuisition system (DAQ) can record
events at the maximum rate of 25 kHz, a hardware trigger system is needed to reduce event rate within the limitation. Besides a suitable trigger is needed to extract rare
events, e.g., PQR , RY? . A lepton trigger, especially an electron (positron) trigger is used to enrich data of such heavy
quarkonia events. The electron trigger in the PHENIX is realized with the EMCal-RICH trigger system (ERT) which
is composed of the EMCal LVL-1 trigger system and the
RICH LVL-1 trigger system [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
The RICH LVL-1 trigger system produces a trigger bit
when the charge signal gained from the RICH trigger tiles
exceeds over the threshold of three photo-electrons. The
ë
256 RICH trigger tiles, each of which consists of p
photo-multipliers (PMTs), cover all 5120 PMTs in the
RICH. The CNS group have developed the trigger modules
since 1997. The trigger threshold are determined by simulations to optimize the detection efficiency and the rejection
power [1, 2]. Here, the rejection power is defined by the
ratio of the number of minimum bias events to the number
of triggered events. They are installed into the RICH FrontEnd Electronics (RICH FEE) in the PHENIX.
In this report, the actual configuration and performance
are reported on the data of p-p and d-Au collisions, which
were taken from January to May in 2003 (this period is
called Year-3 Run).
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Figure 2. The distribution of the pedestal position.

2. Pedestal Scan
In Fig. 2, the distribution of the pedestal positions for all
The Local LVL-1 Processor (LLP) on the RICH trigger 256 trigger tiles are shown. Pedestal points for three trigmodule [4] compares each ADC value of the charge signal ger tiles are out of range because they do not produce any
41

trigger bit. One sigma width of this distribution is 9.858
ADC bins, which corresponds to 0.741 photo-electron. The
threshold can be set by a group of 16 trigger tiles which
corresponds to one module. For that reason, the trigger tiles
which have the high pedestal positions caused frequent trigger signals. This is one of the reasons of noisy trigger tiles.
On the contrary, the tiles which have the low pedestal positions became dead. The best positions as suitable pedestal
were decided to be set at 960 channel in all modules and
each threshold was set at 920 channel which corresponds to
about three photo-electrons by this scan.
The width of the turn-on curve is obtained from the result of the each fitting curve. The distribution is shown in
Figure 3. Since it is rather wide, the electron efficiency in
each of these tiles is expected to be reduced from the simulated value because the turn-on slopes assume to be stepfunctions.
One sigma
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Figure 4. The histograms triggered by minimum bias events
(open) and by RICH + minimum bias events (shaded).
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Figure 5. The turn-on curve for RICH trigger bit efficiency (the
shaded distribution divided by the white one in Fig. 4).
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Figure 3. The one sigma distribution of 256 fitting curves in the
pedestal scan.

3. Results
The turn-on curve for the efficiency of trigger bit was produced from data in the p-p Run with the fixed threshold.
Figure 4 shows the two histograms as a functions of the
number of photo-electrons: the open histogram is with minimum bias events characterized by the Beam Beam Counter
(BBC) LVL-1 trigger (with vertex cut of 30 cm), the shaded
one is obtained by requiring both the BBC and the RICH
LVL-1 trigger. The histogram is the summation over the
total 256 trigger tiles. The turn-on curve is shown in the
Fig. 5, which is the ratio of the minimum bias histogram to
the one requiring RICH and minimum bias trigger in each
bin in the Fig. 4.
By calculating raw events in Fig. 4, the rejection power is
measured to be about 400. This value is almost consistent
with the simulation result. The rejection power was monitored all through the experiment.
In Fig. 5, the turn-on curve reaches 50% at about four
photo-electrons. This result shows that the actual trigger
threshold is one photo-electron different from our expectation. At large number of photo-electron, the ratio reaches
about 83 %, which means that there are losses of events by
this trigger system in the even high photo-electron region.
It is needed to identify the cause.

4. Summary of RICH trigger tiles for Year-3
The most recent performance of RICH LVL-1 trigger tiles
in the Year-3 Run has been obtained as indicated in Table 1.
In the table, the definition of masked (hot) tile is that it outputs high frequency of trigger bits below threshold and is
masked off. The ratio of working tile has been improved
considerably to 87.1% in the Year-3 Run from 14.8% in the
Year-2.
Number of PMTs in a tile
Total tiles
Working tiles
Masked (hot tiles)
Dead (No signals)

4 p 5 PMTs
256 tiles
223 tiles (87.1%)
30 tiles (11.7%)
3 tiles (1.17%)

Table 1. Summary of RICH trigger tiles in Year-3.
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2. ^ ’s from L B and
Events are classified in accordance with the impact parameters of two colliding gold ions. 0 % corresponds to an
impact parameter of 0, and 100 % to that of the diameter of a gold ion. The transverse momentum spectra of
L
B for central (0-10 %) and peripheral (60-80 %) events
at M N OYO =130 GeV and 200GeV are shown in the literature [3, 4]. The spectra for both the peripheral and cen%6¤Y2
tral events are fitted with a power-law function of ½
á
h
! @Qc! ,W , where ½ , !
and + are the fitting parameters.
B
B
The systematic error due to fitting was estimated by moving data points up and/or down by ! -correlated and ! uncorrelated errors, fitting with power-law function and
comparing with the original fit. An example of the pro-
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tons from non-hadronic sources is discussed.
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1. Introduction
It is predicted from lattice QCD calculation that at high energy density, a phase transition from hadronic matter to a
plasma of deconfined quarks and gluons (QGP) may occur, which is believed to have existed in the early universe
a few microseconds after the Big Bang. Relativistic heavy
ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) are expected to
produce such a phase transition. The photon has long been
considered to be an excellent probe of the early stages of
the collisions because photons have a long mean free path
compared to the size of the nuclear volume involved in the
collisions. There have been several predictions on the possibility of observing such photons at a transverse momentum
(! ) of 2–3 GeV, where the ^Q L B ratio will be é 10 % [1].
To extract the thermal photons, ^ ’s from known hadronic
sources must be subtracted. Known hadronic sources are
listed in Table 1.

-1

-2

0-10% Central data
-3

-4

60-80% Central data
-5

-6

PHENIX PbSc Data
Of the hadronic sources listed in the table 1, B and
-8
10
are the major contributers. The sum of the other sources is
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
é 4 % to the total at around !
of 2 GeV/ . Thus, L B and
pT [GeV]
contributions must be correctly evaluated and subtracted Figure 1. Fitting of original Fl data points (solid line), and
from measured inclusive photons.
moved data points by -uncorrelated errors (dashed and dotIn the RHIC Year-1 and Year-2 Run, PHENIX [2]
ted lines) for ? A
=200 GeV data. Fitting is also done to
L
has succeeded in measuring B ’s in Au+Au collisions at
the data points all of which are simultaneously moved up and
M N OYO =130 and 200 GeV using Electro-magnetic calorimedown.
ter (EMCal) [3, 4]. In this report, a comparison of the ^
spectra that were measured and the ones calculated from cedure on ! -uncorrelated errors are shown in Fig. 1. The
known hadronic sources is shown, and the existence of pho- sum of the systematic error on the fitted L B is estimated to
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be 20-35 % depending on !
at M N OYO =130 GeV, and 15- sured distributions are consistent with the calculated dis20 % at M N OYO =200 GeV. Since peaks of are not clearly tributions for both peripheral and central events within the
identified both in Year-1 and Year-2 Run, the
scaled current statistical and systematic errors. The same ratio for
power-law fit tov L B is employed as spectrum of . The func2.5

§ o ´ á õ 2 ´  Qc! B ,cW
´ is that of ¬ , and ! and +
B ,
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tion is ½utv%6¤v2
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h
, where ´ õ
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is the

Peripheral (60-80%)
(sNN)1/2 = 200GeV Au+Au

2

mass of
are obtained from
t
the fitted parameter of the power-law function of L B . ½ t
is the normalization factor of the spectra and is obtained as
ËKÎ ëXë
p4½
according to the result from a PYTHIA calcuá
lation [5]. The systematic uncertainty of the factor is 50 %.
The total systematic error on the sum of the yield of L B
and is estimated to be 22-37 % in Year-1, and 17-22 % in
Year-2.

PHENIX Work in Progress
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3. Original ^ spectrum vs. decay photons from the meaL
sured B spectrum
1
The Fast Monte Carlo [6] was utilized to generate ^ ’s from
0.5
L
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B and , to accumulate all ^ ’s entered in the acceptance,
Error Bar: Statistical + pT-uncorrelated Systematic Error
0
and to smear their energies according to the intrinsic reso1
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3.5
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4.5
5
Energy[GeV]
lution of the EMCal. The photon identification and clustering efficiency as well as the background contribution are
Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 at ? A
=200 GeV, shown with
evaluated using HIJING simulation events [7] processed
-correlated systematic error bands in gray. Error bars show
through a GEANT simulation code. The measured EMquadrature sum of statistical and
-uncorrelated systematic
errors.
Cal cluster energy distributions are corrected using the efficiency and the estimate of the background to obtain the M N OYO =200 GeV is shown in Fig. 3. In this plot, the ! ^ spectrum. The background consists of hadronic clusters correlated systematic errors are shown in bands, and the
misidentified as photon clusters and particles coming out quadrature sum of ! -uncorrelated and statistical errors are
of collision vertex. Figure 2 shows the ratios of the mea- shown as error bars. The measured distributions are also
consistent with the calculated distributions within the cur3
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statistical and systematic errors at the beam energy.
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4. Summary
The procedures to extract photons from non-hadronic
sources are described. The background photons are estimated using measured L B spectrum, and compared with
measured ^ energy distribution. The measured and estimated distributions are consistent within the current systematic and statistical errors.
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Figure 2. Ratios of measured and calculated É distributions for peripheral (upper) and central (lower) events at
=130 GeV, shown with systematic error bands in gray.
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sured ^ distributions to those calculated for both peripheral
(60-80 %) and central (0-10 %) events at M N OYO =130 GeV.
The gray bands show the systematic errors originating from
L
L
B measurement, vQ B ratio, photon identification and clustering efficiency, and the estimate of the background contributions. The systematic errors are the quadrature sum
of ! -correlated and ! -uncorrelated ones because L B¸!
spectra themselves had combined ! -correlated and uncorrelated systematic errors at the beam energy. The mea-
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1. Introduction
The operation of Relativistic Heavy-ion collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory started in June 2000. At
RHIC, the PHENIX experiment aims to study very dense
and high temperature quark and gluon matter. A phase transition from hadronic matter to deconfined matter of quarks
and gluons is predicted under that condition. The phase is
called Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). At RHIC, Au and Au
are collided at M N OYO = 200 GeV.
Quenching of jets [1] is one of the signatures of QGP. In
the early stage of collision, jets are created by hard scattering between partons. While the jet passes through QGP, it
radiates gluons and loses its energy.
The process of energy loss depends on flavors of jets.
Compared with a quark jet, a gluon jet tends to lose larger
energy in QGP. This phenomena affects the particle production ratio, because each of gluon jet and quark jet generate
particles with different ratio. As an example, ! Qc! is expected to be small [2]. It is believed that a strange quark
is affected less by the bremsstrahlung process because the s
quarks is heavier than u and d quark. Therefore a ratio of
pion/kaon is expected to be reduced.
To study those phenomena it is necessary to measure particles in a wide range of transverse momentum ! , with
a particle identification (PID). In the current PHENIX detector, ! is measured by using a drift chamber. Time-offlight (TOF) is the main device for charged particle identification, but the PID by the TOF works only in a limited
range of ! as shown in Table 1. To study the jet quenching, it is necessary to identify particles whose momentum
is higher than 2 GeV/ . Pions whose momenta are lower
than 2 GeV/ come from soft process. For kaons and protons, particles from soft process extend to higher momentum range of ! than pions. Therefore the current PID capability of PHENIX is not enough to study the jet quenching.
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2. Aerogel Cherenkov Counter
Currently a plan to install an Aerogel Cherenkov Counter
is in progress. Aerogel is a special material for its refractivity, whose index is smaller than the indices of any solid or
liquid but lager than the index of any gas. In the PHENIX
experiment, the refractive index of CO for Ring Imagine
Î ËXË 
Cherenkov Counter (RICH) is +  ¤
¤ , and the Aerogel
ÎË
whose index of refractivity is +  ¤ ¤  will be used for the
Aerogel Counter. Figure 1 shows an estimated number of
photoelectrons for the Aerogel Counter and RICH as a func-

photo-electrons (p.e)
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Figure 1. Number of photo-electrons by Cherenkov light.
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Table 1. Momentum range which can identify each particle.

¨

tion of momentum. The Cherenkov threshold is 1.0 GeV/
for pions, 3.7 GeV/ for kaons and 7.0 GeV/ for protons at
the Aerogel Counter. Combination of Aerogel, RICH and
TOF advances the PID ability even in the higher momentum region where hadrons can not be identified with the
Aerogel alone. At the momentum range of over 3.7 GeV/ ,
separation of kaons from pions is difficult with the Aerogel
because kaon emits Cherenkov light as well as pion in Aerogel. However the pion’s Cherenkov threshold for RICH is
about 5.5 GeV/ , so kaons can be separated from pions at
the momentum range from 5.5 GeV/ to a threshold of proton for Aerogel.
Some Aerogel counters ware designed for the PHENIX
and they ware tested. Figure 2 is final design of the Aerogel
counter. One segment of the Aerogel Counter is shown in
(a) of Fig.2. It consists of layered Aerogel which is inside
of a reflector box and 2 photo multiplier tubes (PMT) attached to this box. Used PMTs are HAMAMATSU R6233.
Cherenkov light is integrated in this reflection area, and
counted by two PMTs. This mechanism reduces a difference in the number of counted photoelectrons which depend
on a position of incoming particle. These segments are lined
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Figure 4. Plots of ADC channels respect to input charge.
Figure 2. Aerogel Box for PHENIX. Figure of (a) is one segment
of Aerogel box, and figure of (b) shows lined up counters

up as shown (b) of Fig.2. In total, 160 segments build a big
Aerogel wall whose size is 3.6 m p 1.2 m. This structure
make little dead space.
3. Readout Electronics
A Readout Electronics is developed. The Front-End Electronics (FEE) for RICH [3] is used for the Aerogel Counter,
because it meets a demand of the Aerogel Counter. The
FEE consists of one Controller board, ten AMU/ADC
boards and two Readout boards. The Controller board distributes clock for FEE and controls its data taking. The
AMU/ADC board takes data of total charge and its timing
from PMTs, and convert to digital data. Ten boards can take
care of signals from 640 PMTs. In the end, digital data are
sent to PHENIX data collection system from the two Readout boards via optical cable.
When HV = 1500 V was applied to a PMT, a output signal typically has 10 mV in pulse height and 20 ns in pulse
Ë
width for one photoelectron. The PMT gain is about ¤ 5
and consequently one photoelectron signal correspond to
about 1.6 pC. According to a results of tests at KEK, a typical PMT signal is about 10 photo-electrons for 2 GeV/
pion beam.
The required performance for the Aerogel Counter is to

¨

detect 50 photo-electrons as maximum which correspond
to 80 pC, and FEE’s dynamic range of input is 0 to 160 pC.
Therefore a pre-amplifier is placed between PMTs and the
FEE to satisfy above requirements. Figure 3 is a circuit design of the Preamp. This Preamp is non-reverse and voltage
sensitive type. Its gain is set to 4.7, but output resister divides signal into half, and the net gain is 2.3. The Opamp
used is AD8009 whose band width is 1.0 GHz and slew-rate
is 5500 V/d s. Figure 4 is ADC value as a function of input
pulse; there are plots for input pulse and for output signal
after Preamp. Good linearity was realized in the range of
input charge from 0 to 80 pC, and preamp gain is about 2.2.
4. Summary
The plan to install Aerogel Cherenkov Counter which
aims to upgrade particle identification capability of the
PHENIX experiment is in progress. The Readout Electronics for The Aerogel Cherenkov Counter was developed. The
preamp which is non-reverse and voltage sensitive type was
designed. Finally its net gain was set 2.3, and observed gain
is 2.2. Experiments with the Aerogel Cherenkov Counter
will start November 2003.
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Figure 3. One of the Preamp circuit for Aerogel counter.
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where  ø denotes the absorption length. Since the path
length is related to the impact parameter, the production of
PQR should be measured as a function of the impact parameter to study this effect.
Assuming PQR particles are produced in hard processes,
the PKQR production is proportional to the number of binary
nucleon-nucleon collisions ( 7 { ) to the first order. Meanwhile, “nuclear shadowing”, that is, the depletion of parton
component in the low region in a nucleus compared to
those in a nucleon, is considered to reduce the production
of PQR .
Thus, it is important to estimate the impact parameter and
7 {
for the study of the production mechanism of PQR in
nucleus matter. To study the impact parameter and 7 { determination from real data, d+Au collision events were generated with the JAM event generator [1] and the response of
PHENIX Beam-Beam Counter was simulated. This report
describes a set of the simulation studies.



3. The JAM event generator
In Au+Au collision, 7 { is so large. Thus, the relative error of 7 { is small when taking an impact parameter. However in d+Au collision, the relative error of 7 { for an impact parameter is not small because 7 { itself is small. Besides, the fluctuation of multiplicity in a event with a 7 {
is large when 7 { is small. Therefore, an event generator
which describes an event more realistic than the Glauber
calculation is required.
The JAM event generator was adopted to generate d+Au
collision instead of the Glauber calculation. JAM is a cascade model where the collision process is described as a
series of independent binary hadron-hadron collisions. Secondary processes are also implemented. JAM offers more
realistic multiplicity for the corresponding impact parameter than the Glauber calculation.
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2. Centrality determination in PHENIX
In the PHENIX detector complex, two Cherenkov detectors called Beam-Beam Counter (BBC) with full azimuthal
coverage are installed along the beam line at the distance of
âDë¢Ë
Ë¢ËXË
mm from the collision point and cover
¤
®
® 
Î
Ü FÜ
®
the pseudo rapidity range of  ¤ñ®
. BBC can detect
Ü Ü
charged particles and the number of particles hitting BBC
can be obtained by measuring the charge deposit on BBC.
Also, hadron calorimeters called Zero-Degree Calorimeter
(ZDC) are installed along the beam line. ZDC’s are placed
at the distance of
m from the collision point. The
 ¤
Î
Ü Ü
ZDC coverage is 5.5 to o= mrad (corresponds to of 5.9
Î
and 6.6 respectively) vertically and }  mrad (corresponds
ÏKÎ Ï
°
) horizontally. A dipole magnet installed beto
Ü Ü
tween the interaction region and ZDC sweeps charged particles, and thus only neutrons can reach ZDC. In the analysis
of PHENIX Year-2 Au+Au run, the BBC+ZDC mix is used
for centrality determination under the Glauber model [2]. In
the Glauber model, 7 { is calculated simply with geometrical distribution of target nucleus and projectile nucleus.
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1. Introduction
The PHENIX experiment achieved measurements in d+Au
collision at M N OO = 200 GeV in the RHIC Year-3 run from
January 13th to March 23rd, 2003. By utilizing d+Au collisions, basic studies on the production mechanism of PQR
and nuclear effect in normal nucleus matter are planned.
PQR produced by a nucleon-nucleon collision will undergo strong interactions with the surrounding nucleons of
Au nucleus. The number of survived PQR after traveling
distance can be expressed as,
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Figure 1. ü DC1ü distribution without fragmentations when the
impact parameter is (a) 0.0 to 2.0 fm and (b) 8.8 to 9.0 fm.
Solid line stands for all the particle and dashed line stands for
the protons and neutrons in the event.
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Figure 3. Distribution of |}~ ~ for each 10 % of the BBC charge
hit sum category. Top left shows the H| }~ ~ distribution of the
BBC hits of 90–100 % (least hit). Top right shows for the BBC
hits of 50–60 % (medium hit). Bottom left shows for the BBC
hits of 0–10 % (most hit). ALL histograms are drawn in one
view at bottom right.

Figure 2. 2-dimensional box plot between H| }~ ~ and the impact
parameter. Clear anti-correlation is seen in the region between
b = 5 to 9 fm, while weak correlation is seen in the smaller
impact parameter region.

4. Feasibility
As a first step, feasibility study of 7 { determination was
performed from the JAM output.
Figure 1 shows the pseudo rapidity distribution of emitted particles in d+Au collision with an impact parameter of
(a) 0.0 to 2.0 fm and (b) 8.8 to 9.0 fm where spectator nucleons are excluded. The integrated counts in the North (the
direction that fragmentation flies) BBC coverage are 25.80
for b = 0.0 to 2.0 fm and 2.22 for b = 8.8 to 9.0 fm. This
result shows that the BBC coverage is large enough for distinguishing central and peripheral collisions.
Figure 2 shows a 2-dimensional box plot between 7 {
and the impact parameter. Clear anti-correlation is seen in
the region between b = 5 to 9 fm, while weak correlation is
seen in the smaller impact parameter region. Considering
the nucleon distribution in a spherical nucleus, this result is
reasonable.
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obtained from JAM is systematically deviated, al7 {
though a little, from the number given by the Glauber
model. Thus, 7 { in the Glauber definition need to be
calculated. Also, trigger studies for minimum bias events
should be performed to verify 7 { and the impact parameter in real data.
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5. BBC response and centrality definition
Next, the detailed simulation study of BBC response to
7 { was performed. The JAM events were generated with
the impact parameter from 0 to 9 fm, and the BBC response
to the JAM output was simulated by PISA, the PHENIX
GEANT based simulator. All events were sorted by the
total charge deposit on North BBC and the distribution of
7 { in each 10 % category was obtained. Some of the results are shown in Figure 3. As seen, the 7 { distribution
of 0–10 % BBC charge sum events and that of 90–100 %
BBC charge sum events have little overlap. Central and peripheral collisions are well distinguished by the BBC charge
sum.
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6. Summary and future plan
In d+Au collision, to determine the impact parameter and
is important for the study of the PKQR production
7 {
mechanism. For this purpose, d+Au events were generated
using the JAM event generator and the BBC response in
d+Au collision was simulated. The BBC charge sum turns
out to be sensitive enough to determine 7 { .
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High Proton Polarization in Naphthalene Crystal with a cw Ar-ion Laser
T. Wakuia , M. Hatanob , H. Sakaia,b , T. Uesakaa and A. Tamiib
a Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
b Department of Physics, University of Tokyo
1. Introduction
We have been developing a polarized solid proton target using a crystal of naphthalene doped with pentacene. Among
the polarized solid proton targets, this target is unique in
its applicability to ! ó -RI scattering experiments, which are
usually carried out under the inverse kinematic condition.
Protons in the crystal can be polarized in a magnetic field
lower than 0.3 T and at a temperature higher than 77 K by
transferring a large population difference that appears on
the lowest triplet state in pentacene by an optical excitation.
The proton polarizing method is described in Ref. [1].
In this method, population on the triplet state and its difference are strongly dependent on properties of a light for
the excitation: wavelength, pulse width, and power. Pentacene molecules thus far have been excited by using a
mercury lamp, a nitrogen laser, and recently a flush-lampÎ
pumped dye laser. Iinuma U;Ì ©M obtained the highest proton
polarization of 32% with the dye laser [2]. However, it is
not suited for scattering experiments because of the short
lifetime of the dye, Rhodamine 6G. The dye has the photochemical stability of 1000 W h/l defined as the point at
which the laser power decreases by half of the initial value
[3, 4]. The value of the stability is corresponding to the
lifetime of 100 hours for the output power of 500 mW. It
is necessary to change the dye once a day during a scattering experiment to maintain the laser power above 80% of
the initial value. The changing procedure of the dye must
interrupt the polarizing process for a few hours. Thus, we
decided to use other type of laser, an Ar-ion laser, which
demands less maintenance.
As described in the previous report, we obtained a proton
polarization of 18.4 } 3.9% by using an Ar-ion laser having
the maximum power of 4.2 W. To increase the proton polarization, a high-power Ar-ion laser was installed [5]. In
this report, we describe a result of a proton polarization by
using the newly installed Ar-ion laser.

Table 1. Output power specification of the Ar-ion laser

wavelength
(nm)
528.7
514.5
501.7
496.5
488.0
476.5
472.7
465.8
457.9
454.5

power
(W)
1.80
10.00
1.80
3.00
8.00
3.00
1.30
0.80
1.50
0.80

d

2. Operation of Ar-ion laser
The newly installed Ar-ion laser has a standard power specification for the wavelengths ranging from 454.5 nm to
528.7 nm as listed in Table 1, and has the total maximum
power of 25 W. Operation modes can easily be changed between the multiline and the single-line operation. For excitation of pentacene, the preferable wavelengths are 595,
550, and 515 nm, because pentacene is expected to have
absorption maxima at these wavelengths as shown in Fig.1
[6]. A shorter wavelength is not suited for the excitation,
because pentacene in the lowest triplet state can be excited
to a higher triplet state at the wavelength of shorter than
490 nm. Indeed, absorption maxima of the triplet-triplet

Figure 1. Energy levels of pentacene. Pentacene molecules are
excited to the third excited state by laser irradiation. About 2%
of the excited pentacene decay to the lowest triplet state. Then,
population difference appears due to a selection rule between
the singlet and the triplet state.

absorption appear at the wavelengths of 490 and 457 nm
[6]. The absorption will cause relaxation of proton polarization. Thus, we operate the laser in the single-line mode
at the wavelength of 514.5 nm.
In order to obtain a large population difference in the lowest triplet state, the laser beam has to be pulsed, because the
lifetime of the most populated sublevel, m Å =0, is shorter
than that of other levels, mÅ = } 1, as shown in Fig. 1. The
pulse width should be less than the lifetime of the m Å =0
level, 20 d s. An excitation light with a longer pulse width
will reduces the population difference. For example, the
population difference is calculated to be 11.8% for a cw
light. On the other hand, the pulse width should be longer
than the lifetime of the first excited singlet state, 20 ns. Continual excitation from the ground to the first excited state
during one pulse width is required to gain the population
49

on the lowest triplet state, because the transition rate from
a singlet to a triplet state is as small as a few % at low temperature [7, 8], and is expected to be small also in 77 K.
Thus, the laser beam is mechanically pulsed with the width
of 20 d s by using an optical chopper. The repetition rate is
1 kHz.
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Figure 2. Proton polarization as a function of time in the magnetic field of 0.3 T and at the temperature of 100 K. The obtained proton polarization was 36.8  4.2%.

3. Experiment
A test experiment to polarize protons with the Ar-ion laser
was carried out by using a prototype proton polarizing system, which is constructed and used to study the effectiveness of Ar-ion laser as a light source for excitation of pentacene [9]. In the experiment, a crystal of naphthalene
doped with 0.01 mol% pentacene was used. The size of
the crystal was 4 p 5 p 2 mm # . The crystal was placed in
the magnetic field of 0.3 T, which corresponds to the resonance frequencies of 9.175 GHz for electrons in the triplet
state and 12.78 MHz for protons. For the polarization transfer between electrons and protons, the magnetic field was
swept from o 35 Gauss to +35 Gauss around 0.3 T with the
rate of 4.7 Gauss/d s. The microwave power was 1.8 W that
produce the rf-field of the amplitude of 4.7 Gauss.
Figure 2 shows a result of the proton polarization as a
function of time during the buildup process. We have succeeded in polarizing protons up to 36.8} 4.2%. The build
up time was 4.2 hours and the extrapolated maximum proton polarization was 39.3 } 4.6%. The absolute proton polarization was obtained by comparing the signal intensity of
proton polarization in the thermal equilibrium at 0.3 T and
at 300 K. The error in the polarization is mainly dominated
by the uncertainty in the calibration measurement. The proton polarization is comparable to that obtained with the dye
laser, which shows that an ordinary Ar-ion laser can be a
reasonable light source for the optical pumping.
In this year, we are planning to perform a test experiment
for examination of the relaxation rate during ion-beam irradiation, and also an experiment to measure a vector analyzing power of ! ó + . He elastic scattering at 71 MeV/A. The
polarized proton target system used in these experiments
has been constructed and described in Ref. 10.
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Development of a Wien Filter System for CRIB
J. J. He, S. Kubono, T. Teranishi, M. Notani, N. Yamazaki and S. Kato a
Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
a Department of Physics, Yamagata University
1. Introduction
A low energy in-flight type radioactive ion (RI) beam separator CRIB[1] at RARF has been running for a few years
under the CNS-RIKEN joint project, based on two means in
separating reaction products. The first one is the magnetic
rigidity (Be = A` /Z) of the first analyzing magnetic dipole,
the second one is the energy loss of ions in materials, by
means of a thin flat degrader located at the intermediate focal plane F1 of the separator. The combination ofª these
ª
two methods provides a selection proportional to A  Ä /Z " Ä .
However, contaminants are still very serious in the RI beam
at the achromatic focal plane (F2) in many cases, which
limits the purity and the intensity of an ion beam of interest.
Since all the nuclides at F2 have the same momentum, they
have different velocities and thus they can be selected by a
velocity separator.
In CNS, we have designed and constructed a velocity separator (called Wien filter)[1], in which an electrostatic and
a magnetic field are applied perpendicularly. According to
the original design, the highest voltage of } 200 kV can be
applied to the electrodes to make a maximum horizontal
electric field of 50 kV/cm, which is combined with a maximum vertical magnetic field of 2.9 kG.

Table 1. The calculated maximum velocity dispersions (dx/d )
for A/q=2 particles at different energies.

E(MeV/nucleon)
2.0
4.0
8.0

! 1

2. Beam optics simulation
The ion optics of the Wien filter has been investigated by
using GIOS code[2, 3], which allows calculation of the motion of a charged particle through the Wien filter system.
The third order calculations were carried out taking all the
fringing field as well the main field into account. As for a
Wien filter element, it was calculated to the second order.
By using GIOS code the maximum velocity dispersions
(dx/d` ) of the Wien filter were calculated for an A/q=2 particle at different energies, as listed in Table 1. This result indicates that if a particle (A/q = 2) has a 2.5% velocity deviation with respect to the reference energy of 4 MeV/nucleon,
its position displacement is 2.5 cm, then it cannot be detected by a 5 p 5 cm  Si detector usually used in the experiment. Considering the combination of CRIB and the Wien
filter, and taking the 6.94-MeV/nucleon "j> O b 0 radioactive
ion as the reference particle, the maximum velocity dispersion at the exit of Wien filter (F3) was calculated to be
0.63 cm/%. The beam transmission efficiency of the whole
system can reach to more than 30% under the assumption
of the "j> O b 0 RI beam emittance of f = f = } 1.5 mm,
f æ = f  
} 30 mrad and f=!JQc! 
} 2.5%. The calculated beam envelopes for the "6> Ob 0 particles are shown
in Figure 1.
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dx/d` (cm/%)
2.38
1.00
0.48

Figure 1. Beam envelopes for the 6.94-MeV/nucleon k O  beam
passing through CRIB and the Wien filter system, calculated
by GIOS code. The solid lines are envelopes in x and y directions, and a thin line around the central axis indicates the
horizontal momentum dispersion (in units of cm/%, the scale
is the same as that of the envelope). The short bars around the
envelopes indicate the edges of the elements.

3. Technical improvements
The whole system of the Wien filter has been assembled
and the vacuum system also has been completed. The control system was also modified to avoid the system-lock due
to the failure of the high voltage. The aging process of applying the high voltage is under way.
4. Test plan
At present, an experiment by using an ' source is being prepared to test the properties of the Wien filter. In the plan,
the velocity dispersion (dx/d` ), the particle transmission efficiency and the typical solid angle for the Wien filter will
be determined.
5. Summary
A velocity separator (called Wien filter) has been constructed in CNS. It can increase the purity of the radioactive
ion beam of interest greatly, and furthermore it can be used
to select the nuclides from the nuclear reaction induced by
the radioactive ion beams. According to the GIOS code
simulation, the velocity dispersion power (dx/d` ) is rea-
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sonably good and the beam transmission efficiency for the
CRIB and Wien filter system is more than 30% in a usual
case. The system will be tested by an ' source to determine
the ion optics properties soon.
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Three-Dimensional Determination of Interaction Points in a Segmented Ge
Detector with Planar Geometry
M. Kurokawa, S. Shimoura, H. Iwasakia , H. Babab , S. Michimasa, S. Otac , M. Tamaki,
H. Murakamib and H. Sakai
Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
a Department of Physics, University of Tokyo
b Department of Physics, Rikkyo University
c Department of Physics, Kyoto University
1. Introduction
A granularity of an array consisting of high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors determines the accuracy of the energy correction of a Doppler-shifted ^ -ray. In order to
increase a number of granularity, Ge detectors with segmented electrodes have been developed and methods to gain
a position sensitivity finer than the segment size have been
investigated.
Pulse shapes of the signals from a detector contains the
information on the interaction points of incident ^ -rays. For
a detector implemented in the CNS Ge Array [1], we will report the simulation results on the relation between the points
and the pulse shapes, which shows great agreement with the
experimental observation. Based on this confirmed relation,
we will discuss a method to extract the position information
and the expected resolution by applying the method. Further details are found in Ref. [2].

In Fig. 2, simulated pulse shapes of the total signals are
shown for various values of for interactions occurring at 
= 12 mm. Corresponding pulse shapes obtained by the experimental observation were collected in the region of  ®
20 mm and are plotted in the same figure. Note that the
pulse shapes of the total signal would only be determined
by the value of and be independent of  and g in the region, because the edge effect is negligibly small there [2].
The consistency between the two results is almost perfect.
The rise time of the signal has a parabolic dependence on
taking the minimal value at around = 10 mm.

×

×

×

×

2. Simulation and Experimental Results
A Ge detector has nine segments on the front side as
schematically shown in Fig. 1. Each segment is identified
with a number indicated in the figure. Pulse shapes for all
nine segments were simulated. Following the definition in
2 cm
r

6 cm

7 cm

2000 V
7

4

8

5

9

6

1
φ

2

Figure 2. Simulated and measured pulse shapes of the total signals are plotted with dashed and solid curves, respectively, for
various values of  . The results were obtained in the region,
where the shapes have little dependence on  and  .

3
z

Figure 1. Schematic view of the segmented Ge detector implemented in the CNS Ge Array. Numbers are given to identify
the segments. Position within the detector is represented by a
cylindrical coordinate system (   ).

6\ J\

Ref. [3], the signal from the segment containing an interaction point and that from the spectator segment are called
the net charge signal and the transient signal, respectively.
The analog sum of the nine signals is referred to as the total
signal in this article.

Pulse shapes of the transient signals were also simulated
as a function of  for interactions at ( g , ) = (0 n , 2.5 mm)
to investigate the dependence of their maximum amplitude
on the distance between the interaction point and the segment border. For interactions in the segment #2, the pulse
shapes for the segment #5 are shown in Fig. 3, and vice
versa. Here, also the simulation results are well supported
by the experimental observation. The maximum amplitude
is correlated with the distance.

×
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panel for  = 29 mm may provide a measure of the level.
»
»
In the region of 3 
18 mm, the present noise, which
is almost comparable to the size of the symbol, will give a
resolution of better than 1.5 mm for interactions with ( g , )
= (0 n , 2.5 mm). Simulation results (solid curves) suggest
worst situation for the case of
6 mm.
In order to determine the -coordinate, the rise time dependence on is useful. The time ´ ª , when the pulse
B
reaches its half-maximum magnitude value, is plotted as a
function of in Fig. 5 for the signals given in Fig. 2. The er-

×

×

×

× t

×

Figure 3. For interactions in segment #2 (#5), simulated and observed pulse shapes from its neighboring segment #5 (#2) are
plotted with dashed and solid curves, respectively. The interaction position (  ,  ) is set to be (0 ý , 2.5 mm).

3. Position Determination and the Expected Resolution
The mean value of the maximum amplitude of the transient
signal is extracted from the pulse shapes in Fig. 3 at each
value of  and is plotted as a function of  in Fig. 4 with
the errors of } 1  , which are estimated from the fluctuation
of the experimental data. The errors include the systematic
errors induced by the collimator with a slit width of 1 mm,
which was used to select the -coordinate of the interaction point. As the guide of the errors, simulation results for
the interactions with = 2.0 and 3.0 mm are given in the
figure as solid curves. When we try to extract the position

×

×

Figure 4. Measured maximum amplitude of the transient signal is
plotted as a function of  together with the simulations (solid
curves).

information along the transverse direction of the detector
by making use of the presented correlation in Fig. 4, the
intrinsic resolution is determined by the noise level of the
transient signals. The fluctuation of the signals seen in the

Figure 5. The rise time §
(see in the text) is plotted as a function
l
of  for the total signals given in Fig. 2. Simulation results for
the total signals (solid curve) and for the net charge signals
(dashed curve) are also given.

ror bars corresponds to } 1  . For interactions occurring at
( , g ) = (12 mm, 0 n ), the ´ ª obtained from the simulated
B
pulse shapes is shown not only for the total signals (solid
curves) but also for the net charge signals (dashed curves).
»
Except for the region of
2 mm, the dependence is an
increasing function for the net charge signal because of the
“small pixel effect”. On the other hand, the quantity ª has
´B
a parabolic shape for the total signal. These properties are
well reproduced by the zero-crossing timings after double
differentiating ( Í  )  and quadruple integrating ( ñÍ ) > of
the net charge and the total signals as shown in the upper
and the lower panels of Fig. 6, respectively. The shaping
time Í  for the differential and ñÍ for the integration are
set to be 50 ns. Figure 7 is a similar plot to Fig. 6 and shows
the results on segment #5. As seen from these figures, the
timings for the two kinds of signals still retain some ambiguities in the determination of , because of the spread
of timings for a fixed value of . To eliminate the ambiguity, the relation given in Fig. 4 is proven to be useful. The
values of  and will be obtained as the result of an iteration. Consequently, the resolution along the direction of
is correlated with that for the transverse direction. If a resolution of around 1.5 mm were achieved from the transient
signal, a comparable resolution could also be realized along
the direction of .
For the interactions in segment #5, the ambiguity is significantly reduced because of the  - and g -independence of
the pulse shapes for the total signals as shown in Fig. 7.

×

×

×
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×

×

×

Without using the transient signal, the two timing informations uniquely determines the values of except for the region of
7 – 10 mm.

× t

×

4. Summary
Position sensitivity is discussed for a segmented Ge detector with planar geometry, which is implemented in the CNS
Ge Array, at the University of Tokyo. From the detector, we
can extract the signal from the segment containing the interaction point (net charge signal), that from another segment
(transient signal), and the analog sum of the signals from all
the segments (total signal).
For interactions with g = 0 n in cylindrical coordinate system, resolution of around 1.5 mm seems achievable for the
transverse direction, by using the transient signal in some
specific region, where the amplitude of the signal is large.
Comparative resolution is also expected there for the direction of by using the total signals and the net charge signals. Their zero-crossing timings are used after the ( Í  )  ( ñÍ )> shaping. Here, Í  and  Í denote the differential
and the integration, respectively.
Pulse shape analysis to extract the g -coordinate is in
progress. Also the usage of the digital devices has been considered to deal with ^ -rays, which have interaction points of
more than two in a detector.

×

Figure 6. Simulated zero-crossing timing, which is picked up after
the ( 
) i -(  ) shaping of the total signals (a) and of the net
charge signals (b). The points of interactions are indicated in
the figure.

È

È !
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Figure 7. Similar plot with Fig. 6 for the interactions in segment #5.
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Development of Solid Oxygen Target for Spin-Isospin Flip Experiments
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1. Introduction
Spin-isospin flip states in "6./ nucleus have aroused a renewed interest because they can be strongly populated in the
neutrino inelastic scattering [1]. We have proposed a measurement of the %(8K)8XÅ ;Ã  , and %98) ;:< , reactions on the
". / nucleus to determine the neutral- and charged- current
responses of the nucleus [2]. These two reactions impose
spin and isospin transfers of f ~  ¤ and f
 ¤ , respec´
tively, and thus can be exclusive probes to spin-isospin flip
states in nuclei. Application of these reactions to the "6./
nucleus, however, requires a pure solid oxygen target with
a thickness of a few tens of mg/cm . It is partly because spin
unsaturated nuclei, such as protons, in oxide compound targets and in window foils of a gas target, will cause large
backgrounds in the spin and isospin flip channel, and partly
because coincidence measurement of two particles in the
final state, a proton and a neutron in the %98) 8«Å 1Ã  , reaction and two protons in the %98) :<, reaction, requires the
luminosity of less than 10 # /mb s to keep an accidental coincidence contribution to a reasonable degree. If we assume
a beam intensity of larger than 0.1 nA to keep a dark current
effect insignificant, the target thickness should be less than
100 mg/cm  . This small thickness can not be achieved in a
liquid oxygen target.
For the purpose to achieve a high purity and a thickness
of a few tens of mg/cm , we have developed a “frozenon-foil” type solid oxygen target. This target has much in
common with the windowless hydrogen target developed at
TRIUMF [3].
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Figure 1. A schematic view around the target. (a) a diffuser from
which oxygen gas is sprayed to a gold backing. (b) a mesh
with  300-Ê m holes spaced in 750-Ê m interval. (c) a 1-Ê m
gold backing on which oxygen molecules are accumulated.

6£

(filled circle). The obtained attenua(open circle) and 5
µ
tion length for ". / was found to be o 0.178 cm  /mg.
Based on this thickness measurement, we found that little
oxygen molecules accumulated on the gold foil if the oxygen gas flow rate was larger than 30 cc/min. On the other
hand, when the flow rate was smaller than 15 cc/min, the
oxygen thickness increased linearly with a product of the
gas flow rate and the spraying time period. Here, the accumulation rate was found to be about 2 mg/cm  in every
one minute. Thus, we have established the “frozen-on-foil”
method to create the windowless solid oxygen target.

2. Feasibility Test
In this method, oxygen molecules are frozen on a thin
gold backing of 1d m-thickness at é 20 K. As shown in
Fig. 1, oxygen gas is sprayed slowly from a diffuser on to
the backing. The diffuser end is a mesh with g 300-d m holes
spaced in 750-d m interval.
To investigate the feasibility of this method and to optimize a spraying rate, we built a prototype of the target system and measured its target thickness by using a scattering
loss of beta rays. Here, a beta source, A B sE , was placed in
front of the oxygen target and a scintillation detector was
placed the other side of the target. The size of the detector
was 5 p 5 p 5 mm # . A pair of collimators at the both side of
the target were used to define the sensitive area of the target.
An attenuation length of the beta ray was determined for
.
". / by interpolating the measured values for "6$ and 5
µ
were meaScattering losses of beta rays in " $ and  5
µ
sured for foils with different thicknesses, ranging from several mg/cm  to 30 mg/cm . The ratio of the beta ray yield
to that measured without a foil is shown in Fig. 2 for "6$

,

O£
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Figure 2. Scattering losses of beta ray in k(i& (open circle), i + ;
(filled circle) as a function of a foil thickness. An attenuation
length for k9. has been determined by interpolating those for
k(i& and i + ; .

g0

3. Beam Irradiation Experiment
We made some modifications to the target system and applied it to the beam irradiation experiment at RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility. The target system was installed to
a scattering chamber of E4 experimental area and was bombarded by a 270-MeV polarized deuteron beam. The beam
intensity was about 0.3 nA throughout the measurement.
Mylar ( $
) target with thickness of 33.5 mg/cm  and
:
/
"jB
b
>
a carbon target to estimate the carbon contribution in Mylar spectrum were also used to calibrate the thickness of the
solid oxygen target.
Scattered proton-neutron pair from the %98) 8 Å 1Ã  , reaction and two protons from the %(8K)c;:<, reaction were detected. Protons were momentum-analyzed in the spectrograph SMART and detected at the large solid-angle focal
plane [4]. Neutrons were detected with newly-constructed
plastic scintillation detector walls [5] and their energy are
determined by the time of flight method. The result for the
%(8K)  :=< , reaction is shown in this paper.

jª « li 

molecules remaining in a residual gas.
We have investigated the time dependences of the thicknesses both for the solid oxygen and the proton. As shown
in Fig. 4, the proton thickness increases linearly with time,
and on the other hand, the oxygen thickness decreases. This
can be understood if we assume that latent heat released
when a water molecule is adsorbed on the target is used to
sublime an oxygen molecule. Considering that this reduction of the oxygen thickness is not observed in the prototype
ª
described in Section 2, where the vacuum is é 10 W Pa,
it can be attributed to an insufficient vacuum condition,
é 10 W> Pa, of the scattering chamber.

Figure 4. Time dependences of k9. and k


thicknesses.

In the experiment, the target was warmed to get rid of
water molecules every several hours and was cooled down
again to freeze oxygen gas.
4. Summary
In summary, we have constructed the “frozen-on-foil”
solid oxygen target for the %98) 8 Å 1Ã  , and %(8K);:=< , measurements. With an optimum spraying rate, we have succeeded in producing a pure oxygen target with a thickness
of few tens of mg/cm  . The observed water accumulation
effect which cause a reduction of oxygen are mainly due to
an insufficient vacuum condition of the scattering chamber.

jª « li 



Figure 3. Excitation energy spectra of Mylar and solid oxygen
targets for the ü i@ reaction. þ ÿ
MeV corresponds
to the transition to the ground state of k9+ from k9  . Dashed
line in the Mylar spectrum represents the carbon contribution.

[ \

_

Figure 3 shows excitation energy spectra for the targets,
Ë
MeV corresponds to the transition to the
where  æ 
ground state of ".
from "6./ via the %98) ;:<, reaction.
In the spectrum for the Mylar target shown in the upper
panel, a prominent peak due to protons in Mylar is observed
Ë
Ë
at æ{é oñ¤ MeV. In the region of =æ °
MeV, the
spectrum is dominated by the carbon contribution which is
shown with a dashed line. In the spectrum for the solid oxygen target, on the other hand, peaks of spin-dipole states are
Ë
clearly observed at =æé ¤ MeV.
A peak with a comparable amplitude to the oxygen peaks
are observed at  æ é o 10 MeV. This is clearly due to
proton contamination caused by the accumulation of water

OK
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1. Introduction
We have constructed a beam transport line for a HiECR
ion source with a 10 GHz power source. It aims at technical
development for the improvement in a performance of the
existing ion source. The beam transport line comprises an
analyzer magnet (BM) and Q  Q  Q magnets (QTM). The
specifications of all the magnets are tabulated in Table 1
and 2, respectively. A steering magnet is located in front of
the QTM. Tabel 3 shows the beam diagnostics instruments.
There are three sets of vacuum pumping system as shown
in Table 4.

ment of 10keV Ar # 0 beam. The slit width is chosen to 10
mm. The measured beam widths (FWHM) are 9.5 mm in
horizontal and 17 mm in vertical, respectively. The beam
current of 1.8 ed A was measured with DC beam current
monitor and was confirmed with the Faraday cup 2 (FC2).
We confirmed that analyzing power of the BM and beam
optics of the whole system is a good for testing the HiECR
ion source.
Table 1. Specifications of analyzer magnet (BM)

Type
Central radius of curvature
Bending angle
Entrance and exit angle
Pole width
Gap height
Maximum field
Max. current and voltage
Cooling water

2. Beam optics
We have designed the beam optics associate with making
a parallel beam at the end of beam line. The lattice structure
and result of calculation are shown in Fig. 1. A DC beam
current monitor [1] is installed in the end of beam line. The
assumed beam emittances are the same to 200 L mmmrad
in the vertical and the horizontal planes. In calculation of
beam envelopes, full-width of beam momentum spread is
calculated as 0%.

Window-frame
350.8 mm

90 n
33 n
450 mm
120 mm
10 kG
36A p 180V
6 L/min

Table 2. Specifications of each Q magnet of QTM.

Maximum field gradient
Pole length
Bore radius
Coil resistance
Maximum current
Cooling water

215 G/cm or –215 G/cm
150 mm
31.25 mm
0.09 ohm at 25 n C
80 A max.
0.6 L/min, 0.4 MPa

Table 3. Beam diagnostic instruments.

Slit and Faraday cup 1
Tungsten wire monitor
Screen monitor
DC beam current monitor
Faraday cup 2

Cu, Slit =10 mm max.
100 d m, Au coating
71 p 50 mm  , 95%Al O +Cr

#
HTS-SQUID sensor type
SUS304, 100 mm g L=0.5 m

Table 4. Vacuum pumping system.

HiECR IS chamber
Analyzer magnet chamber
Beam monitor chamber

Figure 1. Beam envelopes of the HiECR ion source beam transport line. The beam is guided from the left to the right.

It is easy to make a focusing point at the exit of BM,
which is followed by the beam diagnostic devices. A beam
slit and Faraday cup 1 (FC1) are put on an image focal point
of the BM. Ion species with selection of the charge to mass
ratio has been carried out with the slit and FC1. A wire
monitor [2] can measure the beam profiles in x-y directions.
A screen monitor is also available to observe the beam profile using a TV camera.
In order to confirm the beam optics we made a measure-

500 L/s TMP+RP
300 L/s TMP+RP
250 L/s TMP+RP
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1. Introduction
A high temperature superconducting (HTS) material,
Bi(Pb) -Sr -Ca -Cu -Ox (Bi-2223), coated on a cylindri


#
cal MgO substrate has been studied to develop a HTSmagnetic shield working at 106K environments. After
the physical and chemical testing the HTS-magnetic shield
has been fabricated[1]. An attenuation factor of the HTSmagnetic shield has been measured in the liquid nitrogen
(LN2) dewer. A magnetic field inside the HTS-magnetic
shield was measured by using the 2D HTS-SQUID with a
magnetic field resolution of 1 pT/Hz "  [2]. The brief description and measurement results of the performance of the
HTS-magnetic shield are presented.
2. HTS-Magnetic Shield for DC Current Monitor
The super conductive magnetic shield is based on the
Meissner effect of the super conductive layer in the MgO
substrate. The homogeneity of the surface of the HTSmagnetic shield is important to make the homogeneous
magnetic shield. Because the Bi-2223 is dip-coated material the surface condition is dependent on the manufacturing
process in the factory. A small piece of Bi-2223 HTS plate
made by dip coating method on the 99.9% MgO substrate
has been tested to make the complete HTS-magnetic shield.

rial is composed of dip-coat layer of Bi-2223 with 300 d m
in thickness outside the MgO cylinder. This magnetic shield
has been applied to the dc current monitor. The dc current
monitor comprises the HTS-sensor, and the HTS-magnetic
shield. The diameter and length of the HTS-sensor is 98
mm and 250 mm, respectively. When charged particles
(ions or electron) pass through the inner side of an HTSsensor, a shielding current caused by the image current
flows in the opposite direction on the surface of the HTSsensor. The HTS sensor has a bridge circuit on the outer
side to concentrate the current arisen from the charged particles. The bridge circuit generates an azimuthal magnetic
field g around the bridge circuit[3]. A HTS-SQUID near
the bridge circuit detects the azimuthal magnetic field. The
magnetic shield combined with a Permalloy shield using the
cylindrical TMC-V material was also examined. .
3. Measurement of Attenuation Fact
In order to measure the field distribution inside the HTSmagnetic shield, we made the Âo ð stage that can be
moved by 4 stepping motors in ìoTð plane. The ìoTð
stage is remotely controlled by a personal computer (PC).
The Helmholtz coil, which can produce homogeneous 1 mT
magnetic fields, is equipped on the  o¥ð stage.
The attenuation factor ~% , is expressed by
~¸%

×

, 

×

×

ÒÓ%

,QÒ
B

(1)

)

×

where the ÒÓ% , and Ò are the magnetic field at position z
B
inside the HTS-magnetic shield, the external magnetic field,
respectively. Then the attenuation factor in the center of
cylindrical HTS-magnetic shield is numerically given by
~¸%

Figure 1. Schematic of the HTS-magnetic shield (outer cylinder)
and HTS-sensor (inner cylinder). The HTS-SQUID measures
attenuated magnetic field. The BYÿ , B@ , B@ represent the external magnetic fields, respectively.

The analysis of X-ray diffraction (XRD) has been made
to examine the surface composition of the HTS material coated on the MgO substrate. The developed HTSmagnetic shield has cylindrical structure with the sizes of
148 mm in diameter and 250 mm in length. The HTS mate-
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where the and õ are the diameter and the length of the
cylinder, respectively. The factor
is called as a shield
factor that depends on the direction of the external magnetic
field (7.6 for Ò ô and 3.6 for Ò æ or Ò  ).
Fig.2 is measurement result of attenuation factor in the
vertical direction, Ò  Ò ô (Fig.2-(a)) and the transverse
direction, Ò  ÒF (Fig.2-(b)) The triangle mark represents
the result of attenuation factor measured at the center of the
HTS-magnetic shield. The attenuation factor is linearly decreased in proportion to the distance, , from the center of
HTS-magnetic shield. The plus mark represents the attenuation factor at the center of HTS sensor. The closed circle
represents the result of attenuation factor measured at the
inner side of the HTS-magnetic shield and the HTS-sensor
as shown in Fig.1. As shown in the left of Fig.2, the attenuation factor is stable between the region from the center

.

×
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of the HTS-sensor to the position where is 20 mm apart
Ë
from the center, 
. On the other hand, the attenuation factor in transverse direction shows that it is slightly
decreased near the center of shield where the bridge circuit
is faced. Because the HTS-SQUID sensor detects stronger
magnetic field compared with the magnetic field at the out
side of bridge circuit, it is suggested that shielding current
due to external magnetic field is flowing in the bridge circuit. The diamond mark represents the attenuation factor
measured at the center of the HTS-magnetic shield. This
is the case where the Permalloy-shields with double layers are set outside the HTS magnetic shield. On the other
hand, the attenuation factor in the case of transverse field
attenuation, Ò  ÒF , is shown in the right of Fig.2. The
measurement result shows that attenuation factor is different compared with the left of Fig.2. The ratio of attenuation
factor is given by ~¸% , Q¢~¸% v, and is about 0.1.

×

×

jÆ

Figure 2. Measurement results of attenuation factor of the magnetic shield with the external magnetic field in the vertical direction (left-a) and the transverse direction (right-b), respectively.

4. Summary
The shielding factor of HTS-magnetic shield has been
measured at LN2 environment. The measurement results
show that HTS-magnetic shield is more effective to attenuate external magnetic noises than tthe Permalloy shield. It
is recommended that combination of HTS-magnetic shield
and Permalloy shield are applied in the HTS-SQUID current monitor. The details of the measurement system are
found in the previous paper[4].
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1. Introduction
A flattop acceleration system of the K70 AVF cyclotron
has improved the transmission efficiency in the RRC by
10% and has been used in routine operation. The designed
energy spread of the flattop-accelerated beam is 10 W# . The
energy spread was measured by using the low energy radioisotope beam separator CRIB[1] for a "6> N. 0 ion beam
of 6.4MeV/u.
2. Magnetic beam analyzer
Calculated beam envelopes are illustrated in Fig. 1. The
original Q  BQ  structure of the CRIB showed verti"

cally focused beam at F1 [2] because of large dispersion
D . The polarity of Q  was changed to defocusing mode,
"
called Q  . The Q  BQ  structure as shown in Fig. 1,
"
"

named achromatic focusing, gives widely focused beam at
F1. The three blocks between F0 and F1 in Fig. 1 show the
Q  BQ  structure. The bending angle of CRIB dipole
"

magnet is 95 n . The magnetic rigidity is set at 0.854 Tm.
The field gradients of Q  , Q  are o 0.7886 kG/cm and
"

o 0.1317 kG/cm, respectively. The momentum spread of
the beam is assumed to be 0.1%.

3. Results
Figure 2 shows the beam profiles taken by a Parallel
Plate Avalanche Counter (PPAC) with a charge division
type (0.63 mm FWHM) at F1. It was found that the momentum spread depends on the phase distribution of the accelerated beam. The flattop acceleration promises narrowed
phase distribution because of small deviation of the flattop
acceleration voltage. Assuming that each distribution had a
gaussian shape, the beam width  æ in the ordinary acceleration is obtained to be 4.2 mm. On the other hand, the measured beam width  æ at the flattop acceleration is 1.34 mm.
The momentum spread is derived from %  æ o M _æDæ , Q æ ,
where _Fæ , Dæ , and æ are the betatron amplitude, emittance,
and dispersion at F1, respectively. æ of 35.3mm/% is
obtained from the second order TRANSPORT calculation
even if the divergence of the initial beam has 12.5 mrad at
F0.

Ô

Ô

TÔ

!

Figure 2. Momentum spread of ordinarily accelerated k N  ions
beam (left) and flattop-accelerated beam (right).

The energy spread of the K70 AVF cyclotron beam has
been improved by using the flattop acceleration system.
The present study shows that the momentum spread of the
"6> N . 0 ions beam of 6.4 MeV/u has been improved from
0.28% to 0.09%. The summary of flattop acceleration system and the details of beam test are described in Ref.[3].
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Figure 1. Calculated horizontal (upper) and vertical (lower) beam
envelopes of E7 beam line.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the polarized  He target system.
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2. Target Cells
Figure 2 shows the dimension of the cell which is made of
borosilicate glass (Corning7056). The cell has a so-called
“double cell” structure and consists of a target cell and an
optically pumping cell, connected to each other through a
pipe with an inner diameter of 10 mm. When the target is
polarized, only the pumping cell illuminated by the laser is
ÐXË
n C to sufficiently vaporize Rb atoms.
heated up to éÚ¤
The reason why the cell have such structure is that the large
background from the cell oven can be avoided.

30mm

1. Introduction
Deuteron is the only bound state of two nucleons. Because of its simplicity, it has been used to investigate the
nucleon-nucleon interaction. To investigate the short-range
spin structure of deuteron and the effects of non-nucleonic
degrees of freedom in it, we have proposed to measure the
ó < % 8Fó )9!,j>;:=< reaction at
polarization observables for the # :
a
= 1.0–1.5 GeV with a polarized deuteron beam from the

superconducting synchrotron NUCLOTRON at JINR and
the polarized # He target at the CNS. Since the cross section
decreases rapidly with increasing the beam energy, we need
to develop a thick and highly polarized # He target for the
experiment.
There are two techniques commonly used to polarize # He
nuclei. One is called the “meta-stability exchange method”
[1] and the other is the “spin-exchange method” [2] [3]. We
employ the spin-exchange method because it enables us to
make a high density # He target rather easily. In this method,
# He nuclei are polarized in two step processes. Firstly, a valence electron of an alkali metal atom (such as Rb) is polarized by optical pumping with circularly polarized photons.
Secondly, the polarization of the electron is transferred to a
# He nucleus via a hyperfine interaction.
Figure 1 shows a schematics of the target system we have
constructed. It consists of a # He target cell, an oven, several
coils, a laser and optical elements. The target cell placed in
a magnetic field is illuminated by the laser light.

60mm
100mm

Figure 2. dimension of the cell.

A target preparation apparatus is designed and constructed to make a # He target with high density and high
polarization. To achieve the high # He polarization, the relaxation time must be long enough, typically several tens of
hours and it depends strongly on the concentration of impurity in the cell. The apparatus consists of a vacuum system
for gas filling, an electric furnace for cell baking, a cryostat for cell cooling. The pressure of the vacuum system is
Ë
¤ñp ¤ WF. Pa.
The followings are the procedures to prepare a target cell.
The cell is rinsed both with nitric acid and with acetone.
Subsequently, the cell is connected to the vacuum system
and baked at 250 n C for a week to drive the water vapor off
the walls.
After Rb atoms are introduced, the cell is cooled by liquid nitrogen. At the liquid nitrogen temperature, a small
amount of nitrogen gas and a little less than 1 atm of # He
gas is filled after purification. Finally, the cell is cut from
the branch and removed from the cryostat. The resulting
Ë
WF .
target thickness of the cell is about ¤ "

3&)(
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3. Laser and Optical Elements
A high power diode laser and optical elements are introduced to polarize the Rb atoms in the pumping cell. The
configuration is shown in Fig. 3.

QWP 3

QWP 2
QWP 1

This quenching is possibly due to the interaction between
the magnetization of # He and a pickup coil, and is considered to have some correlation with the field homogeneity.[4]
We will study this effect with these additional coils.
In order to avoid disturbing the oscillating magnetic field,
the oven of the pumping cell is made of a heat-proof plastic
called PEEK (Poly Ether Ether Ketone) and glass.
5. Polarizing # He nuclei
Using this system, we polarized # He nuclei and observed its
polarization enhancement. The volume of the cells using in
this measurement was 196 cm # in the target cell and 85 cm #
in the pumping cell. The frequency of the RF field was
47.4 kHz, and the magnitude of the holding field was swept
from 12 G to 15 G in AFP-NMR measurement. The signal
of pickup coil was processed in a lock-in amplifier and the
output signal was recorded by a computer. The maximum
amplitude of the signal is proportional to the # He polarization. The evolution of the polarization is shown in Fig. 4.
Only the error due to electrical noise is taken into account.

PBS
Mirror

Mirror

lens

Laser
Fiber

Figure 3. Configuration of the optical elements. The arrow show
the pass of the light.

As a pumping laser, we use a Fiber Array Packaged
Laser, COHERENT FAP-79-30C-800-LB. The maximum
power of the laser is 60 W and its spectral width is 1.82 nm
FWHM. The wavelength of the laser can be tuned to the Rb
absorption line by changing the temperature of the laser
"
with Peltier devices. An optical fiber transport the laser
light to the optical elements.
Optical elements are used to circularly polarize the laser
light. Since the fiber does not preserve the linear polarization of the laser light, the light from the fiber pass through a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and is divided into two linearly polarized light beams whose polarization axes are perpendicular to each other. The linearly polarized light beams
pass through the quarter wavelength plate(s) (QWP) and are
circularly polarized. The angle of QWPs is optimized to
maximize the circular polarization of the light. The direction of the circular polarization can be easily inverted by
rotating the QWP2 and the QWP3 by L QD .

Ô

Figure 4. Time evolution of the target polarization.

4. Magnetic Elements
The main coils to generate a homogeneous holding field of
ë
é ¤
G has a Helmholtz coil configuration of 1 m in diameter. The field defines the quantum axis of the polarization.
To measure the polarization with the adiabatic-fastpassage(AFP) NMR method, drive coils and a pickup coil
are installed. The drive coils are a pair of coils to create a
oscillating field for AFP-NMR measurement. The pickup
coil is used to detect the NMR signal.
In addition to the main coils, a pair of control coils of
0.79 m in diameter is newly designed to control the field
homogeneity. There are two purposes to install these control coils. One is to extend the area of the field homogeneË
ity better than ¤ WF# ßW" in which the relaxation due to
the field inhomogeneity can be neglected. The other is to
avoid sudden quenching of the # He polarization observed
during AFP-NMR measurement with the previous system.

&6(

In order to determine the absolute value of the # He polarization, a calibration measurement is required. This will
be done by the frequency shift measurement of the electron
spin resonance in the polarized Rb atoms.
6. Summary
We have renewed the spin-exchange type polarized # He target system to obtain high density and high polarization.
With this system, the enhancement of the # He polarization
has been obtained successfully.
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1. Introduction
A basic target experiment for heavy ion inertial fusion (HIF)
was proposed as an option of RIKEN MUSES project[1].
In the project, an intense heavy-ion beam is extracted from
the MUSES accelerator. For the effective beam-target interaction experiments, a beam buncher has to compress the
generated heavy ion beam. In fact, since the beam current is
high, induction voltage modulators should be used for this
purpose. Physics of the high current ( é kA) beam must be
clarified and the induction buncher technologies should be
established.
From the viewpoint of the accelerator configuration and
driver system, we can choose a linear accelerator (linac) or
a recirculator for the beam bunching and acceleration[2, 3].
For the longitudinal pulse compression, the bunched beam
has a considerable velocity tilt f_ Q_  %Ù_ o¦_ , Q_FZ between the head and the tail of the beam, where _ , _ and _Z
are the velocity divided by light speed at the head, in the
tail part and in the center of the beam, respectively. From
this reason, the transverse mismatch of the beam especially
through the bend region in the recirculator may cause loss
of beam particles. The linac beam buncher does not have
any bending section, but the length for drift compression
becomes long and a large head-to-tail velocity tilt must be
applied to the beam bunch in the linac. Although, the recirculator is cost effective, it has a difficulty of beam transport
in the bending section, mainly because of the momentum
spread f !Q! and the velocity tilt of the bunched beam. In
addition, the site area for the RIKEN experiment is small,
and thus the slant distance must be suppressed less than
50 m.
In the previous papers, we suggested a concept of the
induction beam buncher with a recirculating configuration
and a quasi-equilibrium compression scheme[4, 5]. The recirculating beam bunching scheme with quasi-equilibrium
compression is applied to the induction buncher for the expected basic target experiments of HIF at RIKEN.

¨

q

q

Linear Drift Space
Bend

Induction
Modulator
Beam
Linear Drift Space

Figure 1. Configuration of recirculating beam buncher with
quasi-equilibrium compression scheme.

short induction modulator is applied to the beam which
is consequently compressed in the linear drift space. The
velocity tilt is controlled so that the tilt of the beam becomes very small by the space charge force in the linear
drift space. As a result, the space charge force and the longitudinal emittance are generally balanced with the compression force, during the whole compression process. In
this way, the beam is gradually compressed with the quasiequilibrium condition. Consequently, the effect of transverse mismatch due to the velocity tilt of the bunching beam
and the required number of the modulator unit are expected
to be reduced at minimum level in this quasi-equilibrium
beam buncher.
3. Application to Basic HIF Target Experiment
The high efficiency of the radiation conversion ratio is required for the X-ray converter study of the HIF target[6].
To this end, the beam parameters needed are as shown in
Table 1. The recirculating induction buncher with a quasiequilibrium compression scheme is applied to the beam
bunch compression[7].

2. Recirculator with Quasi-equilibrium Compression
Scheme for Beam Bunching
The beam buncher is composed of a minimum number
of linacs and bend regions. The buncher configuration is
shown in Fig. 1. An induction modulator and a short drift
space make the linac region. The bunching voltage in the
64

Table 1. Beam Parameters

Ion Number
Ion Species
Pulse Duration
Beam Current
Total Charge
Particle Energy
Bunch Length
Transverse Emittance
Longitudinal Emittance

2.84 p 10 " "
# b U b b 0
40 ns  20 ns
100 A  200 A
4d C
350 MeV/u (=83.3 GeV)
8.24 m  4.12 m
20 L mm-mrad
2.18 p 10 WF# L m-rad

Rotation Number
200
400

0

0

600

Rotation Number
4
6

8

10

4

Velocity Tilt ∆β/β [x10 -4 ]

8

Bunch Length 2Z [m]

2

7

6

δxrms=10µm

5

3

2

1

δxrms= 0
0

half length
4

0

0

10
20
30
40
Transport Distance s [km]

100

200 300 400 500
Transport Distance s [m]

600

Figure 3. Velocity tilt during compression until initial 10 times
rotation.

Figure 2. Longitudinal bunch length during compression.

4. Summary
We applied the concept of the recirculating beam buncher
with quasi-equilibrium compression scheme to the optional
experiments in RIKEN MUSES project. Although we must
calculate using a detailed model for the beam dynamics

8  ð
côcô p
and the instabilities, the proposed recirculating buncher has
2
)
(1)
 o=Xô ? 2
some advantages, such as the short slant distance, the low
8 N 
ð 
ð #
voltage requirement, and small velocity tilt.
where  ô is the longitudinal focusing parameter,
is the
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gradually compressed by applying the bunching voltage as
shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the velocity tilt is practically cancelled at the each bending section due to the selfrepulsion force (see Fig. 3).
Beam physics issues, such as emittance growth, tune
shift, beam loss and dispersion function during the bunch
compression are also discussed in Ref. [7], where we compare the concept with a linear induction buncher. The results indicate that the buncher concept has not fatal flaw. It
was found that the proposed buncher has a possibility to be
realized with a compact size.
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Remote Control System for the Hyper ECR Ion Source
Y. Ohshiro, S. Watanabe, S. Yamaka and T. Katayama
Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
1. Introduction
The metallic ions such as 5 Li  0 and  > Mg b 0 were produced by the 10 GHz ECR ion source and used it to deliver beams to the AVF cyclotron for the CRIB[1]. In these
cases, the production of the 5 Li  0 took nearly one week in
total for baking and cleaning of the plasma chamber after
the insertion of a solid material (Li O) to enhance the beam

intensity. During the baking process, the gaseous ion beams
by the Hyper ECR ion source[2] were used alternatively for
experiments. In order to operate the Hyper ECR ion source
with higher control speed, a new control system is required.
We constructed a remote control system for centralized operation of the Hyper ECR ion source.
2. Remote control system
To facilitate the alternative operations of the two ion
sources, we introduced the computerized control system
instead of the manual operation hitherto used. The main
parameters such as the electric current and voltage of the
power supply can be set on a graphical computer panel. It
enables us speedy operation of the Hyper ECR ion source
like the 10 GHz ECR ion source.
A schematic diagram of the remote control system is illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the standard voltages of the gas supply device, the power supply of the RF
amplifier and the exciting current source of the mirror coil
are controlled by pair of A/D and D/A converters regulated
by the computer and sequencer[3]. The control panel is seen
in Fig. 2. The range of the power supply covered by the remote control system is shown in Table 1.

Figure 2. Photograph of the control panel.
Table 1. Output range of the power supplies.

Power supply name
Mirror coil
RF amplifier
Extraction electrode
Einzel lens
Quadrupole magnet
Analyzing magnet

Output range
0 – 600 A
0 – 2 kW
0 – 50 kV
0 – 20 kV
0 – 20 A
0 – 200 A

been able to speed up operation with this system. Then, the
ion source has routinely used as well as 10 GHz ECR ion
source for the delivery of the multi-charged ion beams to
the AVF cyclotron.
References
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the remote control system.

3. Conclusion
We completed the installation of the remote control system for the Hyper ECR ion source. It enabled to integrate
manual operating of the Hyper ECR ion source. We have
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Nano-Cluster Ion Source by Plasma-Gas-Aggregation
M. Imanakaa , T. Nakagawab , Y. Ohshiro, S. Watanabe and T. Katayama
Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
a Department of Physics, University of Tsukuba
b Advanced Cyclotron Center, RIKEN
1. Introduction
Science of nano-scaled structures is now a frontier of the
solid-state physics and electronics. The global goal common to most scientists in the field is the attempt to understand the evolution from atoms or molecules to bulk properties with increasing cluster size.[1] The field of such clusters
science depends strongly on the development of the cluster
ion source.[2] Very often a development of the new techniques of the ion source gives rise to a quantum leap in the
progress of the field.
Nano cluster beams have several attractive features for
applications in the field of electronics, thin film production
and so on. One of the attractive features is that the cluster
process supplies particles for deposition with energies of
the level of few eV per atoms. [3] Using such low-energy
particles, deposition carried out at low temperature and high
packing density. For this application, we need the source,
which can produce the intense beam of nano-cluster ions.

Ion production

Gas aggregation

Ar gas
exit slit

Lq N 2

a) Magnetron type
Main magnet
N
S

S

Aux. magnet

N

plasma
sample

N
S

2. New nano-cluster ion source and TOF system
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the new and
present cluster sources. It is well known that nanocluster
can be formed through an inert gas aggregation. The sputtered metal atoms should be thermalized and cooled down
by collision with Ar gas in the aggregation cell. Undercooling of the metal vapor brings on a supersaturation of metal
vapor. At last, the aggregation of the supersaturated metal
vapor results in a generation of cluster. The cluster size is
strongly dependent on the gas pressure and the aggregation
length, which is the distance between the sample target and
the exit slit. Generally, the gas aggregation process is performed under the vapor pressure of 0.1-2 Torr to obtain a
sufficient high collision rate. The gas flow in the aggregation cell is one of the most important parameter in this type
of ion source.
Another important parameter to increase the beam intensity is the production rate of the ions from the target sample. The new nano-cluster ion source consists a large area
plasma ion source and gas aggregation cell instead of the
present nano-cluster ion source configuration (a magnetron
ion source and a gas aggregation cell) [2]. The plasma will
be generated by the injected microwaves and confined by
magnetic field. Using this new system, we can increase the
spattering rate. This feature allows us to produce an intense and stable beam of nano-cluster ions compared to the
present ion source.
Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of T.O.F system for
measurements of masses of nano-clusters produced form
ion source. Since the first report by Stephans [4], TOF mass

Nano-cluster ion source

Fe

b) New type plasma source
sample

permanent magnet for plasma
confinement

ĝ

Plasma
microwave

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of nano-cluster ion sources

spectrometry has become popular in the nano-cluster science. Several electrodes of ion optics are driven with two
MOSFET-switches synchronized with the start pulse. For
mass identification, we used the reflection type TOF spectrometer, which was originally proposed by Mamyrin. [5]
The total fight length is about 1m. The output signal from
the MCP is connected to the stop input of the multi-stop
TDC. The mass resolution ( f m/m) of 1600 is estimated.
These devices are now under construction. We will start
to make a test experiment from this summer.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the TOF system for measurements
of masses of nano-clusters
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First Operation of the Hi ECR Ion Source at the CNS
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1. Introduction
In 1993, an ECR ion source with a microwave frequency
of 6 GHz, called Hi ECR, was constructed and examined the
performance [1]. Generally, it is said that higher microwave
frequency is advantageous to produce highly charged ions,
therefore we had modified the one into 10GHz type, called
Hi ECR M, and then modified it into 14 GHz type called
Hi ECR Mk-3 [2]. We installed the Hi ECR Mk-3 in a new
beam line at the CNS [3]. The purpose of this installation
is to study the optimum parameters for producing multicharged ions comparable to 14 GHz operation by using 10
GHz microwave source. The effort on experimental study
has been concentrated to how support gas, microwave frequency and the mirror coils field contribute to the production of multi-charged ions in ECR zone. The result of study
will be presented in this report.

Table 1. Main parameters of Hi ECR Mk-3

Mirror field
Side of gas-feed
Side of extraction
Hexapole magnet
Field on surface of plasma chamber
Inner diameter
Mechanical length
Microwave power source
Frequency
Input power
Plasma chamber
Inner diameter

8 kG
7 kG
10.4 kG
76 mm
145 mm
10 GHz
88 W
70 mm

3. Experiment
The beam experiment of Hi ECR Mk-3 operated at 10
GHz
was carried out by producing ions with Ar gas only.
2. Hi ECR Mk-3
During
the operation, the mass flow rate of Ar gas was adThe Hi ECR Mk-3 comprises nine solenoid coils (Mirror
justed
to
maintain the pressure to 2 p 10 WF. Torr.
coils), a hexapole magnet (Halbach-type) [4], a high freFigure
2 shows the ion mass spectrum at a microwave
quency RF feeder and a plasma chamber as shown in Fig.
input
power
of 85 W. Ar 0 to Ar. 0 appeared in the measured
1. To produce multi-charged ions, we need high electron
ion
spectrum
and the maximum current is 20 ed A for Ar  0 .
density. Therefore electrons are confined by magnetic field
The
value
of
ion
current at Ar . 0 is smallest here.
generated by the mirror coils. The parameters of Hi ECR
Mk-3 are tabulated in Table 1. In order to analyze chargemass ratio e/m of ion beam, an analyzing magnet with bending angle of 90-degree and a Faraday cup were set downstream of the Hi ECR.

Figure 2. Mass spectrum of Ar ion beam. Horizontal axis is the
current of analyzing magnet. Vertical axis is the ion current
with arbitrary scale.

Figure 1. Crossection of Hi ECR Mk-3 ion source

We introduced an O gas to the plasma chamber as a sup
port gas so as to increase the ion beam current of higher
charge state. The measured ion mass spectrum is shown
in Fig. 3. We observed that the maximum charge state is
shifted to Ar " " 0 . The beam current of high charge states is
69

increased and the peak current is 14 ed A of Ar b
0

.

Figure 3. Spectrum of charge states of Ar ions with 10 GHz and
O support gas. Operation conditions are optimized for Ar  .

1

i

The ion mass spectrum of Hi ECR Mk-3 at the microwave frequency of 14 GHz [2] is shown in Fig.4. This
result is nearly close to that of the 10 GHz operation, if the
microwave input power at 14 GHz operation is 450 W.
4. Summary
In this study, the 10 GHz operation of Hi ECR Mk-3 was
carried out. The maximum beam current is 14 ed A for Ar b 0
and the maximum charge state is Ar "" 0 with O support

gas.
We have found that the obtained result of 10 GHz operation with O support gas is comparable to that of the 14

GHz operation. The contribution of mirror magnetic field
and microwave power level for high charge state will be examined in the near future.

Figure 4. Ar ion spectrum of Hi ECR Mk-3 (14 GHz) [2]
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Results of a First Beam Test of HTS SQUID Current Monitor
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1. Introduction
A prototype of a highly -sensitive SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device) current monitor for
the measurement of the intensity of faint beams, such as a
radioisotope beam, was developed for the RIKEN RI beam
factory [1, 2, 3]. This monitor is comprised of a hightemperature superconducting (HTS) magnetic shield and an
HTS SQUID. Recently, the prototype of the HTS SQUID
current monitor system was completed and the first measurements using beams were carried out in the CNS experimental hall. This article describes the present status of the
prototype of the HTS SQUID current monitor system and
the results of the beam measurement.

Further measurements were carried out to study the influence of external magnetic fields. Since the HTS magnetic
shield is reinforced
by the three parts of permalloy shields,
Ë ª
a field of ¤ W
T produced by Helmholtz coils could be
Ë
attenuated to a field of ¤ WJ"" T as a result.
3. Results of a first beam test of HTS SQUID current
monitor
We carried out a
first beam test of HTS
SQUID current monitor which were installed in the beam
transport line for the
HiECR ion source [5]
in the CNS experimental hall (Fig. 2).
Figs. 3 show the measured signals of HTS
SQUID current monitor (above) and those
of Faraday cup monitor (below) where 7
Figure 2. Beam transport line for the d A of proton beam (a)
HiECR ion source [5] in the CNS and 1.8 d A of argon
experimental hall.
beam (b) were used,
respectively.

2. Equipment
A schematic drawing of the HTS SQUID current monitor
system is shown in Fig. 1.
The HTS magnetic shield [4] and the HTS current sensor including the HTS SQUID are cooled by a pulse-tube
refrigerator which is a low vibration type and has a refrigeration power of 11 W at the temperature of 77 K. The operation temperature can be selected between 64 K to 90 K
(critical temperature of the HTS SQUID) using a heater,
since the pulse-tube refrigerator is capable of cooling down
to lower temperature than the liquid nitrogen temperature.
Furthermore, it is possible to stabilize the temperature of the
HTS SQUID with the accuracy of 5 mK using a PID feedback controller which has four thermometers and a heater.
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Figure 3. Measured signals of HTS SQUID current monitor
(above) and those of Faraday cup monitor (below) where 7
Ê A of proton beam (a) and 1.8 Ê A of argon beam (b) were
used, respectively.
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Figure 1. A schematic drawing of the SQUID current monitor
system.
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Spin Polarized Solid Proton Target with Remote Adjuster in NMR and
Microwave Systems
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1. Introduction
For the RI-beam experiments, we have developed a new
spin polarized solid proton target which is applicable in a
low magnetic field and at a high temperature (See reference [1] for details). We are planning a vector analyzing
power ( ½  ) measurement in the ! ó 2 .:< elastic scattering
at 71 MeV/A under the inverse kinematics condition. Our
aim is to determine the spin-orbit potential between proton
and .1:< .
As a target material, a single crystal of naphthalene
ËvÎ Ë
¤
º
($
:
) doped with
pentacene ( $
:
) is
µ
"6B
b

"j>
used. Protons in the naphthalene crystal are polarized in
vÎãë
Ë
a magnetic field of
and at a temperature of
pT¤ WF
Ë¢Ëi
. A proton polarizing procedure is as follows [2]: an
¤
electron alignment in the lowest triplet state of pentacene
molecule is induced through an optical pumping. Subsequent sweep of a magnetic field under a microwave irradiation transfers the alignment to the proton polarization. The
enhancement of the proton polarization is measured with
Î
±: .
a pulsed NMR system. The NMR frequency is 
As a microwave resonator, a cylindrical loop-gap resonator
Î
(LGR) [3] is used. The microwave frequency is 
:H .
For the optical pumping, an Ar-ion laser with a power of
¤¢¡
in a CW mode is used [4].
Last November, using this target system, a test experiment to investigate an affect of radiation damage under the
ion-beam irradiation was carried
out. In the experiments,
¢Ë
Ë ª
' -beam of
< ñQ )ä¤
³ E£
<Q < was used. A size
µ

of the crystal was
. A diameter of
p
p ¤
the LGR was
.
In the course of the test experiment, several problems of
the system arose. To solve these problems, we have designed and constructed a target system. In this paper, about
the improved target system is reported.
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2. Improvement of the scattering chamber
The most critical problem to be solved is an inaccessibility to the resonator. The microwave circuit is tuned at
room temperature to make effective power feed to the crystal. However, at the low temperature of 100 K, the coupling between the microwave circuit to the LGR shifts. This
causes an increase of a power reflection by 10–20 dB. Additionally, there is no reproducibility of the shift even at the
same temperature. This manifests that the tuning apparatus
at low temperature is needed in order that the resonator can
work after the target system is cooled down to 100 K.
The second problem is due to a coexistence of the NMR
coil and the LGR. In the former system, the NMR coil is

sec]

Figure 1. ESR signal of the optically pumped pentacene molecule
in the lowest triplet state. The signal labeled “a” corresponds
to when the angle between the magnetic field and the molecular axis is equal to ý . The signals labeled “b” – “e” are
corresponds to the angles of ¤ ý – ¥ ý with a step of ¤ ý .





fixed around the LGR, and the crystal is fixed inside the
LGR. The existence of the LGR decreases the sensitivity of
the NMR coil. To increase the sensitivity the LGR is needed
to be kept away from the NMR coil. On the other hand, the
existence of the NMR coil decreases the microwave power
fed to the crystal. To make the power feed to the crystal
effectively, the NMR coil is needed to be kept away from
the LGR when the microwave system is working. These
manifests that a driving mechanism is required in order to
move the NMR coil and the LGR remotely.
It is also necessary to rotate the target remotely. The proton polarization is sensitive to an angle between the external
magnetic field and a molecular axis of the doped pentacene.
Figure 1 shows an electron magnetic resonance (ESR) signal of the optically pumped pentacene molecule in the lowest triplet state. It was measured by using a prototype system [5] and a YAG laser [6]. The signal amplitude is proportional to the magnitude of the induced electron alignment.
The signals labeled “a”–“e” are corresponding to the angles
Ë
Ë
ë
of n –  n with a step of n . To obtain high proton polarization, it is necessary to adjust the angle with accuracy of
lower than 5 n by rotating the crystal.
To furnish the remote adjustment capabilities, we have
designed and constructed a new target system. Figure 2
shows a schematic view of the improved target system. An
LGR holder and an NMR holder are movable along the
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Figure 3. Build up curve of the proton polarization by using the
improved system.

Figure 2. Schematic view of the improved target system (build up
mode).

beam direction by rotating shafts shown in Fig. 2. The other
shaft is for a target rotation. In a build up mode, the LGR
is placed at the crystal and the NMR coil is kept away of
the crystal as shown in Fig. 2. The microwave coupling is
tuned by changing a distance between a coupling coil and
the LGR. On the other hand, in a polarization measurement
mode, the NMR coil is placed at the crystal and the LGR
is kept away from the crystal. To exclude background protons, we employed polychloro-trifluoroe-thylene (Dyflon)
as structural materials, which does not contain hydrogen.
In the case of the target size of g¤
, diameters of
Ï
the LGR and the NMR coil are ¤
and ¤
respectively. To avoid unwanted couplings to the surrounding conductors, a cylindrical aluminum shield with a dië
ameter of 
is placed around the LGR. A thickness
and a length of the shield are ¤  d
and  
respectively. The coupling of the LGR is successfully tuned remotely after the system is cooled. The reflection coeffiËª©«
in the build
cient ( ^¦ §  Q 1Øe¨  ) of the LGR is o
ËXËu
up mode at ¤
. The ^¦ §  Q ;Ø8¨  value of the NMR
Ë©«
coil is o
in the polarization measurement mode.
By using this system, we have succeeded in obtaining
the enhancement of the proton polarization in the magnetic
vÎãë
Ë
ËXËH
and at a temperature of ¤
. The
field of
p¤ W
laser power was ¤ u¡ in a CW
mode.
The
crystal
size
is

âsÎ ë
ÐvÎãë
êp
Úp ¤
. Figure 3 shows a build up
curve of the proton polarization. An absolute value of the
proton polarization will be calibrated after a measurement
of the NMR signal of a thermal equilibrium polarization.
In this spring, we are planning the test experiment for
radiation damage investigation
by using the same ' -beam
¢Ë
Ë ª
of
< Q )À¤
³ E£
<Q <
as used in the previous
µ
test experiment. The ½u measurement in the !*ó 2 . :< elastic
scattering at 71 MeV/A will be carried out in this summer.
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aims at determining the spin-orbit potential in a skin nuclei.
We have improved the spin polarized solid proton target which has the remote adjuster in the NMR and the
microwave system. In this spring, the test experiment
for the radiation damage investigation by using ' -beam of
XË
< ñQ
will be carried out. The ½  measurement in
! ó 2&.*:< elastic scattering at 71 MeV/A will be carried out
in this summer.
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3. Summary
We are planning the vector analyzing power measurement
â
of !Õó 2&.«:< elastic scattering at ¤ 4< Q . This experiment
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1. Introduction
The RIKEN K70 AVF cyclotron[1] was designed as an
injector of the K540 RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC), to provide pre-accelerated light and light-heavy ions for the RRC
in the high energy acceleration mode using 5th acceleration
harmonics. In case that the other injector, a heavy-ion linac
(RILAC), is coupled to the RRC, the AVF cyclotron is operated for individual use mainly in nuclear physics and astrophysics. Heavy ion beams with low energies ranging from
1 to 20 MeV/u are extremely useful for the research on the
evolutionª of the Universe and the origin of elements. Especially a " N ion with energy more than 9 MeV/u is suitable
for the astrophysics research. The beam intensity of at least
10 d A is required to obtain a sufficient yield of secondary
particles.

requirement from the astrophysics research, the AVF cyclotron is required to be upgraded. There are two possible
ways having been considered;
one is to increase the maxiª
ª
mum energy of the " N 0 ion up to more than 9 MeV/u
and
ª
the other is to increase the beam intensity of the " N. 0 ion
beam to more than 10 particle-d A.
2. Increase of the K-number
The maximum output current of the present power supply for a main coil is 1100 A. An averaged magnetic field
at an extraction radius of 714 mm for the maximum excitation level is 1.74 T. The maximum magnetic rigidity
of
ª
ª
B¬
æ = 1.24 Tm is insufficient to accelerate " N 0 ion
¿
up to 9 MeV/u, corresponding to the magnetic rigidity of
1.30 Tm. A 5 % increase of the magnetic
field is necessary
ª
ª
for the acceleration of 9 MeV/u " N 0 ions. The maincoil power supply is required to be modified for the increase
of the maximum output current from 1100 A to 1200 A or
more. Major alterations of the power supply circuit are a
capacitance increase of main- and interphase-transformers,
a current increase of a DC reactor, and a supplement of a
transistor bank.



Figure 1. A layout of the RIKEN K70 AVF cyclotron.

A layout of the AVF cyclotron is shown in Fig. 1. The
AVF cyclotron was designed to accelerate ions in the second harmonics mode. The range of a radio-frequency (RF)
is 12-24 MHz. The correlation between the frequency and
the magnetic field depends on the ion mass-to-charge ratio
(M/Q) as shown in Fig. 2. The ion energy is limited by
a maximum acceleration voltage of around 50 kV for M/Q
of 3 or less, and by a maximum magnetic field of 1.74
ª
ª T
for M/Q
of 3 or more. The maximum energies of " N 0
ª
and " N . 0 ions are 7.6ª and 9.1 MeV/u, respectively. The
beam intensity of the " N. 0 ion beam is estimated to be 1
particleª
ª d A, whileª a ª 10 particle-d A ion beam is available
for " N 0 . The " N 0 ion has the advantage in beam intensity due to a lower charge state. In order to fulfill the

Figure 2. A diagram of operation parameters for the RIKEN K70
AVF cyclotron.

An isochronous field of the AVF cyclotron is generated
by using the main coil and nine pairs of concentric trim coils
wound
on spiral sectors. For acceleration of the 9 MeV/u
ª
ª
" N 0 ions, a current of the 7th trim coil (C7) is required to
be increased up to 139 % of the present maximum current,
whereas required currents of other trim coils are within the
maximum outputs of the power supplies. Modifications of
74

the C7 power supply are needed as well.
By using a constant orbit method, a dee voltage
ª of
ª 56 kV
is required for the acceleration of 9.1 MeV/u " N 0 ions.
A nominal value of the maximum dee voltage is 50 kV,
optimized at a frequency of 16 MHz. The dee voltage is
expected to be increased to 56 kV when a wide-band amplifier is operated at the maximum output power of 500 W.
According to circumstances, some modifications of the RF
system may be necessary for the increase of the dee voltage.
3. Increase of Beam Intensity
The beam intensity obtained at a target depends on the
beam current extracted from an ECR ion source, and the
overall beam transmission from the ion source to the target. One of major improvements for increase in an ECR
output current is an increase of the voltage supplied to an
extraction electrode. The maximum operational extraction
voltage of the ECR ion source is about 10 kV at present.
The beam intensity at an extraction voltage of 20 kV is expected to increase several times. In this case modification
of the center region of the AVF cyclotron is required to optimize the ion orbits, since the energy of the injected ion is
raised.
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NaI(Tl) crystal
Photomultiplier tube

1. Introduction
We have developed a NaI(Tl) calorimeter for detecting
charged particles produced in nuclear reactions with RI
beams. The calorimeter was designed for extending studies
of unstable nuclei to a heavier mass region, ½êé 50–100,
from ½ é 10–40 nuclei in the present studies at RIPS [1].
Since heavy ions will be accelerated up to a few hundred
MeV/u at RI Beam Factory in the near future, the detectors
are also designed to measure particles at higher energies.
The calorimeter is used as an  counter of få -  telescopes, where particle identification is performed by combination of the signals of the få and the  detectors. The
performance of particle identification depends mainly on
an energy resolution of the  counter. We chose NaI(Tl)
scintillators for the material of the detectors, because of a
good energy resolution for charged particles, in particular
for heavy ions at intermediate energies [2]. In order to measure accurate energies of charged particles and to minimize
the energy loss in flight we designed the NaI(Tl) scintillators to operate in vacuum.

Beam

Beam

Flange

Figure 1. Schematic view of NaI(Tl) Calorimeter
Vacuum
Flange
Optical Rubber Pad
Reflector

2. Calorimeter
The calorimeter consists of 132 NaI(Tl) crystals with photomultiplier tubes (PMT’s), which are arranged in a 12 p 12
matrix except for three crystals at each corner. Figures 1
and 2 show the schematic views of the calorimeter and each
NaI(Tl) detector setup, respectively. A NaI(Tl) crystal has
a rectangular shape of 31 p 31 p 50 mm # . This thickness is adopted for detecting light particles up to about 100
MeV/u or heavy ions up to a few hundreds MeV/u. Front
face and side surfaces of a crystal were polished for good
light collection. Side surfaces are wrapped with Teflon reflectors and surrounded by aluminum plates. The front face
is covered with thin 7-d m-thickness Havar foil to reduce
the energy losses of charged particles in flight, which deteriorate the energy resolution. An optical glass is attached
on the end of crystal. A 26-mmg light guide is coupled
with the PMT of 33-mm gäp 130 mm. For the high count
rate detection each PMT’s in the center of the calorimeter
(6 p 6 matrix) is equipped with three-stage boosters. An
optical rubber pad is inserted between the optical glass and
the light guide. Good optical contact is achieved due to the
atmospheric pressure pushing the pad. Two sponge rubbers
with diameters of 26 and 28-mmg to prevent light leaks.
The vacuum in the chamber is kept by an O-ring between
the light guide and the flange.

Atmosphere
Photomultiplier Tube

PMT holder
Optical glass
NaI(Tl)crystal

O-ring

Sponge Rubber

Havar Window Light Guide

Figure 2. Schematic view of the setup.

3. Experiments
The energy resolution of a NaI(Tl) detector is related to the
intrinsic energy resolution and the position dependence of
the light collection in a crystal. To estimate these effects,
a test experiment of a set of a NaI(Tl) crystal and a PMT
was performed using two different beams at the CRIB facility [3]. The intrinsic energy resolutions at the center and
at the corner of the NaI(Tl) crystal was measured for the
25-MeV ' beam. We used a 1-mm g collimator to define
the beam spot size. The energy resolution was 0.60 at the
center and 0.66ºß%  , at the corner, respectively. The position dependence in a crystal was examined by a 90-MeV
"6> N beam. No collimator was placed and the beam spot
size was broaden as large as the crystal size. Two PPACs
were installed at upstream of the NaI(Tl) crystal to provide
the hit position information. A typical difference between
pulse heights at the center and the corner was 2 é 3 º . We
found that the energy resolution of a NaI(Tl) calorimeter is
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mainly determined by the position dependence in the crystal.
We carried out an experiment to test the performance of
particle identification by the få -  method using a combination of nine Si detectors and the calorimeter. Reaction products produced in a liquid > He target bombarded
by a 35-MeV/u  O secondary beam were used. The experimental setup is reported in ref.[4]. In order to estimate
the performance of particle identification quantitatively, we
adopted a particle identification(PID) function proportional
to fÓ%9 2ívfå, , where ¦é 0.5 and _ é 0.7 [5]. Figure 3 shows a mass spectrum for fluorine isotopes. The PID
resolution was estimated to be 0.35( ). This corresponds to
the energy resolution of NaI(Tl) calorimeter of 1.5 é 1.6 º
for ½{é 22 nuclei, which is consistent with the position dependence of pulse height measured by the CRIB test experiment by "j> N beam. Since we used tracking detectors
to measure the position, the energy resolution and the PID
resolution are expected to be better by correcting the hit position, which may be applied to the particles of ½ é 100.

D

Figure 3. Mass spectrum of Fluorine isotope.

4. Summary
We developed a NaI(Tl) calorimeter for detection of
charged particles in large mass and high energy regions. We
found that the energy resolution of the calorimeter is mainly
determined by the position dependence in the crystal. For
particle identification in the ½ é 100 region, we have to correct the position dependence using the position information
by tracking detectors. An analysis for estimating the resolution after the correction is now in progress.
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1. Introduction
The scattering among few-particle systems requires a
proper treatment of the boundary conditions which becomes
more complicated with larger numbers of the particles and
scattering thresholds. Even for the three-particle systems,
the boundary conditions are complicated enough above the
three-body breakup thresholds.
Those boundary conditions are reflected in momentum
Ë
S
limits of different resolvent operators
space by
%(
2® , , where 
is real and above some thresholds.
In the three-nucleon case, breakup boundary condition is
reflected by moving singularities. Even so, the treatment
is well established for the three-body systems above the
breakup threshold. Moving singularities can be treated by
a contour deformation or by a direct integration on the real
axis.
So far, no reliable calculations have been reported on the
four-body systems above the four-body breakup threshold
because of the lack of the knowledge to treat more complicated singularities in the four-body equations.
Recent few-body studies showed that the three-nucleon
force is necessary to explain the three-nucleon scattering
data. It makes the four-nucleon systems more interesting to
study both on the two- and three-body nuclear interactions.
The two- and three-body nuclear forces obtained from the
study of the three-nucleon systems have to be examined in
the four-nucleon systems.
The four-nucleon system is more structural than the
three-nucleon system where only one bound state exists.
Many excited states are found in the four-nucleon system.
Among them, only the ground state of > He is the bound
state. Other levels are above the scattering threshold. A
proper treatment of the scattering boundary conditions are
necessary to describe all levels in the four-nucleon systems
except for the ground state.
Here, we start a new project where the four-nucleon system will be treated in the same framework as the recent
three-nucleon study. Especially, we will study it in all energy regions even at intermediate energies, where the threenucleon interaction is found very important. We solve the
four-body equations above the four-body breakup threshold
in which no calculations have been performed so far. We
will also describe all resonances in four-nucleon systems
which are distributed close to all possible thresholds.
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2. The Complex Energy Method
As described in the previous section, the most difficult
task in the four-nucleon scattering is to treat the boundary condition for the four-body breakup process properly,
or equivalently to treat the singularity above the four-body
breakup threshold. No practical methods are proposed so
far.
A possible breakthrough for attacking the four-body scattering is suggested recently[1] in the context of two- and
three-nucleon scattering. An analytical continuation of the
scattering amplitude is performed for the solution of the
three-nucleon scattering equations with complex energies.
It was shown that this new method for the three-body scattering gives the same result for the three-nucleon scattering as a traditional method of contour deformation. This
procedure can be applied to scattering with more than four
particles.
The basic idea is as follows.
As was pointed out in the previous section, the scattering
boundary conditions are equivalent to the resolvent operaË
%9
2¯ c, with
S
tor
. For the breakup boundary
B
condition,
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with the free hamiltonian T
or the kinetic energy. The
B
kinetic energy is described with momenta in Jacobi coordinates. Moving singularities are the result of these momenta.
A similar equation can be written for the two-fragment scattering boundary condition.
So far, scattering calculations in momentum space have
Ë
been done for the equations obtained after S
. For
the two-body case a principal value integration with a delta
function solves the procedure. More complicated treatment
also solves the three-body scattering.
Instead, our approach is an opposite way. We solve the
equation with a finite positive , or equivalently, with a complex energy. No singularities cause serious problems in the
numerical integration because they are not on the integration pass. The scattering amplitude obtained numerically
is not physical scattering amplitude, because the energy is
complex. The physical scattering amplitude is obtained by
analytical continuation. We repeat the calculation of with
different , or different complex energies. From these solutions with various complex energies, we perform an analytical continuation numerically to obtain the physical scattering amplitude with the real positive energy.
An application of this method for the three-nucleon scat-
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¸
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tering was successfull[1]. The new method gave an accurate
result comparable to the traditional contour deformation.
The success is encouraging enough to proceed to the
four-body scattering calculation with this new method. As
the first step of our project, we are now working on a fournucleon scattering calculation above the four-body breakup
threshold with simple s-wave nucleon-nucleon interactions.
We adopt Yamaguchi-type two-nucleon separable interactions in order to make the calculation simpler, and therefore,
safer. After we obtain a reliable solution for Yamaguchitype interaction, separable expansion of the two-body tmatrix makes us possible to perform the calculation with
sophisticated two-nucleon interactions. We believe this is a
good strategy to attack complicated few-body systems.
We also adopt a separable expansion EDPE(Energy Dependent Pole Expansion) to calculate three-one and twotwo amplitudes in the four-body equations. As a result, final
equations are one-dimensional integral equations. In order
to have the on-shell amplitude with high accuracy from the
two-nucleon interaction adopted, we have to make sure that
all numerical procedures give the numerical convergent result. There are three different numerical integration, twoseparable expansions EDPE, and finally the analytical continuation from the complex energy.
At present, we fix the EDP expansion to be a finite number and see the convergence of the analytical continuation.
We have done the calculation at all possible energies; 1) the
bound state of the four nucleon system (i.e., > He), 2) the
Î
lowest energy region for the scattering (  ®
MeV),
where only the nucleon-triton (or # He) scattering channel is
Î
Î
open, 3) the secondary lowest (
MeV ®äx®  ¢ MeV)
Î
where deuteron-deuteron scattering is open, 4)  ¢ MeV ®
Ë
ì®
MeV, where one of the deuteron can be broken up,
Ë
and 5)  °
where the breakup reaction into four nucleons can occur. In order to have the analytical continuation
numerically, all of the numerical integration should be done
very accurate. We have succeeded to have accurate analytical continuation numerically in all five energy regions
described above.



plitude. We are now on the way of the convergence check
of EDPE in all energy regions.
Even if EDPE does not converge, our new method can be
used for the four-nucleon scattering without EDPE. A direct
solution of the two-dimensional integral equations without
separable expansion is always possible.
References
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3. A comment on EDPE
The last convergence check to be done is EDPE which
is one of the methods for separable expansion. There have
been a big argument on the convergence of the separable expansion among leading few-body physicists. It was found
that a proper separable expansion converges at least for finite range two-body interactions at any energy, or bound
states for any potential.
The convergence of EDPE has been checked at lower
negative energies. Since the present calculation is the first
four-body calculation at positive energies, no convergence
check has been done in this energy region. If it would turn
out to be convergent, we have a simplest way to calculate
the four-nucleon scattering. The scheme is; 1) the separable expansion of the two-body interaction, 2) apply EDPE
for subsystems in the four-body equations, 3) treatment of
the singularity with complex energy, and 4) an analytical
continuation to have the on-the-energy-shell scattering am80
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1. Introduction
The CNS has started theoretical studies since the year 2001.
One of the major activities is the large-scale shell-model
calculation. Here, we describe this project. The physics part
of the project is being carried out not only by the authors but
also by many other physicists. Their names are found in the
reference list.
The shell model calculation is becoming even more important in the coming era of nuclear physics. This is partly
because exotic (unstable) nuclei should provide us with new
structures and excitation schemes and the shell model can
give us theoretical results rather free of limitations of existing models. This is also because the shell model can bridge
quite efficiently and naturally many-body quantal structures
to nucleon-nucleon interactions. We also mention that the
capability of the shell model calculation is being expanded
rapidly in many respects.
2. CNS-RIKEN collaboration
The present large-scale shell-model calculation project has
been carried out since the year 2001 based on a collaboration agreement between CNS and RIKEN Accelarator Research Facility (RARF), recognizing immense importance,
apparent relevance and high urgency of the project. In this
project, massive parallel computers are provided by a Kakenhi grant [1] through the Department of Physics, the University of Tokyo, but infrastructures (e.g. electricity, cooling, etc.) and running costs are supported primarily by
CNS and RIKEN’s RARF. In this sense, the outcome of the
project is essentially due to these three organizations.
3. Theoretical Methods
The scientific aspect of the project is to obtain theoretical
predictions and analyses of a huge variety of nuclei, stable and unstable, by means of the shell model calculations.
The shell-model calculation can be done by two theoretical
methods. One is conventional, and can be actually carried
out by several computer codes. The OXBASH [2] code is
used for calculations of light nuclei, while the MSHELL
code [3] written by Mizusaki can cover heavier ones as well
because it has much higher capability.
The other method is the Monte Carlo Shell Model [4],
which enables us to carry out shell-model calculations for
low-lying states of virtually all nuclei. The maximum dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix is about 5 billion in the
most advanced conventional code MSHELL [3], whereas
the largest case the MCSM has handled
so far corresponds
ª
to the dimension 10 "6> (e.g. " B Ba) in the conventional
method.

Figure 1. A photograph of the parallel computer system
Alphleet-2 comprised of 116 Alpha ev68 CPUs.

Although much larger systems can be treated in the
MCSM, it can be used only for several low-lying states of
given spin and parity. The exact numbers can be obtained
only by the conventional method. Thus, there are different
merits in both conventional and Monte Carlo methods, and
thus we use both.
4. Computer Systems
By the end of the academic year 2002, two parallel computer systems have been installed. One is comprised of the
Alpha ev68 CPUs: 52 of 1 GHz CPUs (installed in March
2002) and 64 of 1.2 GHz CPUs (installed in March 2003).
Figure 1 shows a photograph of this parallel computer system, called Alphleet-2, which was built primarily by Compaq Inc. and Mitsubishi Space Software Inc. This system
is used mainly for Monte Carlo Shell Model calculations,
because most of the CPU times are spent for floating-point
scalar computations. This system has a large memory of
20 G Byte in a subset comprised of four CPUs, and this
subset can be used conveniently also for large-dimensional
conventional calculations.
The second parallel computer system was designed in
a different idea. It is composed of Intel Xeon CPUs.
This CPU has certain advantage in integer manipulations
of which most processes of conventional calculations are
comprised. Figure 2 shows a photograph of this parallel
computer system, which was built primarily by Cray Japan
Inc. and Mitsubishi Space Software Inc.
Both of the two parallel computer systems have control
units which can stop the system at the event of emergency
and issue necessary messages to relevant personnels. Thus,
81

Figure 2. A photograph of the parallel computer system comprised of 30 Intel Xeon (2.8 GHz) CPUs.

the systems can be run quite safely without human attendance.
Besides the parallel computers, the CNS has built in this
year a data storage and control system with 1 TB massive
storage. Such a large storage is needed for keeping wave
functions and matrix transition elements, and is expected
to be developed as an interface to outside users including
experimentalists.
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5. Outcome of the project and perspectives
From this project, publications [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] have
been made in this academic year, and some more are being prepared for submissions. These studies include those
on ! -shell nuclei [6, 9], !$² -shell nuclei [5, 7, 8], as well
as general aspects of shell structure in exotic nuclei [6, 11].
We mention that a new shell model interaction GXPF1 was
proposed in [5]. Furthermore, we reported [10] a new calculation on heavy nuclei with ½ é 140, discussing how the
new symmetry  (5) appears in certain Xe and Ba isotopes
and also how and why the ÒÓ%(¢, values are abnormally
small in "6#. Te.
Using parallel computers recently installed, a number of
calculations are being performed in systematic ways, which
may provide us with new insights of nuclear structure. It is
mentioned that we will install another set of parallel computers by the grant [1] in the year 2003. While the type of
the computer is unknown presently, it should enlarge our
capability by about 50 %.
References
[1] Grant-in-Aid for Specially Promoted Research
(13002001) from the Ministry of Education, Science,
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Other Activities

CNS International Summer School
T. Uesaka,a T. Otsuka,b Y. Koike,a,c and H. Sakaia,b
a Center for Nuclear Study, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
b Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo
c Department of Physics, Hosei University
The 1st CNS International Summer School was held at the Wako campus of the Center for Nuclear Study (CNS), the
University of Tokyo, in the period of August 19 – 23, 2002.
This summer school aimed at providing basic knowledge and perspectives of nuclear physics for graduate students and
postdocs. It consisted of lectures by leading scientists in the field of both experimental and theoretical nuclear physics.
Each lecture started with an introductory talk from the fundamental point of view and ended with up-to-date topics in the
relevant field.
Although this summer school was intended to provide lectures in a wide-ranged fields, including some peripheral field
such as accelerator physics, lectures in this year put main emphasis on physics about various aspects of ”nuclear structure”.
Lecturer and the titles of their lectures are as follows:
S. M. Austin (Michigan, USA)
C. Baktash (Oak Ridge, USA)
I. Hamamoto (Lund, Sweden)
Y. Koike (Hosei)
T. Otsuka (Tokyo)
S. Shimoura (Tokyo)
J. A. Tostevin (Surrey, UK)
N. Itagaki (Tokyo)
S. Kubono (Tokyo)
A. Ozawa (RIKEN)
K. Tanida (RIKEN)
I. Tanihata (RIKEN)

“Nuclear Physics in the Cosmos”
“Nuclear Structure Studies at the Limits”
“Some aspects of basic properties and excitations in nuclei
— beta-stable nuclei vs unstable nuclei”
“Three-Body Scattering Theory and its Applications”
“Nuclear Shell Model — Past, Present and Future —”
“In-beam Spectroscopy of Exotic Nuclei Using Intermediate Energy
RI Beams”
“Reaction theories for exotic nuclei”
“Exotic cluster structure in light nuclei”
“Physics Programs at the CNS”
“Recent measurements of reaction cross section and related topics”
“Introduction to Hypernuclear Physics”
“The RI-Beam Factory and Recent Development in Superheavy
Element Search at RIKEN”

A scene during the lecture by S. M. Austin.
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This year, we received 101 attendances from 9 countries: 35 master course students, 23 doctor course students, 24
postdocs, and 18 staffs. Among them, 14 attendances were from Asian countries, China, Korea, India, Vietnam. Domestic
attendances were gathered together from 16 universities and 3 institutes over the country.
The lectures were given from 10:00 in the morning to 18:30 in the evening as shown in the following time table. Each
lecture was 50 minutes long and there were 6 lectures every day except for the first and the last days. In spite of this tight
schedule, the almost constant number of audiences attended the lectures throughout the summer school. After dinner on
Tuesday and Wednesday, student sessions were held in a relaxed atmosphere with drinks. 14 talks were given by graduate
students and active discussions about the topics followed.
TIME TABLE

8/19(Mon)
8/20(Tue)
8/21(Wed)
8/22(Thu)
8/23(Fri)
8/24(Sat)

10:00
–10:50
–
Koike
Koike
Tostevin
Baktash
–

11:10
–12:00
–
Koike
Tanida
Tostevin
Tanihata
–

14:00
15:10
16:30
17:40
–14:50
–16:00
–17:20
–18:30
Hamamoto Hamamoto
Austin
Austin
Otsuka
Otsuka
Austin
Austin
Shimoura
Shimoura Shimoura Itagaki
Tostevin
Kubono
Baktash
Baktash
Ozawa
. . . . . . . . . Facility Tour . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20:00–
Welcome party
Student session
Student session
Farewell party
–
–

Questionnaires about the curriculum have been issued to all attendances during the summer school. The results are shown
below. The attendances seem to be mostly satisfied with the lectures. Some students, however, feel that the number of
lectures is too many to understand it sufficiently. These results will be used to improve the summer school in the following
year.

Length of
each lecture
too long
(4%)

good
(88%)

too short
(8%)

Level of
lectures
difficult
(8%)

good
(92%)

easy
(0%)

Number of
lectures
too many
(20.8%)
You have
understood
lectures

very well
(0%)

good
(70.9%)

fairly well
(72%)

too few
(8.3%)

only poorly
(28%)

Results of questionnaires.
All the information concerning the summer school, including lecture notes, is open for access at the following URL:
http://www.cns.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/summerschool/
The organizers thank all the attendances and all the members of the CNS who supported the summer school. They are
also grateful to RIKEN for their supports in the preparation of the school. This school was supported in part by the
International Exchange Program of Graduate School of Science, the University of Tokyo.
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Nuclear Scattering Experiments for Education of Undergraduate Students
A. Tamii, H. Iwasakia , H. Kuboki, H. Sakai, and S. Shimouraa
Department of Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo
a Center for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tokyo
Nuclear scattering experiments have been performed for
education of undergraduate students of the University of
Tokyo as a part of the curriculum of experimental physics.
The purposes of this program are 1) to provide undergraduate students an opportunity to use and be familiar with
accelerators, ion beams, and basic experimental equipment
and 2) to learn how we can study the world which is smaller
than 10 WJ"6> meters.
In total 24 students have participated in four beam
times. Before the experiment, they received radiation safety
course. They used ' beams at   =6.5 MeV/A accelerated
by the AVF cyclotron, and the CRIB beam line of the E7
experimental hall at RIKEN. In each experiment, students
have been divided into two groups and took one of the following two subjects.

cal rigid sphere model and perfect fluid model. It has been
found that both models are extreme ones and the reality lies
in the middle. Initial population among the levels of the rotational band has also been discussed taking account of the
effect of internal conversion.
For most of the students it was the first time to use such
large experimental equipment. Looking at the accelerator
is already very impressive. We are confident that they really enjoyed the experiment imagining that how challenging it had been when Rutherford and his colleagues had
succeeded in the famous experiment. They learned basic
things about the experimental nuclear physics and how to
extract physics from the data.

1. Measurement of elastic scattering of ' particles from
"6A5 Au.
2. Measurement of gamma-rays emitted
in the cascade
ª
decay of the rotational bands of " > Gd or "b> Os.
In the former subject, scattered ' particles were collimated by a slit in a diameter of 6 mm and were detected by
a silicon PIN-diode with a thickness of 50 d m. The thickness of the target was 2.3 mg/cm . The beam was stopped
by a Faraday cup in the scattering chamber and the charge
was monitored by a current integrator. The cross section
of the reaction has been measured typically in the angular
region of
=30–130 n . The obtained data were compared
with the calculated cross section of the Rutherford scattering, i.e. the Coulomb scattering. The size of the gold nucleus has been discussed taking account of the nuclear force
under the assumption of a simple well shape potential or
Woods-Saxon shape potential. Some of the students further
studied the reaction based on the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) with a realistic nuclear potential and
a Coulomb wave function (see Fig. 1).
ª
In the latter subject, rotational
bands of " > Gd or "6b > Os
ª
%('*)c+-, or "b 8¡ %9'Õ)+-, rehave been excited by the " 
actions. The gamma-rays from the cascade decay of the rotational bands have been measured by a high purity germanium (HPGe) detector. The energy spectrum of the gamma
rays were recorded by a multi-channel analyzer (MCA) system. The gain and the efficiency
of the detector system
ª
standard gamma-ray
have been calibrated against a " ;Ô
source. After subtracting background events, the gammaray peaks from the rotation bands have been identified according to their characteristic energy level structure. Typically four or five peaks could be identified. From the obtained data, deformation parameters and moment of inertia
of the excited states have been discussed based on a classi-

fi hk

Figure 1. Analysis of the elastic scattering data by one of the
students.
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Figure 2. A snap shot during the experiment.
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CNS Reports
Publication List
Talks and Presentations
Personnel

Symposia, Workshop, Seminar and PAC
A. Symposia
1. The 7th International Symposium on Nuclei in the Cosmos (NIC7)
July 8–12, 2002, Fuji-Yoshida, Japan.
This symposium was held for the period of July 8–12, 2002 at Fuji-Yoshida, Japan, which locates just on the
outskirts of Mt. Fuji. This was the 7th meeting of this series of Nuclei in the Cosmos (NIC), which takes place every
other year. The NIC7 was chaired by S. Kubono, and co-hosted by the Center for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo
(CNS) and RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility (RARF) with a support of National Astronomical Observatory,
Japan (NAO-J). A little over 200 people participated in the symposium, including about 100 people from outside
of Japan. This symposium covered not only the problems in nuclear astrophysics but also various astronomical
observations, astrophysics, cosmology and elemental particle physics. The symposium encouraged specifically
young people. Most poster papers were given three-minute oral presentation time in the meeting. The symposium
consisted of 11 sessions, which are listed below:
1. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and Light Elements
2. X-Rays, Gamma-Rays, Cosmic Rays, Meteorites, and Stellar Abundances
3. Nucleosynthesis in Stars and Nuclear Cross Sections
4. Weak Interaction and Neutrinos
5. AGB Stars, s-Process and n-Capture Reactions
6. Explosive Nucleosynthesis and Neutron-Deficient Nuclei
7. Explosive Nucleosynthesis and Neutron-Rich Nuclei
8. Galactic Chemical Evolution and Cosmo-Chronology
9. High-Density Matter and Nuclear Equation of State
10. Nuclear Data for Nuclear Astrophysics
11. New Scope in Observations and Experiments
The outline of the symposium and some lecture notes can be seen at the web site of the symposium;
http://www.cns.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/nic7/.
Organizers: S. Kubono (chair, CNS), T. Kajino (co-chair, NAO), I. Tanihata (co-chair, RIKEN),
K. Nomoto (co-chair, Tokyo), T. Teranishi (Scientific secretary, CNS), S. Nishimura (Scientific secretary, CNS),
H. Sakai (CNS/Tokyo), S. Shimoura (CNS), Y. Nagai (RCNP), T. Motobayashi (RIKEN), H. Toki (RCNP),
H. Ando, (NAO) Y. Yoshii (Tokyo), T. Otsuka (Tokyo), M. Teshima (ICRR), T. Nomura (KEK), T. Kunihiro (YITP)
and K. Koyama (Kyoto).

B. Workshop
1. CNS/RIKEN Joint International Workshop on “Physics of QCD Many Body Systems”
November 5–6, 2002: Nishina Memorial Hall at RIKEN Wako Campus, Japan.
The aim of this workshop was to review and summarize the recent experimental and theoretical achievements in the
study of QCD many body systems, and to oversee the directions in near future. More than eighty people, including
seven from abroad, participated the workshop, and good presentations and vivid discussions were made.
Organizers: M. Asakawa (Kyoto), S. Esumi (Tsukuba), H. En’yo (RIKEN), A. Ohnishi (Hokkaido), T. Sugitate (Hiroshima), T. Hatsuda (Tokyo), H. Hamagaki (CNS) and Y. Miake (Tsukuba).
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2. CNS/RIKEN Joint Workshop on “Continuum States in Few-Body Systems and Unstable Nuclei” February 20–22,
2003: CNS Seminar Room at CNS Wako Campus, Japan.
The aim of the workshop was to discuss continuum states, especially breakup processes in few-nucleon systems
and unstable nuclei. Different theoretical approaches were presented. Among them, Faddeev, CDCC and Complex
Scaling approaches were discussed in detail. The wave-packet approach to Coulomb breakup process was presented.
Many interesting experimental works were presented and showed more theoretical works required.
Organizers: Y. Koike (Hosei/CNS), T. Otsuka (Tokyo/RIKEN), T. Uesaka (CNS), N. Shimizu (RIKEN),
M. Ito (RIKEN), S. Shimoura (CNS)

C. CNS Seminar
1. “Low-Spin Signature Inversion in the Semidecoupled Bands of Odd-odd Nuclei in A=170 é 180 Mass Region”,
Y.H. Zhang (Institute of Modern Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China),
August 7, 2002.
2. “Brief Introduction on the Identification of New Isotopes at IMP and Level Structure Study of
X.H. Zhou (Institute of Modern Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China),
August 7, 2002.
3. “Spectroscopy of light unbound proton-rich nuclei
A. Lepine-Szily (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil),
November 29, 2002.
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D. CNS Program Advisory Committee
1. The 3rd CNS PAC meeting
December 9, 2002.
Proposals
1) A. Odahara: Search for Isomer States in 7

ë


¤

Nuclei by Fusion Reaction of Unstable Nuclear Beam

"5

N

2) T. Teranishi: Measurements of Proton Resonant States in Unstable Nuclei by Low-Energy Secondary Beams
3) T. Katayama: Interaction of Heavy Ion Beams with Laser-Excited Plasma
4) N. Iwasa: Excited States in Proton-Rich Nuclei by ( ' , b He) reactions
5) T. Morikawa: Coulomb Excitation of

P á


 0

Isomeric State in

ª



Mn

6) S. Nishimura: Measurement of Reaction Cross Sections Relating to Nuclear Astrophysics by b Li Beam —
Total Reaction Cross Sections of b Li( ' ,n)"" B —
ª

7) C.S. Lee: Nuclear Astrophysics Experiments with an  Al Radioactive Ion Beams
8) Zs. Fülöp: Half-life Measurement of # A Ar Using Radioactive Beam Implantation
9) T. Kajino: Precise Measurements of Astronuclear Reaction Rates yielding Neutron Sources and their application to Heavy Element Synthesis (LOI)
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CNS Reports
#44 “Measurement of the  > Mg(p,t)  Mg reaction for the states near the " Na+p threshold”
S. Michimasa, S. Kubono, S.H. Park, T. Teranishi, Y. Yanagisawa, N. Imai, Zs. Fülöp, X. Liu, T. Minemura,
C. C. Yun, J. M. D’Auria and K.P. Jackson, May 2002.
#45 “CNS Annual Report 2001”
Edited by S. Shimoura and H. Otsu, Jul. 2002.
#46 “Three-body 8 N interactioning the analysis of the "$&% 8Kó )8X? , reaction at 270 MeV”
Y. Satou, S. Ishida, H. Sakai, H. Okamura, N. Sakamoto, H. Otsu, T. Uesaka, A. Tamii, T. Wakasa, T. Ohnishi,
K. Sekiguchi, K. Yako, K. Suda, M. Hatano, H. Kato, Y. Maeda, J. Nishikawa, T. Ichihara, T. Niizeki, H. Kamada,
W. Glöckle and H. Witała, Jul. 2002.
#47 “Isomeric 0 0 State in " Be”
S. Shimoura, A. Saito, T. Minemura, Y. U. Matsuyama, H. Baba, H. Akiyoshi, N. Aoi, T. Gomi, Y. Higurashi,
K. Ieki, N. Imai, N. Iwasa, H. Iwasaki, S. Kanno, S. Kubono, M. Kunibu, S. Michimasa, T. Motobayashi, T. Nakamura, H. Sakurai, M. Serata, E. Takeshita, S. Takeuchi, T. Teranishi, K. Ue, K. Yamada, Y. Yanagisawa, M. Ishihara
and N. Itagaki, Sept. 2002.
#48 “Development of the Flattop Accelerated Beam for Low-Energy Radioisotope Beam Separator CRIB”
S. Watanabe, T. Teranishi, H. Iwasaki, Y. Yanagisawa, Y. Ohshiro, T. Katayama, A. Goto, S. Kohara, N. Sakamoto,
O. Kamigaito, M. Kase, Y. Yano and M. Fukuda, Sept. 2002.
#49 “Pulse Shape Simulation and Analysis of Segmented Ge Detectors for Position Extraction”
M. Kurokawa, S. Shimoura, H. Iwasaki, H. Baba, S. Michimasa, S. Ota, H. Murakami and H. Sakai, Dec. 2002.
#50 “Determination of the Sub-Threshold State Contribution in "# C ( ' ,n) "6. O, the Main Neutron-Source Reaction for the
s-Process”
S. Kubono, K. Abe, S. Kato, T. Teranishi, M. Kurokawa, X. Liu, N. Imai, K. Kumagai, P. Strasser, M. H. Tanaka,
Y. Fuchi, C. S. Lee, Y. K. Kwon, L. Lee, J. H. Ha and Y. K. Kim, Jan. 2003.
#51 “Spin Tracking with Siberian Snakes in RHIC”
M. Xiao and T. Katayama, Feb. 2003.
#52 “L

Production in Au+Au Collisions at
K. Oyama, Feb. 2003.
B
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GeV”

#53 “Low-energy nuclear reaction studies with RI beams in nuclear astrophysics”
S. Kubono, T. Teranishi and S. Kato, Feb. 2003.
#54 “The first excited state in # B Ne Studied by proton inelastic scattering in reversed kinematics”
Y. Yanagisawa, M. Notani, H. Sakurai, M. Kunibu, H. Akiyoshi, N. Aoi, H. Baba, H. Demichi, N. Fukuda,
K. Hasegawa, Y. Higurashi, M. Ishihara, N. Iwasa, H. Iwasaki, T. Gomi, S. Kanno, M. Kurokawa, Y. U. Matsuyama, S. Michimasa, T. Minemura, T. Mizoi, T. Nakamura, A. Saito, M. Serata, S. Shimoura, T. Sugimoto,
E. Takeshita, S. Takeuchi, K. Ue, K. Yamada, K. Yoneda and T. Motobayashi, Feb. 2003.
#55 “Study of Resonance States in "6 N Using a Radioactive Ion Beam of "" C”
T. Teranishi, S. Kubono, S. Shimoura, M. Notani, Y. Yanagisawa, S. Michimasa, K. Ue, H. Iwasaki, M. Kurokawa,
Y. Satou, T. Morikawa, A. Saito, H. Baba, J. H. Lee, C. S. Lee, Zs. Fülöp and S. Kato, Feb. 2003.
#56 “Characterizations of Laser Produced Plasma Target for Beam-Plasma Interaction”
A. Sakumi, T. Katayama, T. Nishimoto and Y. Oguri, Feb. 2003.
#57 “Complex Energy Method for Scattering Processes”
H. Kamada, Y. Koike and W. Glöckle, Feb. 2003.
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Publication List
A. Original Papers
1. N. Aoi, K. Yoneda, E. Ideguchi, T. Kishida, T. Nakamura, M. Notani, H. Sakurai, T. Teranishi, Y. Watanabe,
H. Wu, A. Yoshida, H. Miyatake, Y. Yamamoto, H. Ogawa, S.S. Yamamoto, M. Ishihara : “Anomaly of 7 
Shell Closure in Neutron-Rich Be and B Isotopes Studied via Delayed Neutron Emitting "6> Be beta Decay”, Phys.
Rev. C 66 (2002) 014301-1–11.
2. K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration): “Transverse-Mass Dependence of Two-Pion Correlations in Au+Au
Collisions at M N OYO =130 GeV”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88 (2002) 192302-1–6.
3. K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration): “Measurement of Single Electrons and Implications for Charm Production in Au+Au Collisions at M N;OYO =130 GeV”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88 (2002) 192303-1–6.

.

4. K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration): “Centrality Dependence of L 0 W , 0 1W , p and
M N OO =130 GeV Au+Au Collisions at RHIC”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88 (2002) 242301-1–6.
5. K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration): “Event-by-event fluctuations in mean
M N OO =130 GeV Au+Au Collisions”, Phys. Rev. C 66 (2002) 024901-1–10.
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6. K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration): “Net Charge Fluctuations in Au+Au Interactions at
Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 (2002) 082301-1–6.
7. K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration): “Measurement of
M N OO =130 GeV”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 (2002) 092302-1–6.
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Particles in Au+Au Collisions at

8. K. Adcox et al. (PHENIX Collaboration): “Flow Measurements via Two-Particle Azimuthal Correlations in Au+
Au Collisions at M N OO =130 GeV”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 (2002) 212301-1–6.
9. L. Ahle et al. (E802 Collaboration): “System, centrality, and transverse mass dependence of two pion correlation
radii in heavy ion collisions at 11.6-A-GeV and 14.6-A-GeV” Phys. Rev. C 66 (2002) 054906-1–15.
10. D. Beaumel, S. Fortier, H. Laurent, J-M. Maison, S. Pita, T. Kubo, T. Teranishi, H. Sakurai, T. Nakamura, N. Aoi,
N. Fukuda, M. Hirai, N. Imai, H. Iwasaki, H. Kumagai, K. Yoneda, M. Ishihara, A. Mengoni, T. Motobayashi,
H. Ohnuma and S.M. Lukyanov : “Some applications of an indirect method to determine direct radiative cross
sections at astrophysical energies”, Indian J. Phys. 76S (2002) 145–147.
11. E. Cravo, A. C. Fonseca and Y. Koike: “Three-body calculation of the structure of ´A Be”, Phys. Rev. C 66 (2002)
014001-1–7.
12. Y. Gono, A. Odahara, T. Fukuchi, E. Ideguchi, T. Kishida, T. Kubo, H. Watanabe, S. Motomura, K. Saito,
O. Kashiyama, T. Morikawa, B. Cederwall, Y. H. Zhang, X. H. Zhou, M. Ishihara and H. Sagawa : “Systematics of high-spin isomers in N = 83 isotones and a high-spin isomer beam”, Eur. Phys. J. A13 ( 2002 ) 5–8.
13. M. Honma, T. Otsuka, B.A. Brown and T. Mizusaki : “Effective interaction for pf-shell nuclei”, Phys. Rev. C 65
(2002) 061301-1–5.
14. T. Ichihara, M. Ishihara, H. Ohnuma, T. Niizeki, Y. Satou, H. Okamura, S. Kubono, M. H. Tanaka and Y. Fuchi :
“Isovector Quadrupole Resonance Observed in the . B Ni( "# C, "6# N). B Co Reaction at E/A = 100 MeV”, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 89 (2002) 142501-1–4.
15. E. Ideguchi, B. Cederwall, T. Back, L. Milechina, Y. Gono, Y.F. Yang, N. Aoi, T. Teranishi, D. Bucurescu and
T. Kishida : “Position sensitivity of a segmented planar Ge detector”, Nucl. Instrm. Methods. A496 (2003) 373–
384.
16. A. Ihara, T. Doke, N. Hasebe, J. Kikuchi, M. -N. Kobayashi, K. Maezawa, K. Nagata, T. Sakaguchi, T. Shino,
T. Takashima, S. Teruhi, B. Wilken and T. Yanagimachi: “Electron and Ion Spectrometer onboard the Nozomi
spacecraft and its initial results in interplanetary space”, Astroparticle physics, 17 (2002) 263–278.
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P.J. Daly, A.D. Davies, T. Glasmacher, Z.W. Grabowski, D.E. Groh, M. Honma, F.G. Kondev, W. Krolas, T. Lauritsen, S.N. Liddick, S. Lunardi, N. Marginean, T. Mizusaki, D.J. Morrissey, A.C. Morton, W.F. Mueller, T. Otsuka,
T. Pawlat, D. ª Seweryniak,
H. Schatz, A. Stolz, S.L. Tabor, C.A. Ur, G. Viesti, I. Wiedenhover and J. Wrzesiski :
ª
“Structure of  > Ti and shell closures in neutron-rich nuclei above >cb Ca”, Phys. Lett. B 546 (2002) 55–62.
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18. H. Kamada, Y. Koike and W. Glöckle: “Complex Energy Method for Scattering Processes”, Prog. Theor. Phys.
109 (2003) 875–879.
19. S. Kubono, K. Abe, S. Kato, T. Teranishi, M. Kurokawa, X. Liu, N. I mai, K. Kumagai, P. Strasser, M. H. Tanaka,
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Beams, Divonne, France, April 2000: Nucl. Phys. A701 (2002) 437c–440c.
C. Theses
1. F. Kajihara: “Development of Electon Trigger System in the PHENIX Experiment”, Master Thesis, University of
Tokyo, March 2003.
2. K. Oyama: “L B Production in Au+Au Collisions at
Tokyo, February 2003.
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GeV”, Doctoral Dissertation, University of

3. K. Yako:“Precise determination of the Gamow-Teller quenching factor via the
Doctoral Dissertation, University of Tokyo, July 2002.

ABDCFE;%9+)9!,

reaction at 293 MeV”,

D. Other Publications
1. S. Kubono: “Seventh International Symposium on Nuclei in the Cosmos (NIC7)”, Nuclear Physics News International 13, No.1 (2003) 10–12.
2. S. Kubono and Y. Watanabe: “Report on the 7th International Symposium on Nuclei in the Cosmos (NIC7)”,
Nuclear Data News 73 (2002) 8–15.
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Talks and Presentations
A. Conferences
1. H. Hamagaki: “Study of Chiral Symmetry and Sigma-meson”, The International Workshop on “Nuclear and Particle Physics at 50-GeV PS”, Sep. 27–29, 2002, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.
2. H. Hamagaki (Invited): “Experimental Study of QCD Matter at High Temperature: Present and Future”, TokyoAdelaide Joint Workshop on Quarks, Astrophysics and Space physics, Jan. 6–10, 2003, University of Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan.
3. H. Iwasaki: “Low-lying structure of neutron-rich nuclei around 7 =8 and 20 from in-beam gamma-ray spectroscopy”, International Symposium on Frontiers of Collective Motions, Nov. 6-9, 2002, University of Aizu,
Aizu-wakamatsu, Japan.
4. T. Katayama (Invited): “Status of MUSES project and electron RI collider at RIKEN”, 5th International Conference
on Nuclear Physics, Jun.16–20, 2002, at Storage Rings, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
5. T. Katayama (Invited): “On the topics of heavy ion storage rings”, the symposium on Recent advance of beam
research, Feb.27–28, 2003, Nagaoka University of Technology, Nagaoka, Japan.
6. T. Kikuchi, M. Nakajima, K. Horioka, J. Hasegawa, Y. Oguri, M. Ogawa, A. Sakumi and T. Katayama: “Study on
Focusing Scheme of Intense Heavy Ion Beam and Target-Beam Interaction Experiment”, The Fourth Fusion Energy
Association Lecture Meeting, Jun. 13–14, 2002, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.
7. S. Kubono(Invited): “Study of Low-Energy Nuclear Reactions for Nuclear Astrophysics”, Tsukuba symposium on
nuclear astrophysics, Jul. 3, 2002, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan.
8. S. Kubono(Invited):“Low-Energy Nuclear Reaction Studies with RI Beams in Nuclear Astrophysics”, E-group
Workshop on Experiments with Low-Energy RI Beams, Feb. 17, 2003, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan.
9. S. Kubono, S. Kato and T. Teranishi(Invited): “Low-Energy Nuclear Reaction Studies with RI Beams in Nuclear
Astrophysics”,International Symposium on Physics of Unstable Nuclei (ISPUN02), Nov. 20–25, 2002, Halong
Bay, Vietnam.
10. S. Kubono(Invited): “Neutron Source for the s-Process”, Workshop on Problems in Nuclear Astrophysics, Mar.13–
14, 2003, RIKEN, Wako, Japan.
11. M. Kurokawa, S. Shimoura, H. Iwasaki, H. Baba, S. Michimasa, S. Ota, H. Murakami and H. Sakai: “Pulse
Shape Simulation and Analysis of Segmented Ge Detectors for Position Extraction”, 2002 IEEE Nuclear Science
Symposium and Medical Imaging Conference, Nov. 10–16, 2002, Norfolk, USA.
12. T. Matsumoto for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Measurements of Leptonic and Photonic Probes in Au+Au Collisions at PHENIX Run-2”, RHIC & AGS Annual User’s Meeting, Sep. 20, 2002, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
NY, USA.
13. T. Matsumoto for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Measurements of PQ¶ SU 0 UXW in Au+Au Collisions at
200 GeV at PHENIX”, Quark Matter 2002 Poster Session, Jul. 18–24, 2002, Nantes, France.
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14. S. Michimasa, S. Kubono, S. H. Park, T. Teranishi, Y. Yanagisawa, N. Imai, Zs. Fülöp, X. Liu, T. Minemura,
C.C. Yun, J.M. D’Auria and K. P. Jackson (Poster): “Study on the " Na(p,^ ) Mg Stellar Reaction by the (p,t)
Reaction”, The 7th International Symposium on Nuclei in the Cosmos (NIC7), Jul. 8–12, 2002, Fuji-Yoshida,
Japan.
15. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Microscopic realization of O(6) and E(5) symmetries”, Nuclear Structure Conference, May
22–25, 2002, Grand Teton, USA.
16. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Frontiers of Nuclear Shell Model”, Conference on “Frontiers of Nuclear Structure”, Jul.
29–Aug. 2, 2002, Berkeley, USA.
17. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Shell Structures and Collectivities of Exotic Nuclei”, 3rd International Balkan School on
Nuclear Physics, Sep. 18–24, 2002, Thessaloniki, Greece.
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18. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Shell model results for exotic nuclei”, Conference on “Nuclear Structure with Large Gamma
— Arrays: Status and Perspectives”, Sep. 23–27, 2002, Padova, Italy.
19. T. Otsuka and N. Shimizu (Invited) : “Large-scale shell model calculations for atomic nuclei and Alphleet project”,
Workshop on “Large-Scale Computations in Nuclear Physics Using the QCDOC”, Sep. 26–28, 2002, Brookhaven,
USA.
20. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Shell-model analyses and predictions for gamma-ray spectroscopy”, 2002 Fall Meeting of
the Division of Nuclear Physics, Oct. 9–12, 2002, East Lansing, USA.
21. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Intruders in exotic nuclei and shell evolution”, The Nuclear Many-Body System : Exploring
the Limits, Gent, Belgium, Oct. 23-25, 2002.
22. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Shell evolution in exotic nuclei”, International Symposium on “Frontiers of Collective Motions”, Nov. 6–9, 2002, University of Aizu, Aizu-wakamatsu, Japan.
23. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Shell Evolution : A Paradigm of Structure of Exotic Nuclei?”, International Symposium on
“Physics of Unstable Nuclei”, Nov. 20–25, 2002, Halong Bay, Vietnam.
24. T. Otsuka (Invited) : “Evolution of Shell and Deformation in Exotic Nuclei”, Workshop on “Nuclear Structure at
the Limits of Stability”, Jan. 9–11, 2003. Surrey, UK.
25. K. Ozawa for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Measurement of PQRVS
U 0 UXW in Au+Au collisions at M N OYO =
200GeV at RHIC-PHENIX”, The 16th Particles and Nuclei International Conference (PANIC), Sep. 30, 2002,
Osaka, Japan.

§

26. T. Sakaguchi for the PHENIX Collaboration : “High !
identified hadron ratios in
collisions”, Quark Matter 2002, Jul. 20, 2002, Nantes, France.
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27. T. Sakaguchi: “High transverse momentum hadrons, photons and PQR measurement in Au+Au collisions at RHICPHENIX”, Talk at Student session of subnuclear physics of ETTORE MAJORANA International School, Aug. 31,
2002, Erice, Sicily, Italy.
28. S. Shimoura: “Spectroscopy of exotic nuclei using intermediate-energy secondary nuclear reactions”, Physics by
intermediate-energy ion beams, Apr. 3–5, 2002, RCNP, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.
29. S. Shimoura: “Experimental studies of resonant states near threshods”, Present status and future perspectives in
few-body physics, May 24–26, 2002, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan.
30. S. Shimoura (invited): “In-beam spectroscopy of exotic nuclei using direct reaction of RI beams”, Symposium for
the 30th Anniversary of Nuclear Physics Division of the Korean Physical Society, Oct. 24–25, 2002, Hanyang
University, Seoul, South Korea.
31. S. Shimoura (invited): “Spectroscopy of exotic nuclei using intermediate-energy direct reactions“, International
Symposium on Physics of Unstable Nuclei (ISPUN02), Nov. 20–25, 2002, Halong Bay, Vietnam.
32. T. Teranishi(invited): “Experimental Projects Using a Low-Energy RI Beam Separator at CNS”, The 7th International Symposium of Nuclei in the Cosmos, Jul. 8–12, 2002, Fuji-Yoshida, Japan.
33. T. Teranishi: “Study of resonance states using a low-energy RI beam separator at CNST”, Nuclear Physics in Astro
Physics, 17th International Nuclear Physics Divisional Conference of the European Physical Society, Sep. 30–Oct.
4, 2002, Debrecen, Hungary.
34. T. Teranishi: “Resonance-scattering experiments using a low-energy RI beam separator at CNS”, Workshop on
Nuclear Reactions in Nuclear Astrophysics, Mar. 13–14, RIKEN, Wako, Japan.
35. T. Uesaka (invited): “Polarized # He and polarized deuteron: Hadronic approach to strucure of light nuclei”, International Workshop on # He Beams and GasTargets and their Applications, Sep. 8–13, 2002, Oppenheim, Germany.
36. T. Wakui: “Polarized Solid Proton Target for RI Beam Experiments”, 15th International Spin Physics Symposium
(SPIN2002), Sep. 9–14, 2002, NY, USA.
37. T. Wakui (invited): “Polarized solid proton target for RI beam experiments”, Exploratory Workshop on Polarized
Radioactive Beams and Polarized Targets, Mar. 6–7, 2003, Strasbourg, France.
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38. K. Yako, H. Sakai, M.B. Greenfield, K. Hatanaka, M. Hatano, J. Kamiya, Y. Kitamura, Y. Maeda, C.L. Morris,
H. Okamura, J. Rapaport, T. Saito, Y. Sakemi, K. Sekiguchi, Y. Shimizu, K. Suda, A. Tamii, N. Uchigashima
and T. Wakasa : “Determination of the Gamow-Teller quenching factor via the A BCE;%Ù+)(!F, reaction at 293 MeV”,
International Symposium on “15th International Spin Physics Symposium (SPIN2002)”, Sep. 9, 2002, BNL, NY,
USA.
39. K. Yako, H. Sakai, M. Hatano, K. Kato, Y. Maeda, T. Saito, K. Sekiguchi, A. Tamii, N. Uchigashima, K. Hatanaka,
J. Kamiya, Y. Kitamura, Y. Sakemi, Y. Shimizu, T. Wakasa, H. Okamura, K. Suda, M. B. Greenfield, C. L. Morris
and J. Rapaport : “Determination of the Gamow-Teller quenching factor via the A BCFE %Ù+)9!, reaction at 293 MeV”,
The Kyudai-RCNP International Symposium on “Nuclear Many-Body and Medium Effects in Nuclear Interactions
and Reactions (MEDIUM2002)”, Oct. 26, 2002, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan.
40. K. Yako, H. Sakai, M. Hatano, K. Kato, Y. Maeda, T. Saito, K. Sekiguchi, A. Tamii, N. Uchigashima, K. Hatanaka,
J. Kamiya, Y. Kitamura, Y. Sakemi, Y. Shimizu, T. Wakasa, H. Okamura, K. Suda, M.B. Greenfield, C.L. Morris
and J. Rapaport : “Determination of the Gamow-Teller quenching factor via the A BCFE %Ù+)9!, reaction at 293 MeV”,
International Symposium on “Frontiers of Collective Motions (CM2002)”, Nov. 6, 2002, University of Aizu, Aizuwakamatsu, Japan.
B. JPS Meetings
1. H. Baba, S. Shimoura, T. Minemura, Y. U. Matsuyama, A. Saito, H. Akiyoshi, N. Aoi, T. Gomi, Y. Higurashi,
K. Ieki, N. Imai, N. Iwasa, H. Iwasaki, S. Kanno, S. Kubono, M. Kunibu, S. Michimasa, T. Motobayashi, T. Nakamura, H. Sakurai, M. Serata, E. Takeshita, S. Takeuchi, T. Teranishi, K. Ue, K. Yamada and Y. Yanagisawa:
“ "6> O( ' , '? ) reaction by using inverse kinematics”, at the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 28–31, 2003, Tohoku-gakuin
Uiversity, Sendai, Japan.
2. K. Demichi, S. Shimoura, T. Motobayashi, N. Aoi, H. Baba, Z. Elekes, T. Fukuchi, T. Gomi, K. Hasegawa,
E. Ideguchi, M. Ishihara, N. Iwasa, H. Iwasaki, S. Kanno, S. Kawai, S. Kubono, N. Kubojima, K. Kurita,
M. Kurokawa, Y. U. Matsuyama, S. Michimasa, K. Miller, T. Minemura, T. Murakami, M. Notani, A. Odahara,
S. Ota, A. Saito, H. Sakai, H. Sakurai, E. Takeshita, S. Takeuchi, M. Tamaki, T. Teranishi, Y. Togano, K. Yamada
and Y. Yanagisawa: “Lifetime measurement of the 0 0 state in "6 Be”, at the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 28–31, 2003,

Tohoku-gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.
3. T. Gunji, H. Hamagaki, K. Ozawa, M. Inuzuka, A. Andoronic, O. Busch, C. Garabatos, H. Appelshauser, T. Mahmoud, B. Vulpescu, for the ALICE TRD collaboration, “Study of Transition Radiation Detector for LHC ALICE
experiment”, at the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 29, 2003, Tohoku-Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.
4. H. Hamagaki: “Future Prospects on Experimental Studies of QCD Matter”, Oral Presentation in the Joint Symposium of Theoretical and Experimental Nuclear Physics on “Current Status and Future of QGP Searches” at the JPS
Fall meeting, Sep. 15, 2002, Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan.
5. M. Inuzuka, H. Hamagaki, K. Ozawa, T. Sakaguchi, K. Oyama, T. Matsumoto, S. Kametani, F. Kajihara, K. Kato,
T. Isobe, N. Kurihara, T. Gunji and T. Tamagawa: “Development of Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)”, at the JPS
Fall meeting, Sep. 13, 2002, Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan.
6. M. Inuzuka, H. Hamagaki, K. Ozawa, T. Sakaguchi, K. Oyama, T. Matsumoto, S. Kametani, F. Kajihara, K. Kato,
T. Isobe, N. Kurihara, T. Gunji and T. Tamagawa: “Development of Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)”, at the JPS
Spring meeting, Mar. 29, 2003, Tohoku-Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.
7. T. Isobe, H. Hamagaki, K. Ozawa, T. Sakaguchi, M. Inuzuka, K. Oyama: “Development of Time Projection Chamber for relativistic heavy ion collision”, at the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 29, 2003, Tohoku-Gakuin University,
Sendai, Japan.
8. F. Kajihara for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Performance of RICH LVL-1 trigger for the PHENIX experiment”, at
the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 29, 2003, Tohoku-Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.
9. T. Matsumoto for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Measurements of PQ¶ SU 0 U W in Au+Au Collisions at
200 GeV at PHENIX”, at the JPS Fall meeting, Sep. 13, 2002, Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan.
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10. T. Matsumoto for the PHENIX Collaboration : “Measurements of PQ¶ SÂU 0 UXW in Au+Au Collisions at M N OYO
200 GeV at PHENIX”, Mar. 30, 2003, at the JPS Spring meeting, Tohoku-Gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.
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11. A. Odahara, T. Teranishi, M. Notani, S. Kubono, S. Michimasa, J. -J. He, Y. Yanagisawa, H. Iwasaki, S. Shimoura,
H. Watanabe, T. Kishida, T. Fukuchi, T. Sasaki, Y. Wakabayashi, N. Hokoiwa, M. Kibe, Y. Gono, S. Kato: “Development of "65 N secondary beam”, at the JPS Fall meeting, Sep. 13–16, 2002, Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan.
12. S. Ota : “Proton single particle states in "6# B studied by ( ' ,t) reaction”, at the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 28–31,
2003, Tohoku-gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.
13. S. Ota, K. Demichi, S. Shimoura, H. Iwasaki, M. Kurokawa, S. Michimasa, S. Kubono, T. Teranishi, M. Notani,
M. Tamaki, T. Murakami, N. Iwasa, T. Motobayashi, Y. Yanagisawa, T. Minemura, S. Takeuchi, T. Gomi, K. Yamada, A. Saito, H. Baba, Y. U. Matsuyama, S. Kanno, E. Takeshita, K. Hasegawa, K. Kurita, H. Sakurai, N. Aoi,
E. Ideguchi, A. Odahara, T. Fukuchi, K. Miller, Z. Elekes, Y. Togano, S. Kawai, N. Kubojima, H. Sakai and M. Ishihara: “Study of proton single-particle states in neutron-rich nucleus "# B using nucleon transfer reaction ( > He,t)”,
at the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 28–31, 2003, Tohoku-gakuin University, Sendai, Japan.
14. K. Oyama for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Neutral Pion Production in Au+Au Collisions at
at RHIC”, at the JPS Fall meeting, Sep. 13, 2002, Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan.
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15. K. Ozawa: “Physics of vector meson and measurements of leptons and lepton-pairs”, at the JPS Fall meeting,
Sep. 15, 2002, Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan.
16. T. Sakaguchi: “Neutral energy flow measurement and Jet suppression”, at the JPS Fall meeting, Sep. 15, 2002,
Rikkyo University, Tokyo, Japan.
17. T. Sakaguchi for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Searching for non-hadronic sources of photons in Au+Au collisions
at M N OYO =200GeV at RHIC-PHENIX”, Mar. 30, 2003, at the JPS Spring meeting, Sep. 15, 2002, Tohoku-Gakuin
University, Sendai, Japan.
18. H. Baba, S. Shimoura, T. Minemura, Y. U. Matsuyama, A. Saito, H. Akiyoshi, N. Aoi, T. Gomi, Y. Higurashi,
K. Ieki, N. Imai, N. Iwasa, H. Iwasaki, S. Kanno, S. Kubono, M. Kunibu, S. Michimasa, T. Motobayashi, T. Nakamura, H. Sakurai, M. Serata, E. Takeshita, S. Takeuchi, T. Teranishi, K. Ue, K. Yamada and Y. Yanagisawa:
“ "6> O( ' , '? ) reaction by using inverse kinematics”, at the JPS Spring meeting, Mar. 28–31, 2003, Tohoku-gakuin
Uiversity, Sendai, Japan.
C. Lectures
1. H. Hamagaki:“Physics of QCD Matter”, A series of special lectures given to the graduate school of science and
technology at University of Tsukuba, Jan. 16–17, and Jan. 20, 2003, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan.
2. S. Kubono:“Research Programs at CNS”, Lecture in 1st CNS International Summer School (CISS02), Aug. 19–23,
2002, CNS, University of Tokyo, Wako, Japan.
3. S. Shimoura: “Special Lectures on Exotic Nuclei”, Jul. 2–4, 2002, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan.
4. S. Shimoura: “In-beam Spectroscopy of Exotic Nuclei Using Intermediate Energy RI Beams”, Lecture in 1st CNS
International Summer School (CISS02), Aug. 19–23, 2002, CNS, University of Tokyo, Wako, Japan.
D. Seminars
1. H. Hamagaki: “Study of QCD Matter with High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions — Present and Future —”, Jan. 20,
2003, Colloquium of Nuclear Physics group at University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan.
2. K. Oyama: “Study of Parton Energy Loss in Quark Gluon Plasma”, Dec. 18, 2002, Theorey Seminar at Komaba,
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

E§

3. T. Sakaguchi for the PHENIX Collaboration: “Measurement of High-!
and Leptonic Observables with the
PHENIX Experiment at RHIC”, Feb. 21, 2003, Lake Louise Winter Institute, Lake Louise, Canada.
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Director
SAKAI, Hideyuki

Professor, Department of Physics,
Graduate School of Science

Scientific Staff
1. Accelerator Research
KATAYAMA, Takeshi

Professor

WATANABE, Shin-ichi
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2. Heavy-Ion Collisions
SHIMOURA, Susumu

Professor

UESAKA, Tomohiro

Lecturer (May 2002–)

AOI, Nori

Research Associate (May 2002 – Dec. 2002)

IWASAKI, Hironori

Research Associate
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3. Nuclear Structure in Extreme States
KUBONO, Shigeru

Professor
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Associate Professor

TERANISHI, Takashi
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Research Associate

Guest Professors
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Hosei University
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University of Tokyo

Technical Staff
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HE, Jianjun
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Graduate Students
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